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Abstract
Space robotic solutions are gaining importance for undertaking in-orbit operations such
as maintenance and repair, assembly of large structures, manufacturing and debris re-
moval. The modelling and control of space robots is highly challenging due to (i) the
inherent nonlinearities in the system, (ii) the dynamic coupling between the arm and
the spacecraft base and (iii) the complex structure of two coupled systems i.e. a six
Degree of Freedom (DoF) spacecraft base and an n DoF robotic arm. In addition to
the aforementioned challenges, performing a precise motion of a space robot in the
presence of environmental disturbances whilst considering the changes in the mass of
the spacecraft base due to fuel consumption, is very intricate. Taking into account the
above-mentioned challenges, this research is aimed at developing new control method-
ologies for precise manoeuvring of a space robot to safely capture a target in-orbit.
Performing such fine motion control requires high precision manoeuvres by a space
robot capable of tracking the grasping point on the target without a priori knowledge
of the path to follow, whilst avoiding collisions and singularities.
This research introduces a new mode of operation for space robots, defined as the
controlled-floating mode. It allows the base of the space robot to move, in a controlled
manner, simultaneously and in coordination with the arm to help reach the grasping
point through following optimal trajectories for both the arm and its base. Unlike the
classical free-flying and free-floating modes of operation, the controlled-floating mode
offers extra DoFs, redundancy and unlimited workspace to the robotic arm of the space
robot. The space robot, when operated in this mode, is hereafter referred to as the
Controlled Floating Space Robot (CFSR). To control the motion of the CFSR, a new
adaptive combined nonlinear H∞ controller was designed; it takes into account both
external disturbances and internal parametric uncertainties due to the changes in the
mass of the spacecraft base. This controller guarantees robustness when compared to
the traditional linear controllers, such as the Proportional-Integral-Derivative controller
and the Linear Quadratic Regulator. Approaching the target when the grasping point
is out of its reach or when the motion of the arm is restricted by singular configurations
and obstacles, is a difficult task using the arm’s n DoFs only. Hence, in this research,
an optimal trajectory generator for both the arm and its base, using a Genetic Algo-
rithm, was developed. This novel algorithm ensures that the selected path is free of
singularities and obstacles whilst using minimal energy. This algorithm requires only
the Cartesian location of the grasping point, to generate a path for the space robot
without a priori knowledge of the desired path.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Earth orbit exploitation is key to offering a multitude of terrestrial applications such as
navigation, meteorology, risk monitoring and the potential global availability of wire-
less internet. Such applications are only possible because of the successful launches of
artificial spacecraft into different Earth orbits. Other applications are not intended for
terrestrial use but rather focus on observing the universe e.g Hubble space telescope
(HST), to understand its origins, as well as conducting zero-gravity experiments in
orbital laboratories such as the International Space Station (ISS). Such missions are
crucial to break the boundaries that will allow humans to continuously grow and de-
velop new technologies for diverse applications.
Inserting telescopes and large stations into orbit requires construction and assembly as
these structures are too large for launchers. In the case of the ISS for instance, con-
struction has been performed by astronauts aided by robotic arms on-board the station
itself. Thus, robotic arms can be seen to be a key technology for in orbit construction
and assembly. Moreover, the exponential technological growth of terrestrial applica-
tions necessitates a larger number of spacecraft to accommodate the growing demand.
Unfortunately, Earth orbits are limited and there is a risk of overpopulation that is
proportional to the increasing number of spacecraft. As a result, potential collisions
are threatening both manned and unmanned spacecraft. To alleviate this issue, several
solutions have been proposed to capture and de-orbit non-functioning spacecraft and
debris. For instance, the use of a net or harpoon to capture a target spacecraft and
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drag sail for de-orbiting [1]. Also, others have suggested robotic arms for capturing de-
bris [2, 3]. Nonetheless, de-orbiting is not the only available solution for a clean space;
servicing is key to expanding the lifespan of spacecraft which will enable the reuse of
the available hardware. Robotic arms are key to providing a global solution for the
aforementioned in-orbit applications.
The field of Robotics and Autonomous Systems (RAS) is fast advancing and there is
an increasing interest to use newly developed technologies to provide cost-effective so-
lutions for in-orbit operations. Robotic arms mounted on satellites can be used for a
multitude of tasks such as (i) inspection, maintenance and repair of faulty satellites,
(ii) refuelling to expand the satellites’ lifespan, (iii) spacecraft in-orbit construction,
(iv) assembly or self-assembly of large structures and (v) debris removal. These robotic
arms are known as space robots and they have been used for decades on-board the ISS
to help astronauts during Extra Vehicular Activities (EVA). However, their potential
use on-board smaller spacecraft is limited to only a fewer number of demonstration
missions such as the ETS VII [4, 5] and Orbital Express [6]. Although extensive re-
search has been performed, the potential of space robots is still underexploited due to
the challenges and constraints they encounter in Earth orbits.
A fleet of space robots, mounted on small spacecraft, are one option for future orbital
servicing and assembly operations. These robots can be employed to undertake differ-
ent orbital tasks provided they can interact with both cooperative and uncooperative
targets. A cooperative target has an active control system, whereas an uncooperative
target can be any object or another faulty or tumbling satellite. Capturing cooperative
and uncooperative targets involves several phases of operation [7]:
 The approaching phase where the far and close range rendezvous manoeuvres are
completed and the space robot is in the vicinity of the target. In other words, the
space robot ends up in close proximity to the target; proximity in this research is
taken to be of the order of 10m separation.
 The capturing phase, where the space robot acquires knowledge of the target’s
motion and physical configuration before capturing it; this phase comprises four
3sequential operations where, in this research, the second is taken to occur within
of the order of 100 seconds.
– Observing, where the space robot uses vision, and/or Lidar and/or radar
sensors to collect data about the target.
– Final approaching, where the space robot plans and executes its motion
towards the grasping location.
– Impact and mating, where the end effector of the manipulator is physically
in contact with the target.
– Post-capturing stabilisation, where the mated space robot and target are
considered as one system and the space robot’s controller has to perform
stabilisation.
 The de-orbiting/orbit correction phase, where the control system of the spacecraft
base takes over the control of the mated system to remove the target from its
original orbit. This is only applicable for debris removal or orbit correction.
Handling cooperative and uncooperative targets is differently challenging depending
on whether or not the target is spinning or tumbling. Indeed, if the target is spinning
or tumbling, the chaser space robot has to account for the rotating grasping point,
which makes the approaching and capturing tasks highly difficult. Also, if the target
is uncooperative, it would not have a functioning controller; this increases the risk of
the target getting pushed away from the chaser, at the moment of capture, if the final
approach phase is not well controlled. If, on the other hand, the target is cooperative,
accounting for a rotating grasping point can still be an issue in the case of spin stabilised
satellite for instance. However, not all satellites are spinning, therefore, this issue is
mission-dependant. Nevertheless, collisions with the target have to be accounted for
when approaching capturing a cooperative target. Hence, both cooperative and unco-
operative targets require a dedicated solution to the approach problem. This is defined
as the motion of the space robot prior to any contact with the grasping point on the
target.
Approaching a target using a space robot can be achieved in two different modes of
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operation: free-flying and free-floating [7–9]. Both modes of operation entail an un-
desired dynamic coupling effect originating from the motion of the manipulator. This
dynamic coupling effect leads to changes in the pose of the spacecraft base that are not
always corrected, depending on the selected approach mode. In the free-flying mode
the spacecraft base is actively controlled, using reaction jets, to maintain a fixed pose
or reach one desired pose whilst the arm is in motion. On the other hand, in the
free-floating mode, the spacecraft base is uncontrolled and is free to change its pose in
reaction to the motion of the arm. Both modes of operation have benefits depending on
the nature of the mission. For instance, when communication between the space robot
and the ground station is paramount, the free-flying mode is preferred as its controlled
base can keep the antennas pointing towards Earth. Whereas when reducing fuel con-
sumption is prioritised, the free-floating mode is more suitable due to its uncontrolled
base. However, both modes exhibit unavoidable disadvantages related to their limited
workspace, their manipulability and their capability to operate away from singularities
and obstacles. Therefore, regardless of the nature of motion of the space robot, one
question remains unanswered: how to approach the target in an optimal way?
This issue is an indicator of why there are only limited number of space robotic missions
and the unavailability of a generalised robotic solution that can be applied to a range
of in-orbit operations. In fact, these open challenges necessitate the need to:
 Exploit all the available workspace of the space robot
 Guarantee a reduced motion of the space robot to save on-board power as well
as fuel when a reaction jet system is utilised
 Ensure small and precise manoeuvres around the target to prevent abrupt and
undesired motion
 Avoid singularities and collisions with obstacles and the target itself
This research is about assessing the feasibility of a solution that allows a space robot
to be utilised for different applications such as maintenance and assembly as seen in
Fig. 1.1. This limits the scope of this research to the final approaching phase up to the
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(a) Artistic illustration of space robot
approaching and capturing a target
satellite
(b) Artistic illustration of a space robot
performing telescope assembly
Figure 1.1: Artistic illustrations showing examples of space robot that can perform both
satellite approaching and capturing for maintenance or refuelling as well as in-orbit assembly
point of capture/mating of the space robot with the target. Moreover, this research aims
at finding a generalised solution for executing the final approaching phase assuming a
“stationary” (i.e. non-spinning/non-tumbling) target, which is uncooperative, as well
as a stationary cooperative target. For instance, approaching a spacecraft that requires
maintenance, parts replacements or refuelling as well as simple objects such as mirrors
for telescope assembly are considered in this research. The space robot in this case, can
be operated in an obstacle-free environment, with the exception of the target, or in a
cluttered environment during construction of large structures. In order to attain such
a solution, a thorough review of the state-of-the-art solutions, developed for operating
space robots, was carried out. Thereafter, new algorithms for path planing and control
were developed to complement and advance the state-of-the-art solutions.
1.1 Aims & Objectives
This research aims at developing new techniques for approaching a non-spinning and
non-tumbling target spacecraft or orbiting bodies, involved in in-orbit assembly, using
a space robot. The goals that this research aims to reach are as follows:
 A space robot capable of utilising its unlimited workspace and exploit its redun-
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dancy to avoid singularities and collisions with obstacles
 A path planning algorithm that ensures a minimal space robot body motion i.e.
minimal effort on the arm and spacecraft base. This is to reduce the mutual
dynamic coupling effect, from arm to base and from base to arm, and help save
on-board power and fuel when a reaction jet system is utilised.
 A controller that does not require linearisation of the system’s model and that
guarantees robustness against external disturbances and parametric uncertainties
as well as a minimal control effort. This will potentially result in a precise motion
that prevents abrupt manoeuvres that can lead to collision with the target
In line with the highlighted goals and accounting for the weaknesses of the current
available techniques, the following technical objectives are set to be fulfilled:
(1) Investigate the different modes of operation for space robots and study their
suitability for servicing and assembly in orbit
(2) Highlight the similarities between space robots’ manoeuvres around its target and
in-orbit rendezvousing; then derive the space robot’s model accordingly
(3) Evaluate the state-of-the-art for path planning techniques and develop a suitable
optimal path generator for the modelled space robot
(4) Develop a robust nonlinear controller to track the desired motion of the space
robot; this controller must be capable of guaranteeing small and precise motion
around the target
1.2 Novelty
This research resulted in several novel contributions that enhance the state-of-the-art
of space robots. These contributions are listed below:
(1) The current ambiguous classification of space robots’ modes of operation, that
depends on whether or not the position and attitude of the spacecraft base is
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controlled, does not provide a solid solution for mission design. In fact, the only
certain and proven mode of operation is the free-flying mode that entails a safe
and simple motion of the space robot, due to its controlled fixed base, but highly
limits the workspace of its manipulator.
Therefore, a new mode of operation is introduced in this research, to comple-
ment and enhance the existing modes, referred to as the controlled-floating mode.
When operated in this mode, the space robot is known as the controlled-floating
space robot. It is capable of taking advantage of its redundancy through exploit-
ing the extra Degrees of Freedom (DoF) of the spacecraft base. This not only
helps the space robot reach its target in an optimal way but also enables the space
robot to avoid singularities and obstacles, using the extra DoFs of the spacecraft
base.
(2) As per the literature, deriving the mathematical model that describes the motion
of the space robot is carried out with respect to (i) a frame attached to the
Centre of Mass (CoM) of the space robot in the absence of external forces and
disturbances or (ii) an inertial frame. The first approach is not of interest in this
research as external forces cannot be applied to control the spacecraft base in this
instance. The second approach although effective, can result in inaccuracies in
the relative motion between the space robot and the target.
Instead, in this research, a detailed step by step derivation of the mathematical
model for the space robot, with respect to a rotating frame attached to the target,
is presented for the first time. This is in accordance with the approach utilised
for in-orbit satellite rendezvousing.
(3) Path planning involves a prior knowledge of either a predefined path or a desired
final configuration. This desired motion may or may not be optimal in terms of
power consumption and dynamic coupling effect, as several potentially optimal
paths can exist. Moreover, the spacecraft base is usually controlled either to cor-
rect the undesired changes in the pose, originating from the dynamic coupling, or
to reach a final desired pose. In other words, the spacecraft base does not have a
dedicated trajectory that helps the manipulator optimally reach the target.
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In this research, a new optimal path planning algorithm is designed using a Ge-
netic Algorithm, for the space robot operating in the controlled floating mode,
that generates trajectories for both the arm and its base. This algorithm does
not require a prior knowledge of any predefined path or final configuration (a
set of joint angles and spacecraft base pose). Instead, having only information
about the grasping location, it finds an optimal path that minimises the power
consumption and the dynamic coupling effect.
(4) Both linear and nonlinear controllers can be used to track the designed trajectories
for the arm and its base. Since the space robot’s model is highly nonlinear, linear
controllers are not suitable and the use of nonlinear controllers will help to avoid
inaccuracies resulting from linearisation. In addition to guaranteeing robustness,
the nonlinear controller has to be capable of producing a small and precise control
effort in order to avoid abrupt undesired motion or collisions with the target.
To address this complex problem, a nonlinear H∞ controller is designed for the
controlled-floating space robot in this research. Thereafter, a novel adaptive
nonlinear H∞ controller, that results in a minimal control effort regardless of
disturbances and errors in the trajectory, is presented.
1.3 Publications
Based on the research presented in this thesis, a series of papers have been published in
or submitted to peer-reviewed international conferences and journals. These include:
 A. Seddaoui and C. M. Saaj, “Collision-Free Optimal Trajectory for a Con-
trolled Floating Space Robot”, Proc. 20th Towards autonomous robotic Systems
(TAROS) conference, London, July 3-5, 2019
 A. Seddaoui, C. Saaj and S. Eckersley, “Adaptive H∞ controller for precise ma-
noeuvring of a small space robot”, Proc. the International Conference on Robotics
and Automation (ICRA), Montreal, May 20-24, 2019
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 A. Seddaoui and C. Saaj, “Combined Nonlinear H∞ Controller for a Controlled
Floating Space Robot”, AIAA Journal of Guidance, Dynamics and Control, vol.
42, no. 8, pp 1878-1885, 2019, doi: http://arc.aiaa.org/doi/abs/10.2514/1.G003811
 A. Seddaoui and C. Saaj, “H∞ control for a controlled floating robotic space-
craft”, Proc. International Symposium on Artificial Intelligence, Robotics and
Automation in Space (i-SAIRAS), Madrid, June 4-6, 2018
 A. Seddaoui and C. Saaj, “Optimised collision-free trajectory and controller de-
sign for robotic manipulators”, Proc. 14th Symposium on Advanced Space Tech-
nologies in Robotics and Automation (ASTRA), Leiden, June 20-22, 2017
 A. Seddaoui and C. Saaj, “Collision-free optimal trajectory generation for a space
robot using genetic algorithm”, submitted to Acta Astronautica (Under review)
 A. Seddaoui and C. Saaj and A. W. I. Mohamed, “Close-proximity maneuvering
of a space robot using an adaptive nonlinear H∞ controller”, submitted to the
journal of Advances in Space Research (Under review)
Other co-authored papers related to this research that were published in or submitted
to peer-reviewed international conferences and journals are listed below:
 L. Jackson, C. M. Saaj, A. Seddaoui, C. Whiting, S. Eckersley and M. Ferris,
“Design of a small space robot for in-orbit assembly missions”, Proc. 5th Interna-
tional Conference on Mechatronics and Robotics Engineering (ICMRE), Rome,
February 16-19, 2019
 A. W. Mohamed, C. M. Saaj and A. Seddaoui, “Controlling a nonlinear space
robot using linear controllers”, Proc. 5th CEAS Conference on Guidance Navi-
gation and Control (EuroGNC), Milano, April 3-5, 2019
 L. Jackson, C. M. Saaj, A. Seddaoui, C. Whiting, S. Eckersley and M. Ferris,
Simon Hadfield, “Downsizing an orbital space robot: A dynamic system based
evaluation”, Advances in Space Research, 2020,
doi: https://doi.org/10.1016/j.asr.2020.03.004
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1.4 Thesis Structure
The remainder of this thesis is organised in several chapters as follows:
 Chapter 2 presents a historical background of previous space robotic missions as
well as an overview of future missions, thereafter, a thorough literature review of
the different techniques for modelling, control and path planning of space robots
is presented.
 Chapter 3 carries out a detailed derivation of the equation of motion of a space
robot through careful modelling of its kinematics and dynamics.
 Chapter 4 investigates two well-known path planning techniques and presents a
novel optimal path generator for the space robot carrying out close-proximity
manoeuvres.
 Chapter 5 introduces a novel control method, based on a nonlinear controller,
for the space robot and offers a comparison between the proposed method and
classical linear controllers.
 Chapter 6 draws conclusions for this research, providing an overview of the most
important contributions of this research and highlighting the limitations of the
different proposed methods as well as direction for future research.
Chapter 2
Literature Review
As a general terminology, a space robot refers to a multi Degree of Freedom (DoF)
robotic arm that can be used either for orbital operations, when mounted on a space-
craft, or planetary exploration when mounted on a mobile rover. The latter category
is disregarded in this research as the focus is confined to orbital applications. This
chapter first provides an overview of previous and future planned orbital missions us-
ing a space robot. Then, a thorough literature review on modelling, control and path
planning for orbital space robots is presented. This critical review aims at highlighting
the limitations of the state-of-the-art techniques and hence, tracing the path that this
research has trailed.
2.1 Introduction to orbital robotics
The manipulation capability offered by autonomous and tele-operated space robots is
crucial for undertaking orbital missions such as in-orbit assembly, maintenance and
repair, refuelling and de-orbiting of space debris [10–14]. A space robot can be similar
to a terrestrial fixed-base manipulator when mounted on the ISS, or become a more
complex system when mounted on a smaller spacecraft. In this thesis, for the sake of
clarity, large manipulators that are part of the ISS are referred to as “ISS manipulators”
and those mounted on a smaller spacecraft are referred to simply as “space robots”.
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2.1.1 ISS Manipulators
The first robotic manipulator that was successfully used in-orbit was the Canadian
manipulator launched on the space shuttle Columbia STS-2, in 1981, called the Shut-
tle Remote Manipulator System (SRMS); this system also known as Canadarm-1 [12]
is shown in Fig. 2.1a. It performed several in-orbit operations and constructions be-
fore it was replaced by the Space Station Remote Manipulator System (SSRMS), or
Canadarm-2 shown in Fig. 2.1b. SSRMS is a bigger and better version of its prede-
cessor, with 17.6m long, and 7 DoF, which offers more dexterity to support the ISS’
astronauts during their Extra Vehicular Activities (EVA) [15].
Several other ISS manipulators were developed by different space agencies: the Japan
Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA) built the Japanese Experiment Module Remote
Manipulator System (JEMRMS) dedicated to support experiments on the Japanese
Experiment Module (JEM) on the ISS as shown in Fig. 2.1c [16]. Additionally, the
European Space Agency (ESA) developed a 7 DoF arm called the European Robotic
Arm (ERA), shown in Fig. 2.1d, for the Russian segment of the ISS [17,18].
ISS manipulators are also used in EVA to support astronauts during their missions
such as the series of servicing missions of the Hubble space telescope [19]. The Ger-
man Aerospace Centre also known as the Deutsches zentrum fu¨r Luft- und Raumfahrt
(DLR) successfully achieved a remotely controlled mission with their Robot Technol-
ogy Experiment (ROTEX) gripper. It was a semi-autonomous 6 DoF gripper controlled
both by astronauts on the space shuttle and tele-operators from the ground station.
The main focus of this mission was to demonstrate the use of the sensor technologies
and control algorithms under zero gravity, developed at that time [20].
2.1.2 Space Robots for On Orbit Servicing (OOS)
Spacecraft go through a number of tests before launch, which helps limit launch failures.
However, once on orbit in a hazardous environment, a 0% risk of failure is not guar-
anteed and maintenance could be highly expensive and risky using EVA. A statistical
study has been performed to show that spacecraft reliability is not guaranteed due to a
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(a) Canadarm-1 during EVA (Image
credit:NASA)
(b) Canadarm-2 (Image credit:NASA)
(c) JEMRMS along with JEM on the ISS
(Image credit:NASA)
(d) Artistic illustration of the European
Robotic Arm (Image credit:ESA)
Figure 2.1: Evolution of ISS robotic arms
number of different types of failures that can happen over the life of a spacecraft [21].
Space robots are considered a revolutionary approach for On-Orbit Servicing (OOS)
as they offer a solution to many of the on-going orbital problems such as maintenance
and repair, parts replacement and refuelling. Several missions and studies have been
performed using a space robot for different on-orbit operations [5, 6, 11,22–25].
Prior to these missions and studies, OOS was introduced for the first time in the
1960s [26]. Then in 1973 astronauts showed that OOS can be performed through a
series of on-orbit operations to repair solar arrays and faults caused during the launch
of the Skylab mission [27]. Skylab was the first American manned space station, occu-
pied for about 24 weeks between May 1973 and February 1974. It is considered as the
predecessor of the ISS as the crew performed several experiments involving solar as-
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(a) ETS-VII [5] (b) Orbital Express [6]
Figure 2.2: Technology demonstration missions for in orbit maintenance and repair
tronomy and medical studies. Thereafter, OOS technologies’ exponential improvement
led to the introduction of robotic manipulators in this field, including ISS manipulators
as well as smaller space robots.
Maintenance and repair missions
The first successful autonomous OOS mission, using a space robot, was by JAXA in
1997. They developed the Experimental Test Satellite VII (ETS-VII) to test tech-
nologies for autonomous rendezvous and docking. As shown in Fig. 2.2a, the system
consisted of a 6 DoF manipulator mounted on a chaser spacecraft base to dock with a
target spacecraft and conduct several tests using a robotic manipulator. The coupled
chaser/target spacecraft first latched together then various tele-operated and robotic
tasks were conducted. As the two spacecraft were docked without using the arm, the
post-docking manipulator motion was similar to the motion of a terrestrial fixed base
manipulator [5].
In 2007, an advanced OOS mission by Defence Advances Research Projects Agency
(DARPA), called Orbital Express, demonstrated OOS technologies on how one space-
craft would service another spacecraft; this involved autonomous rendezvous and dock-
ing to perform refuelling and replacement of components. This technology demonstra-
tion mission was designed to prove that orbital servicing of spacecraft is feasible using
Robotics and Autonomous Systems (RAS) technology [6]. Figure 2.2b is an artistic
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illustration of the Orbital Express mission scenario.
DARPA also developed, along with the US Naval Research Laboratory (NRL), the
Front-end Enabling Near-term Demonstration (FREND) 7 DOF robotic arm, aimed at
capturing spacecraft that were not equipped with a grappling fixture during their de-
sign [23]. This arm is now used in a program called PHOENIX that aims at demonstrat-
ing a new method for spacecraft assembly in Geosynchronous Earth Orbits (GEO) [22].
In addition to in-orbit demonstrating missions, the OOS concept can be tested on Earth,
in an analogue environment that replicates the conditions in orbit. Several such test
environments have been proposed in [28] such as air bearing tables, parabolic flights and
underwater environment. The robot-based method, used for testing docking operations,
has recently been adapted on the OOS-SIM on-ground simulation facility to simulate
a chaser spacecraft approaching and capturing a target using a robotic arm [29].
Refuelling missions
Refuelling has recently gained more attention, since extending the spacecraft’s mission
life-cycle would help save tremendous amount of resources and reduce the creation of
space debris. In May 2013, NASA used Canadarm2 of the ISS to demonstrate a Robotic
Refuelling Mission (RRM), which marked the beginning of a series of multiple refuelling
and servicing tasks as part of their demonstration missions [24]. The refuelling task
during the RRM was tele-operated using a manipulator mounted on the large base
of the ISS. This technique has obvious limitations as the Canadarm2 has a limited
reachability given its restricted workspace and the near-constant altitude of the ISS
in Low Earth Orbit (LEO). Therefore, when it comes to refuelling other spacecraft
in other different orbits, a small space robot is required. NASA’s Restore-L mission,
illustrated in Fig. 2.3a, is an upcoming mission to demonstrate how a space robot can
refuel a target spacecraft in a polar LEO orbit [11]. The space robot will not only
perform refuelling but also relocation of the target spacecraft. Another similar mission,
led by DARPA and their commercial partner SSL, known as the Robotic Servicing
of Geosynchronous Satellites (RSGS) will demonstrate the use of a space robot for
refuelling and servicing a target spacecraft in GEO, as shown in Fig. 2.3b [25].
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(a) Artistic illustration of the Restore-L
mission (Image credit: NASA)
(b) Artistic illustration of the Robotic
Servicing of Geosynchronous Satellites (RSGS)
(Image credit: SSL)
Figure 2.3: Examples of refuelling missions
Tele-operations
For a secure capture, the servicer spacecraft has to be able to accurately locate the
target spacecraft when it is in close range. For this purpose, the US Air Force Research
Laboratory (US-AFRL) developed the Experimental Satellite System program (XSS)
which consists of three experiments: XSS 10, 11 and 12, to demonstrate imaging tech-
nologies, detection, tracking and pose estimation of the target spacecraft [30]. Further,
Demonstration for Autonomous Rendezvous Technology (DART) was a NASA mission
launched in 2005, which used advanced video guidance sensor for an autonomous dock-
ing but failed after it hit the target spacecraft it was supposed to dock with [31].
Nevertheless, tele-operation systems, between the ground station and the space robot,
suffer from the large time delay. This delay ranges from 5s to 10s including the round-
trip time and the processing time [32]. Such an issue poses a real challenge to tele-
operators that rely on real time image and video processing to safely manoeuvre towards
the target. Reducing the time delay could be achieved through operations from the ISS
instead of the ground station. However, only LEO orbits in the vicinity of the ISS can
benefit from this solution. Therefore, there is a vital need to design autonomous space
robot that can perform without the aid of tele-operators.
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2.1.3 Space robots for in-orbit assembly
Large structures such as the ISS or large aperture space telescopes cannot be launched
all at once in one launch vehicle, but they have to be assembled in-orbit. As the ISS
took over a decade to be built by astronauts, many space agencies are focused on finding
better cost-effective and time-effective solutions for the post-ISS era [33]. Space robots
have been investigated as a potential solution for in-orbit assembly of large structures
and spacecraft [34,35].
The Phoenix concept developed for servicing in GEO has been upgraded to perform
construction of geostationary satellites in orbit [34]. The concept is based on the
delivery of several modular satellites called Hyper-Integrated Satlets (HISats) into the
Payload Orbital Delivery (POD). The HISats have different satellite functionalities such
as power supply and motion control. Hence, when the HISats aggregate, they can offer
satellites for different applications through using different assembly combinations.
Tethered Unlimited introduced the SpiderFab system consisting of a multi-arm space
robot equipped with several containers for the raw material needed to build different
structures in-orbit [35]. This concept will involve (i) new techniques for processing
materials in the absence of gravity, (ii) mechanisms for mobility and manipulation using
a 7 DoF arm, (iii) method for bonding different parts of the structure, (iv) thermal
control and (v) the possibility to asses the overall shape for a desired final result.
Recently, the US Naval Academy (USNA) started its program to advance autonomous
robotic assembly, known as the Intelligent Space Assembly Robot (ISAR) [36]. This
program aims to demonstrate a semi-autonomous assembly using the space robots,
developed in [37], called RSat. These small space robots consist of the 3U cubesat with
two 7 DoF robotic arms and vision sensors for navigation. Although the initial purpose
of RSat space robot was to provide a diagnosis to faulty spacecraft, it is now intended
to be used as an in-orbit testbed, inside the ISS, for robotic assembly.
Space assembly is also the main focus of NASA’s space technology mission directorate as
they develop the Tension Actuated LIghtweight in Space MANipulator (TALISMAN)
for the Commercial Infrastructure for Robotic Assembly and Services (CIRAS) program
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[38]. The arm developed in [38] consists of a lightweight foldable truss, a novel concept
of hinges that enables a 360◦ rotation and tendons for articulation involving motors and
springs. This foldable arm has a 7.03kg of mass (less than the sixth of the SRMS arm
that has a mass equal to 46kg), which makes it strong, compact and very dexterous in
addition to its modularity.
In addition to the assembly of orbital structures and spacecraft, a space robot can
be used for self-assembly. The Dragonfly project led by NASA is focused on self-
assembly of satellites in-orbits [39]. A series of tests in a ground-based simulation
validated the installation and configuration of large antenna reflectors on a simulated
geostationary satellite. Future concepts of this project involve the addition of 3D
printing to manufacture, in-orbit, new antennas or reflectors in case of failure.
2.1.4 Space robots for debris removal
Space debris can be any artificial object orbiting around the Earth which is no longer
in active use or has resulted from current or previous space missions. In addition to
this debris, there is a natural space “dust” environment encountered as Earth orbits
around the Sun. Unfortunately, artificial debris now poses the more significant risk for
many practical Earth orbits.
It is estimated, as of January 2019, that there are about 22300 of tracked debris objects
orbiting the Earth [40]. Their sizes vary from a few millimetres such as fragments of
glass, to several meters such as large non-operational spacecraft like ENVISAT [13]. A
large number of debris objects in orbit are a result of orbital collisions and break ups
such as the collision between a US satellite Iridium 33 and the Russian Cosmos 2251
in 2009, this collision resulted in more than two thousand pieces of debris [41]. Most
recently, in October 2016, a retired satellite DMSP F-12 broke up in orbit, which is
the third breakup of the series of US Air Force weather satellites [42].
The risk of collision is higher when the size of the debris is large. This justifies why the
priority for capturing and de-orbiting is given to large-sized objects in the commonly
used orbits such as LEO [43]. To date, there hasn’t been any mission to capture a
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(a) Robotic capture of ENVISAT [13]
(b) DEOS mission concept (Image credit:
DLR)
Figure 2.4: Examples of debris capturing missions
debris using a space robot. However, RemoveDebris was a technology demonstration
mission that validated the use of a deployable net and separately a harpoon, rather
than a robotic arm for debris capturing in September 2018 and February 2019 respec-
tively [1].
A few mission concepts and planning have been performed to validate the use of a
space robot for debris removal [2,3,44]. The e-Deorbit ESA mission aims at capturing
the largest debris in orbit around Earth. ESA is developing many technologies to try
to de-orbit ENVISAT [13]; one of the solutions they are considering is a 7 DoF robotic
manipulator mounted on a spacecraft [2]. The goal is for the manipulator to capture
ENVISAT for a secure docking of the chaser’s clamping mechanism with the target’s
grapple fixture [13]. Figure 2.4a shows an artistic illustration of the servicing spacecraft
for capturing ENVISAT.
The DEutsche Orbitale Servicing Mission (DEOS), that started after the failure of
TECSAS in 2006 , is a proof of concept mission in LEO to capture a tumbling un-
cooperative spacecraft using a robotic manipulator. This mission led by DLR only
reached the design phase that planned to insert two spacecraft, a chaser and a target,
into a LEO [44], as shown in Figure 2.4b. Nevertheless, this mission has been officially
cancelled by DLR.
The Agora mission is a demonstrator mission that tests the feasibility of using a robotic
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manipulator to capture the upper stages of the Ariane rocket bodies [3]. Rocket bodies
are known to be uncontrolled tumbling objects. The spacecraft designed for this mis-
sion has three main features; a contactless de-tumbling system based on eddy current,
a de-orbiting kit and a robotic manipulator to place the de-orbiting kit on the target.
In case of the mission failure, the Ariane rocket will have their own control system for
de-orbiting.
2.2 Design and Operational Challenges
When designing a space robot, many challenges have to be taken into account for
ensuring a safe and efficient operation of the system. The dynamic coupling, the reach-
ability of the manipulator and the different perturbations affecting the system have to
be meticulously analysed during the modelling and design of a space robot.
2.2.1 Dynamic coupling
A space robot is different from its terrestrial counterpart when considering the size and
the mass of the base it is mounted on. The ISS manipulators are similar to terrestrial
manipulators due to the large structure of the ISS, that is known to have also a large
mass. In other words, the moment of inertia of the ISS is large enough to ignore the
dynamic coupling effect from the motion of its manipulators. However, controlling the
manipulators used on smaller base spacecraft, such as the ETS-VII and Orbital Express
arms, are different due to the large interaction between the arm and the spacecraft base
that is known as the dynamic coupling [45].
The dynamic coupling is mostly apparent when the mass and inertia of the arm is
not negligible compared to that of the spacecraft base. It consists of the forces and
moments that result from the motion of the robotic arm. These forces and moments
determine the degree with which the motion of the spacecraft base changes due to the
motion of the arm and vice-versa [45]. The amplitude of these changes also depends on
the ratio between the mass of the spacecraft base and the mass of the arm (Msc/Mm);
the smaller the ratio, the higher the amplitude. Finding the best mass ratio is crucial
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during the design phase as it affects the stability of the system, the control effort
necessary for motion and the dynamic coupling effect. In this context, authors in [45]
showed how the mass ratio affects the dynamic coupling effect, whereas authors in [46]
investigated the best arm mass for a maximum downsizing of a space robot with a
cubesat base. In addition to the mass ratio, the mass distribution of the overall space
robot is an important factor to take into account i.e. the size of the arm can highly
affect the dynamic coupling and the stability of the space robot. Therefore, the inertia
tensor of the space robot must be carefully analysed prior to the modelling and design.
A thorough analysis of the inertia tensor of a space robot was performed in [47] to
complement the analysis of the mass ratio, presented in [46].
The dynamic coupling is one of the challenges that makes the design of space robots
highly complex. This is because the generated forces and moments result in undesired
changes in the pose of the spacecraft base which may result in loss of communication
with the ground station as the orientation changes. Moreover, if the changes in position
and attitude of the spacecraft base are not actively corrected, the dynamic coupling
affects the end-effector’s inertial position which produces errors in the tracking of a
desired end-effector path towards the target.
2.2.2 Workspace limitations
The reachability of a robotic arm is defined by the limits of its workspace. The
workspace of a terrestrial manipulator is defined by the geometry of the arm as well as
the limits of its joints’ motors [48]. This is not true for space robots due to their mov-
ing base. The ISS manipulators have a workspace confined within the ISS spacecraft
environment and, as such, are similar to terrestrial manipulators. The reachability of
these manipulators goes as far as the lengths of their links and the limits their joints
allow. On the other hand, the workspace of smaller space robots, such as the ETS VII
arm, is defined by not only the joints limits but also the orientation and position of the
spacecraft base [49]. Moreover, the dynamic coupling effect can alter the space robot’s
workspace if the generated pose changes are not actively corrected.
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2.2.3 Perturbations
There exists two categories of perturbations that can affect a space robot: external and
internal disturbances [50].
External disturbances
Some of the examples of sources of external disturbances are the atmospheric drag,
the gravitational perturbations and the solar radiation pressure. Also, external distur-
bances include thruster and magnetorquer firings.
Atmospheric drag In LEO, the atmospheric drag is the disturbance that has the
most effect on spacecraft. It can easily change the orbit of spacecraft due to the
density of the atmosphere; at an altitude equal to 100km, the density of the air is
around 10−5kg/m3 whereas at an altitude equal to 1000km, the density is as low as
10−10kg/m3 [51]. This makes LEO spacecraft, ranging from 200km to 2000km of
altitude, more susceptible to atmospheric drag.
Gravitational field Due to the proximity of some orbiting spacecraft to Earth, the
Earth gravitational field has a high impact on their motion [50]. Earth’s gravity is an
attractive force that can perturb the motion of a spacecraft mounted with an extended
robotic arm. Nonetheless, this force along with tidal forces, can be used to stabilise the
attitude of some satellites [51]. This is achieved by deploying booms that are normal
to the orbit and pointing towards the surface of the Earth, which makes the effect of
the gravity higher at the end of the boom (from the inverse square law) and hence
ensures satellite stabilisation. However, when it comes to space robots, this technique
can be inefficient as the desired attitude of their spacecraft base varies depending on
the orientation of the target to be captured.
Solar radiation pressure This is due to the proximity of Earth to the sun. The
photons contained in the sunlight transfer their momentum into the surface of the
spacecraft, which can alter its motion [50,51].
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Thruster and magnetorquer firing Fuel is the main source of motion for space-
craft when it comes to tracking a trajectory, orbit transfers and attitude control. It is
based on a mass expulsion through thrusting. Magnetorquers, on the other hand, also
known as magnetic torquers are used for satellite attitude control and stabilisation by
creating external torques from the interaction between a magnetic dipole and earth’s
magnetic field [50]. Both thrusters and magnetic torquers, in addition to their desired
actuation, can create external forces and torques that can affect negatively the motion
of a spacecraft.
Internal disturbances
These disturbances are forces that do not affect the system’s momentum conservation
but can still affect its motion.
Internal momentum changes This extra momentum can be caused by any deploy-
able and moving part such as solar panels and antennas, as well as fuel sloshing inside
the tank due to weightlessness [50]. Furthermore, the motion of the arm of the space
robot changes the position of the overall Centre of Mass (CoM) of the system, which
changes the overall Inertia tensor. The resulting perturbation is not negligible and can
be modelled as a parametric uncertainty. Also, the motion of the CoM can be included
in the equation of motion of the system.
Changes in the mass of fuel from thruster firing After each thruster firing,
the mass of the fuel is reduced, which changes the mass of the spacecraft and hence
its inertia parameters [50, 52, 53]. This internal disturbance can also be modelled as a
parametric uncertainty as will be seen in Chapter 5 of this thesis.
2.3 Modes of Operation of Space Robots
When operating a space robot, one can choose between using active control on the
base or not, depending on the requirements of the mission. A space robot has two very
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well-established modes of operation [7–9]: the free-floating mode and the free-flying
mode of operation.
2.3.1 The free-floating mode
A space robot operating in the free-floating mode has an uncontrolled base [7, 9, 54].
This means that the forces and moments generated from the motion of the arm are
permitted to change the pose of the spacecraft base. Therefore, this mode of operation
helps the space robot to save on-board fuel when the arm is operated. In this case, the
space robot becomes an under-actuated system in which motion is controlled using the
DoFs of the arm only. Also, the workspace of the free-floating space robot is undefined
as the forces and moments originating from the dynamic coupling are not compensated
by the spacecraft’s controller.
The dynamics of the free-floating space robot are derived with respect to an assumed
inertial frame attached to the assumed fixed CoM of the space robot, as seen in Fig.2.5.
This frame is considered inertial only because there is no active control on the space-
craft base in the assumed absence external disturbances, thereby ensuring momentum
conservation [55]. In other words, for the free-floating space robot as described in the
literature, all external forces acting on the system are null and the overall system’s
CoM is fixed due to conservation of momentum. The frame of reference attached to
the CoM of the space robot is a non-rotating frame with respect to the inertial frame
which makes it equivalent to an inertial frame.
2.3.2 The free-flying mode
The free-flying mode describes the motion of the space robot when its spacecraft base
is actively controlled to maintain its initial pose i.e. compensate for the effect of the
dynamic coupling on the spacecraft base using external forces (e.g. reaction jets) [7,8].
Also, in [56,57], the space robot is on the free-flying mode when the spacecraft base in
actuated to reach one desired final pose without tracking a specific pose trajectory.
The space robot in this mode is known to have an actively controlled base using external
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Figure 2.5: Diagram illustrating the reference frames used in (i) the free-floating mode
(ΣCoM ) and in (ii) the free-flying mode (ΣI)
forces. Therefore, unlike the free-floating mode, the momentum of the free-flying space
robot is not conserved with reference to a frame attached to the system’s CoM. In this
case, inertial frame is utilised as a reference to the motion of the space robot [55], as
seen in Fig.2.5. Additionally, external disturbances could be taken into account for
real mission scenarios where disturbances can come from different sources such as solar
pressure and atmospheric drag. Notably, the close approach operation of the space
robot towards the target is better described using a Local Vertical Local Horizontal
(LVLH) reference frame; this approach is commonly used for relative motion during
rendezvous and docking [51].
2.3.3 Other modes of operation
In addition to the free-flying and the free-floating modes of operation, other sub-
categories were introduced in [55] as follows:
The floating mode: This under-actuated mode is similar to the well-established free-
floating mode defined above where the spacecraft base in uncontrolled.
The rotation floating : During this under-actuated mode, the attitude of the spacecraft
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base is controlled by internal torques only using momentum exchange devices, which
means that there are no external forces applied to the system. Hence, the total mo-
mentum is conserved and the frame at the CoM of the space robot can still be used to
describe the motion of the system in the assumed absence of external disturbances.
Rotation flying : During this mode, the attitude of the spacecraft base is controlled
using external torques only (reaction jets). This means that the linear momentum is
conserved whereas the angular momentum is not. Although the angular momentum is
not conserved, the authors in [55] still claim the use the inertial-like frame of reference
attached to the system’s CoM.
Translation flying : During this mode, the position of the spacecraft base is controlled
using external forces only and the attitude is controlled using internal torques only or
not controlled at all. The angular momentum is conserved but the linear momentum
is not.
Flying : During this mode, both the position and attitude of the spacecraft are con-
trolled using external forces and torques (reaction jets). The momentum is no longer
conserved and the CoM of the space robot can no longer be used as a reference frame;
instead, the inertial frame is used.
The modes of operation introduced in [55] are valid only for an isolated ideal system
where no disturbances are taken into account. However, in a real mission scenario, a
space robot is indeed subject to disturbances from different sources such as the solar
radiation pressure and atmospheric drag. Hence, it is not reasonable to assume an
ideal system and perturbations should be considered when modelling its kinematics
and dynamics as well as when designing a controller.
2.4 Dynamics and Kinematics of Space Robots
A space robot consists of an n DoF robotic arm mounted on a six DoF spacecraft base.
This is similar to the open-chain system common to all serial robotic manipulators [58].
Due to the moving base of space robots, their mathematical modelling, requires an in-
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depth understanding of the dynamics and kinematics of both the arm and its spacecraft
base.
2.4.1 The dynamics
The dynamical model describes the motion of a system in regards to the mass, forces,
moments and energy that affect them. In other words, it involves finding a solution to
the equation that governs the motion of the system, subject to external and inertial
forces.
There are two well-established methods for deriving the equation of motion of an open-
chain multi-body system, namely, the Lagrange-Euler and the Newton-Euler methods
[48,58,59]. The latter is based on the description of the momentum and forces of each
link as well as the interactions between the links. It uses a backward-forward recursion
to determine the forces and moments applied at each link to reach the final equation
for the whole system [48,59]. On the other hand, the Lagrange-Euler method is based
on the work and energy of the system as well as the generalised coordinates. This is a
more systematic method which makes it simpler than the Newton-Euler method [48,59].
These two methods are equivalent as they result in the same solution to the equation
of motion, but they differ when it comes to their approach and computation burden.
Newton’s law of motion is also used when the motion is described in a non-accelerating
Cartesian coordinate system and also when all the forces involved are known [51]. This
is a widely used method for describing the motion of a satellite in inertial frame as
well as its relative motion in a moving reference frame when required. It starts by
finding the overall momentum of the system through decoupling its linear and angular
motion. This is translated into the following linear and angular momentum equations
for a multi-body system [60]:
P =
n∑
i=0
mir˙i, (2.1a)
L =
n∑
i=0
ri ×mir˙i, (2.1b)
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where P ∈ R3 and L ∈ R3 are respectively the system’s linear and angular momentum,
n is the number of bodies in the chain, mi is the mass of the i
th body and ri ∈ R3
is the position vector of the CoM of the ith body in the inertial reference frame. The
derivatives of Eqs. (2.1a) and (2.1b) represent the compact equations of motion for the
multi-body system.
As a general approach, the system’s momentum is described with respect to an inertial
frame of reference, in order to apply Newton’s law of motion. This is the case for free-
flying space robots, where the momentum is not constant neither in the inertial frame
nor in the system’s CoM frame. The equation of motion of free-floating space robots,
on the other hand, is based on the conservation of momentum in the system’s CoM
frame of reference. As a result of the conservation of momentum, the free-floating space
robot inherits a nonholonomic nature that originates from the non-integrability of the
angular momentum [61,62]. This nonholonomy makes the inertial Cartesian position of
the end-effect dependant on the history of the path taken by the spacecraft base which
is defined by the path taken by the end-effector. In other words, the end-effector’s
position depends on the motion of the end-effector through the dynamic coupling effect
on the spacecraft base.
Furthermore, because of the conservation of momentum in free-floating space robots,
authors in [60] introduced the Generalised Jacobian Matrix (GJM). This matrix is
used to relate the arm’s joint velocities to those of the end-effector using the rota-
tional motion of the spacecraft. Therefore, the nonholonomic nature of free-floaters
can be utilised to control the arm and rotation of the base using the GJM. Moreover,
it was proved in [60] that the GJM, in addition to the kinematics of the space robot,
also depends on its dynamics. Hence, when the rank of the GJM becomes deficient,
a singularity, referred to in [63] as a dynamic singularity, appears. In other words,
the GJM is the source of these singularities as it depends on the system’s dynamics.
Consequently, modelling, controlling and planning a path for free-floating space robots
is highly challenging when compared to free-flying space robots.
Dynamic singularities, common to free-floating space robot, are path dependant be-
cause of the nonholonomic nature of the system that makes the position of the end-
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effector dependant on the path history of the spacecraft base’s attitude [63] . These sin-
gularities can be avoided using methods developed in [63] which confines the workspace
of the robotic arm into areas where the dynamic singularities cannot occur.
2.4.2 The Kinematics
The study of the kinematics of space robots implies the description of the motion of the
system, more specifically the end-effector, in an inertial reference frame without taking
into account any forces and torques applied to start the motion. The end-effector’s
motion is computed through the Jacobian matrix, that describes the translation and
rotation of the space robot, given a set of robot configuration (e.g. joints angles). The
literature review reveals that the kinematics of free-flying and free-floating space robots
are different [64–66].
Kinematics of free-flying space robots
The kinematics of free-flying space robots with respect to an inertial reference frame
is the combination of the kinematics of the spacecraft base and the kinematics of the
robotic arm. It involves the linear and rotational motion of the system and finds the
velocity of the end-effector, in the inertial frame, using the Jacobian matrix.
There exist two methods to compute the kinematics of a free-flying space robot, namely,
the Barycentric Vector Approach (BVA) and the Direct Path Method (DPM) [64]. The
BVA uses the motion of the system’s CoM as representation of the linear motion of
the space robot. It uses a set of barycentric vectors to describe the system’s geometric
configuration as well as its mass distribution. The DPM, on the other hand, describes
the linear motion of the space robot through the CoM of the spacecraft base and uses
a set of fixed links’ geometric vectors. Authors in [64] compared the two methods and
their results show that the DPM is computationally lighter and the Jacobian matrix
has a lower level of complexity as it only depends on the geometry of the space robot.
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(a) Free-floating robot and its VM (b) Free-floating robot and its DEM
Figure 2.6: VM and DEM [65,66]
Kinematics of a free-floating space robot
As previously stated, the assumed absence of external disturbances leads to the overall
system’s momentum, about a fixed CoM, to be conserved. This assumption allows the
motion of the free-floating space robot to be derived with respect to a frame attached to
the assumed fixed CoM, that is in this case considered inertial. This particular aspect
of the free-floating space robot led researchers to introduce the concepts of the Virtual
Manipulator (VM) and the Dynamically Equivalent Manipulator (DEM) [65,66].
The VM is a massless chain with the its base coinciding with a fixed point at the
system’s overall CoM, called the virtual ground. The end-effector of the VM is attached
to the real manipulator’s end-effector and is called the virtual end-effector. The VM
illustration is shown in Fig.2.6a
The DEM is a real multi-body chain based on the VM to describe the kinematics
and dynamics of a free-floating space robot by mimicking its real physical and inertial
parameters. The first joint of the DEM is a spherical joint that starts at the virtual
ground simulating the three DoFs of attitude of the spacecraft base as shown in Fig.2.6b
The two configurations allow a similar modelling between terrestrial manipulators and
free-floating space robots given that they respectively have a fixed base and a fixed
virtual base. Researchers in [67–70] used the VM and DEM to validate control and path
planning algorithms initially developed for terrestrial robots and that would potentially
be used in a free-floating space robot.
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Singularities
Depending on the mode of operation of the space robot, singularities can be kinematic
or dynamic. In the free-flying mode, the space robot only suffers from kinematic sin-
gularities because of its actively controlled base. Kinematic singularities occur when a
solution to the joints’ motion cannot be found from the desired end-effector Cartesian
position and the space robot loses one or several DoFs. In other words, kinematic
singularities are associated to the Jacobian matrix of the space robot that relates the
end-effector velocities to the configuration velocities. The rank deficiency of this matrix
causes a singularity [48]. These singularities can easily be avoided using the-state-of-
the-art methods for singularity avoidance for terrestrial manipulators [67, 71]. On the
other hand, in the free-floating mode, the space robot suffers both from kinematic and
dynamic singularities. As previously mentioned, dynamic singularities occur when the
GJM is not full rank and its determinant is null. Hence, the space robot will be unable
to move in some inertial direction; this is because a feasible solution to the end-effector’s
Cartesian position cannot be found through the GJM [63].
2.5 Path Planning
The motion of a space robot is based on the careful planning of a path for the end-
effector. For a terrestrial fixed-base manipulator, this path can either be designed in the
Cartesian space, when a specific trajectory is desired, or in the configuration space by
designing trajectories of the arm’s joints [72]. However, for space robots, the dynamic
coupling effect has a large impact on the position of the end-effector. For this reason,
several techniques, for reducing the dynamic coupling effect and avoiding singularities
and collisions, have been developed in the last couple of decades. These techniques
either consider paths free of obstacles or paths that can avoid collisions.
2.5.1 Obstacle-free path planning techniques
There exists various methods for planning a path for space robots; the most relevant
methods are listed here in this section.
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Polynomial and sinusoidal parametrisation
Polynomial and sinusoidal functions are used to design smooth trajectories between an
initial and final (i) end-effector Cartesian position or (ii) joint angles. It is a widely
spread method that has been extensively used for terrestrial fixed-base manipulators
and heavily researched for its potential use in space robots. Sinusoidal functions were
utilised in [73–75] to parametrise the arm’s joints trajectories, where authors in [73,74]
used polynomial functions as arguments to the sinusoidal functions. Also, polynomial
functions were used in [76–78] to design smooth joint trajectories for a free-floating
space robot taking advantage of its nonholonomic nature.
Enhanced Disturbance Map (EDM)
When operating a space robot, reducing the dynamic coupling effect was performed
using a graphical tool called the Enhanced Disturbance Map (EDM) [79]. Authors
in [79] introduced a map that outlines hot and cool areas in the configuration space. Hot
areas are defined as regions where small joint displacements result in a large dynamic
coupling effect and hence, large attitude changes. Cool areas, on the other hand, are
regions where joint displacements do not produce a large dynamic coupling.
The EDM can be used following three manners to reduce fuel consumption: (i) for a
planar system, find a final spacecraft pose so that the arm’s motion results in a minimum
dynamic coupling, (ii) select end-effector paths that avoid the hot spot region of the
EDM and (iii) use a 3 DoF redundant manipulator to help avoid the hot spot regions.
This technique was developed for a manipulator that has up to 3 DoFs, but the authors
in [79] claim that it can applied on a 6 DoF manipulator; however, no further research
has been performed to test this theory. The EDM helps find paths that result in a
minimum dynamic coupling, but it adds restriction to the workspace of the space robot
by disregarding the hot spot regions in the configuration space.
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Reaction Null Space (RNS)
The concept of Reaction Null Space (RNS) was introduced in [80], which is based on
the null space of the matrix describing the coupling effect. The idea is to find a vector
of arm joint angles that nullifies the dynamic coupling effect. In simple words, this
means that for an inertia coupling matrix Dc and a joint angle vector θ, described
in Fig.2.7, the following applies on the equation describing the momentum originating
form the dynamic coupling:
Dc(θ)θ˙ = 0, with θ ∈ Rn, (2.2)
where n is the number of DoF of the arm.
Similar to the EDM method, the RNS method also restricts the motion of the space
robot to regions where the joint angles result in a null dynamic coupling. This can
be allowed in a workspace free of singularities and obstacles, but avoiding singularities
and collisions may require the space robot to operate outside the RNS regions.
A reaction-less approach of a target by a 2 DoF planar manipulator using RNS tech-
nique, to reach the target without affecting the supporting base’s pose, was presented
in [81]. This method was based on four RNS algorithms. The first one finds solutions
to a reaction-less trajectory from a geometrical point of view. The three others con-
sider the relative velocity between the target and the manipulator’s end-effector at the
moment of capture. The last one is also designed to keep the joints accelerations under
Figure 2.7: Diagram describing the angular displacement of the robotic arm
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a certain threshold. The results shown are promising but more degrees of freedom have
to be added to the manipulator for more dexterity.
Optimal path planning
An optimal motion of a space robot is based on a minimisation of objective functions
that describe the desired problem to be minimised. In all the optimal path planning
techniques presented in the literature, an initial path is set prior to the execution of
the optimisation [74, 82–93]. This helps reduce the computational burden of the op-
timisation algorithm but does not necessarily guarantee that the pre-selected path is
optimal. Nevertheless, it was mentioned in [79] that the EDM can be used to find an
initial path that results in a minimum dynamic coupling to aid the optimisation pro-
cess. Also, in [57], the initial guess for the trajectory is constructed using the previous
solution and hence, only the first iteration has a user-defined first guess. Nevertheless,
this solution was only applied on the linear motion of the spacecraft base, whereas the
final arm’s joint and spacecraft base’s configurations were known a priori.
2.5.2 Collision-free path planning techniques
Often, avoiding obstacles becomes easier when adding one or more degrees of redun-
dancy to the space robot. In [62], it was mentioned that the nonholonomic nature of
the free-floating space can be utilised to take advantage of the spacecraft’s three ro-
tational degrees of redundancy, which help avoid obstacles. Also, a redundant robotic
arm mounted on a floating base was designed in [94] for avoiding moving obstacles.
Nevertheless, there are other solutions for collision avoidance such as the Artificial
Potential Field (APF) [95–100] and the Rapidly-exploring Random Trees (RRT) ap-
proaches [101,102]; these techniques do not require a redundant space robot.
Artificial Potential Field (APF)
One of the most widespread techniques for avoiding obstacles for robots is the APF ap-
proach. It is used in mobile robots, terrestrial and space manipulators and is based on
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a difference of potential between the starting point and the desired final point. There-
fore, in the case of manipulators, the end-effector is attracted to the goal point through
an attractive force representing the negative gradient of the attractive potential until
it reaches a null attractive force, which is also referred to as the global minima (desired
position). Additionally, repulsive forces are computed to represent obstacles in the
workspace. The manipulator then seeks the lowest potential that attracts it toward the
final point and keeps it away from obstacles.
APF has been used extensively in terrestrial robots [103] and has since improved to
accommodate the challenges faced by space robots [104]. In [95–97], APF was utilised
to plan a collision-free path for free-floating space robots. Authors in [95] firstly used
APF to drive the end-effector towards the grasping point, then they improved the APF
method to take into account all the links of the space robot for collision avoidance; this
depends on the threshold set for the safety distance between the links and obstacles.
Also, the nonholonomic nature of free-floating space robots was exploited using a simple
Liapunov function as a potential function in [96] and using a Laplace potential function
in [97]. The former approach also considers avoiding the limits of the manipulator’s
joints and the latter uses extra spline functions to guarantee smoothness of motion.
Free-flying space robots can also benefit from the APF method by applying a three-
dimensional space APF developed in [98, 104] for a terrestrial robot. Also, the effec-
tiveness of using an APF method on a free-flying space robot was verified in a lab
experiment [105]. This experiment involved the trajectory planning of a planar space
robot to capture a mock satellite whilst avoiding several obstacles. Other applications
of APF were demonstrated in [99,100], but only flying platforms without a robotic arm
were considered.
APF method has proved to be highly effective for mobile robots and terrestrial manip-
ulators. Also, its utilisation in free-floating and free-flying space robots showed that
this method can be used for orbital operations. Nevertheless, APF does not guarantee
that the motion of the space robot, when avoiding obstacles, results in minimum con-
sumption of the on-board power (electric and thrust). Moreover, as the APF method
is based on driving the end-effector from a high to a lower potential field, it is not
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possible to know in advance that the resulting path is optimal. This involves for in-
stance the dynamic coupling effect, power consumption and minimal motion of the
space robot. Another shortcoming of APF is that it does not possess the ability to
avoid moving obstacles such as moving solar panels or other construction parts during
in-orbit assembly.
Rapidly-exploring Random Trees (RRT)
The RRT approach is another widely used method for mobile robots and terrestrial
manipulators [106]. This approach grows a tree from a root, located at the initial
configuration, towards unexplored areas in the workspace map that are defined by
a random selection of state space nodes [107]. It is known to have algebraic and
differential constraints to respectively represent obstacles and nonholonomy. Since RRT
takes into account the nonholonomy of systems, authors in [101] used it to find a path
for a free-floating space robot subject to joint limits and obstacles in the workspace.
This application was tested in a DEM that mimics the motion of a free-floating space
robot [101]. In the same context, RRT was used in [102] for planning the motion of
a free-floating space robot, where the tree was constructed in the configuration space
and obstacles, in Cartesian space, were checked at each new node.
RRT requires a pre-generated map of the workspace of the robot including the location
of all obstacles, in order to start the construction of trees. This may not be possible
for in-orbit close proximity manoeuvres as the workspace could change and obstacles
are not always stationary. Moreover, RRT explores the entire map to find the best
collision-free path. This is time consuming as well as computationally demanding.
Hence, a method that can find a path for the space robot without a predefined map,
whilst avoiding obstacles, is necessary. Additionally, similar to APF method, RRTs do
not necessarily result in a path with a minimum dynamic coupling effect or a minimum
power consumption.
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Other techniques for collision-free path planning
Optimisation techniques can be used to avoid obstacles as presented in [108], where
three cost functions related to obstacles, singularities and spacecraft translation were
optimised to result in a collision-free path. Also, the A* algorithm, that finds a path
resulting in a minimum desired cost (e.g. minimum time) amongst several possible
paths, was applied for motion planning of a space robot in [109]. Other researchers in
[77,110–112] designed collision-free paths for space robots using polynomials. Whereas
authors in [113] presented a method based on an improved ant colony algorithm, that is
faster and more optimal than the classical ant colony algorithm. Although this method
allows the end-effector to reach the final point whilst avoiding obstacles, it does not
take into account collisions with the arm’s links.
For a space robot, obstacles are not always objects in the workspace obstructing its
motion, it can also be the target itself. Therefore, the space robot should avoid potential
collisions with the target during its approach. In this context, an optimisation-based
algorithm was developed in [114] to avoid singularities and collisions with the target
satellite. Also, authors in [92] used a convex optimisation to design a trajectory for a
space robot whilst keeping a desired distance between the chaser space robot and the
target satellite. On the other hand, the method presented in [115] is based on a general
numerical optimisation to avoid collision with a tumbling target satellite.
2.5.3 Singularity-free path planning
As previously mentioned, depending on the mode of operation of the space robot, the
following two types of singularities can affect its motion: kinematic singularity for
free-flying space robots and dynamic singularity for free-floaters. Kinematic singulari-
ties are similar to those affecting terrestrial fixed-base manipulators and hence, can be
avoided using methods for Earth-based non-redundant [71,116] and redundant manip-
ulators [67, 117]. However, avoiding dynamic singularities is more intricate because of
their dependence on the system’s dynamics.
Authors in [118] attempted to keep the base inertially stabilised to avoid dynamic sin-
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gularities using a dual arm space robot; the arms were used to balance each other in
order to keep the spacecraft base inertially fixed. In such cases, the dynamic singular-
ities are cancelled out and only kinematic singularities remain. Additionally, authors
in [119] used the reaction null space to find arm trajectories that can adjust the space-
craft base’s attitude to keep it at a constant value. Although these methods permit
the suppression of dynamic singularities through keeping a fixed spacecraft pose, they
restrict the workspace of the space robot during the target approach.
When it is preferable to maintain the nonholonomic nature of the free-floating space
robot, dynamic singularities are avoided instead of suppressed. In this context, authors
in [63] defined two regions within the free-floating space robot’s inertial workspace,
known as Path Independent Workspace (PIW) and Path Dependent Workspace (PDW).
The former is a region where dynamic singularities do not occur for any path history
and the latter is a region where these singularities exist. Avoiding such singularities is
achieved by subtracting the PDW from the overall reachable workspace of the space
robot. The remaining workspace is the PIW. In order to avoid dynamic singularities,
the space robot’s path has to be entirely constrained within the PIW. A few techniques
used to reduce and avoid dynamic singularities can be found in [63]. For instance, if
PIW is maximised by keeping the spacecraft base constant, then only geometric sin-
gularities remain. Also, the potential use of a redundant manipulator or using a large
spacecraft base to increase the base’s inertia and thereby reducing the dynamic singu-
larities were presented in [63]. Nevertheless, these solutions restrict not only the motion
of the space robot operating in the free-floating mode but also the design requirements
for the spacecraft base.
Avoiding dynamic singularities without constraining the space robot within the PIW
was introduced in [120]. This method is based on selecting spacecraft base attitudes,
at several waypoints along the desired path, that result in no dynamic singularities.
The space robot in this case is allowed to enter the PDW and hence increasing the
reachable workspace. However, a careful selection of the spacecraft base’s pose at
pre-defined waypoints is necessary, which does not automatically guarantee dynamic
singularity avoidance in between waypoints.
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2.6 Control of Space Robots
Space robots are multi-body systems with a high level of complexity, depending on
the nature of their motion [9]. As a result, their mathematical model is nonlinear and
linearisation is essential if linear controllers were to be used. However, for free-floating
space robots, linearisation is not possible as the kinematics and the dynamics of the
system are interconnected [7]. Also, linearising the model for free-flying space robots
can be highly challenging. Therefore, researchers have developed several alternate
linearisation solutions for linear controllers as well as nonlinear controllers for both
free-floating and free-flying space robot [7, 9]. The most relevant control techniques
are listed in this section and only controllers developed for the pre-grasping phase are
considered here to fit with the scope of this research.
2.6.1 Robust control
Robust control is a control methodology that guarantees a good performance of a per-
turbed system; robustness is guaranteed against bounded external and internal uncer-
tainties. Robust controllers can be based on linear controllers, such as the Proportional
Derivative (PD) control [121, 122] or potentially more sophisticated controllers [123]
that demonstrate a better performance. These robust controllers vary depending on
the mode of operation of the space robot.
Robust control for free-floating space robots
As free-floating space robots’ model cannot be linearised, methods that circumvent lin-
earisation have been proposed. In [124], a robust controller using position and velocity
gains was developed to track the motion of a free-floating space robot. This controller
was designed in conjunction with a method known as the theory of guaranteed sta-
bility of uncertain systems; this is based on the Lyapunov second method which was
presented in [48]. This method allows the utilisation of a linear controller with a non-
linear system. The linearisation process in [121] was substituted by an augmentation
approach involving the spacecraft base and the arm’s position vectors. Also in [121],
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for a dual-arm space robot, a simple robust controller was designed using position and
velocity gains after implementing the augmentation technique.
A controller that is robust against both parametric uncertainties and external dis-
turbances was presented in [125], but a linear control law was used with a nonlinear
free-floating space robot model. System uncertainties were also taken into account
in [126] using a controller based on a Lyapunov function, for a dual-arm space robot,
but external disturbances were not taken into account. Moreover, a robust controller
developed for a terrestrial manipulator with a flexible base was applied on a free-floating
space robot in [127]. However, it is not clear how uncertainties were introduced in the
control loop, in addition to ignoring external disturbances.
A robust controller, for a free-floating robot, was developed to deal with uncertainties
using a Linear Quadratic Regulator (LQR) [128]. The robust control was translated
into an optimal control with the cost function including all the uncertainties in the sys-
tem. The problem then reduced to finding a solution that minimises the cost function
and it consequently makes the optimal control a robust one. An LQR is used in the
control module of the Agora mission along with a Proportional Integral and Derivative
(PID) for both robustness and optimisation [129].
Robust control for free-flying space robots
Free-flying space robots are known to have a controlled base. In [123], a robust con-
troller for the arm motion and the attitude of the spacecraft base was designed for this
mode of operation. The system was decoupled into several single input problems to
suppress the inherited system’s nonlinearities and a Sliding Mode Controller (SMC)
was applied on each sub-system. However, this controller only guarantees robustness
against parametric uncertainties in the absence of external disturbances. Moreover,
in [130], it was suggested that the space robot should be divided into spacecraft base
and arm sub-systems. Two coordinated controllers were designed for the arm motion
and the attitude of the spacecraft base. This coordinated control was used in the ETS
VII mission [130].
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A PD controller was used in [122], which allowed a good tracking of the desired free-flyer
motion. Similarly, authors in [56] used a PD controller for the coordinated motion of the
spacecraft base and the robotic arm. However, in both methods presented in [56,122],
high gains are required for the proportional and derivative actions, which can lead to
saturation of actuators. Indeed, for the controller designed in [122], up to 4Nm of
control torques are applied for arm joints and rotational motion of spacecraft base.
Although this value is acceptable for terrestrial manipulators, it remains considerably
large for a space robot that requires precise motion around the target. This is because
this torque value results in joint accelerations that could increase the dynamic coupling
effect transferred from the arm to its base. Also, the control torque applied using the
controller in [56] can reach 30Nm.
2.6.2 Adaptive and robust-adaptive control
The adaptive controllers are preferred when the system to be controlled exhibits uncer-
tainties and parameter variation; in such cases, the control law is updated accordingly.
Early research, presented in [131], showed that adaptive control can be applied on space
robots with parametric uncertainties. However, adaptive control requires linearisation
of the system’s model, which, as previously mentioned, is not possible when considering
the complex structure of the space robot’s model. Researchers have found alternative
solutions to the linearisation problem, with a large focus on free-floating space robots.
In [131], an adaptive controller, that only considers the position and velocities of the
arm’s joints and the spacecraft base’s rotation, was developed; this was based on a
linear parametrisation of only the decoupled arm’s dynamic model without its base.
Similarly, the DEM approach was used to linearise the free-floater model by mapping
the system’s dynamics to those of a DEM [68]. Then an adaptive Computed Torque
Controller (CTC) was used to track the desired motion. Finding the linear parametri-
sation of the dynamic model was also investigated in [132]. The resulted linear equation
was used with the adaptive version of the RNS controller.
In 2009, a robust-adaptive controller was developed, for the control of a free-flyer with
both external disturbances and parameter uncertainty [133]. The problem of nonlinear
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equations was solved by using the augmented version of the GJM in the equations of
dynamics. A few years later, a robust and adaptive controller for a free-floater, to solve
the same issue, was proposed [134]. First, the adaptive part is computed to overcome
the parameter uncertainty, then external disturbances are compensated for robustness.
As a result, robustness was achieved but high torques (up to 50Nm) were needed for
trajectory tracking. Other researchers in [135], proposed an adaptive learning method
based on Neural Network to estimate the unknown uncertainties originating from inac-
curate modelling, along with a CTC to ensure robustness. Nevertheless, this controller,
too, requires high torques (up to 30Nm) for trajectory tracking. Approximating the
uncertain parameters of a free-floating space robot, for an adaptive control, was also
performed in [136] using fuzzy logic.
2.6.3 Optimal and robust-optimal control
Optimal control is based on finding a control law that optimises an objective function
such as time or control effort. In [137], a time-optimal controller for a given pre-
designed trajectory was developed, where authors also considered constraints on the
reaction torques generated from the motion of the arm and transferred to the space-
craft base. In the context of limiting the reaction torques, authors in [138] developed
an optimal controller that not only limits but also reduces the reaction torques. The
results showed that these reactions were reduced but disturbances were not considered
and high joint torques (up to 40Nm) were applied for motion tracking.
The H∞ controller is also another type of optimal control that can be applied to
track a space robot’s desired motion. The linear H∞ controller was utilised with a
DEM in [139]. This controller is only robust when used in conjunction with a com-
puted torque controller in the inner-loop for both robustness and linearisation purposes.
Also, an LQR was applied on the same DEM, designed in [139], and both the linear
H∞ controller and LQR have similar performances. The nonlinear H∞ controller, on
the other hand, does not require a linearisation of the system’s model and has proved
to be robust against both external disturbances and parametric uncertainties, whilst
ensuring a minimal control effort [140]. Its performance was tested in a DEM [141],
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where an adaptive law was also introduced in the control loop, to compensate for the
parametric uncertainties. This is because, only nominal parameters were involved in
the nonlinear H∞ closed-loop control.
Model Predictive Control (MPC) also relies on finding a control input by optimising
a given objective function based on the system’s model. Its potential use for a space
robot was investigated in [142] using the linearised model of the system. Later, in
order to avoid linearisation, authors in [143], presented optimal path tracking results
using a Nonlinear MPC (NMPC). This controller proved robustness against paramet-
ric uncertainties and external disturbances, although the maximum amplitude of the
disturbance, that shows the robustness limit, was not specified in [143]. Moreover,
minimal control effort is not guaranteed using NMPC alone and to that end, an extra
optimisation is necessary.
2.6.4 Other control techniques
As the GJM is specific to free-floating space robots, it was utilised to develop a resolved
motion rate control, in [60], for a space robot operating in the free-floating mode. A
similar approach for a redundant free-floater, using GJM, was proposed in [144]. On the
other hand, the motion characteristics of a free-flying space robots are different and
hence, a different type of control is required, such as the dynamic control presented
in [145] or the coordinated control introduced in [56]. Moreover, avoiding linearisation
is possible if a nonlinear controller is designed, such as the Sliding Mode Control (SMC)
developed in [146,147]. SMC is robust against disturbances and parameter variation but
it does not necessarily guarantee a minimal control effort in addition to its complex
implementation. A controller that ensures a small control effort, to save on-board
power, was developed in [148], but disturbances and parametric uncertainties were not
considered.
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2.7 Research Gaps and Proposed Solutions
Several research gaps have been uncovered after assessing the state-of-the-art techniques
in modelling, control and path planning for space robots.
2.7.1 Modes of operation
According to [55], sub-categories of the free-floating and the free-flying modes of op-
eration exist, as presented in Fig.2.8. The dynamics of the floating, rotation-floating
and rotation-flying space robots are all derived with respect to a frame attached to the
Centre of Mass (CoM) of the space robot in the assumed absence of external forces
and disturbances. During these modes, the workspace of the space robot is confined
to regions where the undesired dynamic singularities do not occur [63]. On the other
hand, during the flying mode as described in [55], it is not clear if the spacecraft base
is controlled to maintain its initial pose or permitted to move to acquire a new desired
pose. A controlled motion of the spacecraft base is required to aid the arm in manoeu-
vring safely around its target for capturing. To perform such motion around the target
without collision, well-defined trajectories for the position and attitude of the spacecraft
base have to be designed along with the trajectories for the arm’s joints. A coordinated
motion of this nature is different and challenging compared to both free-flying and free-
floating modes. It is hence introduced in this research as the “controlled-floating” mode.
Unlike other coordinated motion control techniques for space robots described in [149]
and [123], the controlled-floating mode offers redundancy and unlimited workspace to
the space robot, which is highly desirable for any realistic mission. The space robot
when operated in this mode is, hereafter, referred to as the Controlled Floating Space
Robot (CSFR).
Furthermore, the CoM of the target is used as a reference frame for the CFSR instead
of (i) the frame at the CoM of the space robot itself, to allow the use of external forces
and torques (e.g. reaction jet) for pose control as well as suppression of external distur-
bances or (ii) the inertial frame, to guarantee precise relative manoeuvring between the
space robot and the target. A scenario similar to the controlled-floating mode was in-
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Figure 2.8: Classification of the existing modes of operation for space robots
troduced in [56] and [57]. However, the motion of the system in [57] was sequential and
in [56] the redundancy of the system is lost by using an augmented Jacobian matrix.
Moreover, both [57] and [56] only considered the tracking of a known final spacecraft
pose instead of a desired trajectory, throughout the motion of the space robot, as is
the case of CFSR.
2.7.2 Path planning
Several methods for space robot path planning were reviewed in this chapter, namely,
the polynomial approach, the EDM, the RNS and optimal planning. These state-of-
the-art techniques are utilised when there are no obstacles in the workspace of the space
robot. Hence, other methods were developed for collision and singularity avoidance.
This includes the following methods: (i) the APF and RRT approaches for avoiding
obstacles, (ii) PIW/PDW for dynamic singularity avoidance and (iii) redundant system
to avoid kinematic singularities.
As both the EDM and RNS methods confine the motion of the space robot within
well-defined areas where the dynamic coupling is potentially minimal, they are both
disregarded in this research. This is to ensure that the space robot’s workspace is always
maximised; this is one of the requirements mentioned in Chapter 1. Furthermore,
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when obstacles exist in the workspace, APF and RRT both exhibit limitations such
as the non-availability of any information about the effect of the dynamic coupling
on the selected path. Also, avoiding singularities cannot be achieved using PIW or
PDW as the controlled-floating mode of operation is different from the free-floating
mode due to its controlled base. Therefore, polynomial trajectories, optimal path
planning and kinematic singularity avoidance methods can still be investigated for the
controlled-floating space robot’s motion. This research aims to develop a path planning
method that is capable of finding the best end-effector path with the corresponding
configuration trajectories. Here, the best path refers to a potential path that results in
a minimal dynamic coupling effect whilst avoiding collisions and singularities.
2.7.3 Control
In addition to exploiting all the available space robot’s DoFs and the maximisation of
its workspace, other requirements, related to controlling the space robot, were defined
in the first chapter. These include (i) robustness against external disturbances and
parametric uncertainties, (ii) the use of a minimal control effort for trajectory tracking
and (iii) avoiding model linearisation. The review of the control techniques available
in the literature shows that there are three main categories of controllers known as
the robust, adaptive and optimal control in addition to other controllers for trajectory
tracking. Robust control guarantees a good performance in the presence of external
disturbances and parametric uncertainties by applying a control effort that counteracts
the undesired changes. Adaptive control deals with the parametric uncertainties by
changing the control law according to the changing system’s parameters; this controller
can also be robust against external disturbances, as shown in [133–135]. Finally optimal
control finds a control law that satisfies a minimisation of a desired cost function that
can be related to the control effort. However, finding a control law that results in a
minimal control effort is not always prioritised; other objective functions can be selected
such as time minimisation [137] or reaction torques minimisation [138].
Using nonlinear controllers allows the control designer to avoid linearisation of the space
robot’s model. The Nonlinear Model Based Controller (NMPC) is a controller that is
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Figure 2.9: Categorisation of different controllers for tracking a desired motion of space
robot and selection criteria of the most suitable controller
capable of compensating for external disturbances as well as parametric uncertainties
as it is based on the system’s model. However, as seen in [143], a minimal control
effort is not systematic and an additional optimisation is necessary to ensure that all
the previously listed requirements are met. The nonlinear H∞ controller, on the other
hand, is robust against external disturbances as well as parametric uncertainties whilst
guaranteeing a minimal control effort for a maximum disturbance, as described in [140].
Figure. 2.9 shows a comparison between different control techniques where it is clear
that the nonlinear H∞ controller meets all the previously-mentioned requirements. It
also shows that optimal control does not always guarantee a minimal control effort as
it depends on the desired objective function to be optimised. Hence, the nonlinear H∞
controller is studied in depth, in this research, to ensure a precise motion of the CFSR
during close-proximity in-orbit manoeuvres.
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2.8 Summary
Within the context of this research, the review of the literature reveals that operating
a space robot for in-orbit operation requires (i) an accurate modelling of its kinematics
and dynamics, (ii) a robust controller capable of dealing with parametric uncertainties
and external disturbances and (iii) a dedicated path planning algorithm. Despite vari-
ous advancements in these fields, there is only limited number of successful missions to
date. Indeed, there is still a significant scope for further research and development of
novel techniques needed to realise cost-effective orbital robotic missions.
The review of the different modes of operation of space robots points to a missing mode
that can allow the space robot to exploit all its DoF including its spacecraft base. Dur-
ing this mode, dedicated trajectories for both the arm and its base can be designed to
help reach the target in an optimal way. This mode is introduced in this research and
is referred to as the controlled-floating mode of operation. The space robot when oper-
ated in this mode is known as the CFSR and has an unlimited workspace in addition
to being redundant which helps with collision and singularity avoidance.
The state-of-the-art of path design techniques for space robots indicates that many
methods developed, to reduce the impact of the dynamic coupling or collision avoid-
ance have a limitation due to restricting the workspace into confined safe areas. This
can be problematic when obstacles populate these areas or when the grasping point
on the target is within or close to these areas. Also, some path planning techniques
developed for free-floating space robots cannot be applied on the CFSR as the two
systems are different in the nature of their motion. Hence, polynomial functions are
assessed in Chapter 4 and path optimisation is used to find the best trajectories for
both the arm and the base of the CFSR.
The control techniques available in the literature suggest that despite the extensive
research available, nonlinear robust controllers, that don’t require system linearisa-
tion, are still unexplored. Also, the comparison between robust nonlinear controllers
shows that the H∞ controller guarantees robustness against external disturbances and
parametric uncertainties whilst applying a minimum control effort. Therefore, the
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suitability of this controller is extensively analysed, in this research, to advance the
state-of-the-art of close proximity operation of a space robot.
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Chapter 3
CFSR Dynamic and Kinematic
Modelling
The focus of this research is to enable the space robot, operating in the controlled-
floating mode, to perform a safe and precise manoeuvre to approach the grasping point
on the target. This operation is different from the classical spacecraft rendezvous, as
in the case of space robots, the chaser spacecraft is already in the vicinity of the target
and the approach is mainly carried out using the robotic arm. It is therefore necessary
to possess an accurate model for the space robot prior to any control or path planning
algorithm development. The space robot, during this final approach phase, is within
less than 10m from the target and is assumed to operate in less than 150s.
The mathematical modelling, as mentioned in Chapter 2, involves studying both the
kinematics and dynamics of the system. The controlled-floating space robot, introduced
in this research, is a multi-body coupled system that has a moving CoM and its model
is derived with respect to the target frame. For this reason, additional terms, related
to the motion of the CoM and the rotation of the frame of reference, appear in the
equation of motion; the detailed model presented in this chapter is more suitable for
the particular motion of the CFSR.
The model derived in this chapter offers the possibility to utilise either Euler rate or
quaternion rate for the spacecraft’s attitude. Euler rate is a widely known technique
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used to describe the rotation of a spacecraft. However, it suffers from singularities in
some orientations, which can limit the workspace of the space robot operating in the
controlled-floating mode. This is undesired because contrarily to the free-flying and
free-floating space robots, the CFSR uses the controlled translation and rotation of its
base to help reach the grasping point.
Additionally, the literature review suggests that space robots suffer from singularities
depending on the mode of operation. It is known that dynamic singularities affect free-
floating space robots whereas kinematic singularities affect free-flying space robots. As
the motion of the base of the CFSR can be controlled, only kinematic singularities
occur during the motion of the arm. This can be tackled using the extra degrees of
freedom of spacecraft base thereby avoiding the kinematic singularities.
This chapter first provides a review of the literature on space robots modelling and an
overview of the main contribution of this research to the modelling of a space robot
with respect to a rotating frame. Then detailed derivation for both the dynamics and
kinematics of a space robot, to be operated in the controlled-floating mode, are given.
The kinematic derivations are performed using two methods, namely, the Euler rate
and body rate. The latter enables the designer to use the model with quaternions to
avoid singularities. Finally, the Matlab-based coding for a generalised model, that can
be used with a space robot of any size, is presented. This is the first detailed model for
a space robot available for engineers and researchers, that can be used as a baseline for
developing new techniques for control and motion planning.
3.1 Background on Space Robot Modelling
The space robot can be considered as two separate systems consisting of a robotic
arm and a spacecraft with interactions known as the dynamic coupling. Accurately
modelling a space robot is challenging due to the dynamic coupling between the arm and
the base that produces reaction forces and moments on the base during the motion of the
arm. The utilisation of space robots for in-orbit operations has long been investigated
and several models [49,55,145,150,151] were developed to describe their motion.
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3.1.1 Dynamics
One of the first models for space robots was introduced in [49] which presented several
techniques to derive the equation of motion. At that time, the focus was given to
space robots capable of reaching their target without resorting to attitude correction
resources, to save on-board fuel. Modelling these robots, known as the free-floating
space robots, is usually based on the Virtual Manipulator (VM) and Dynamically
Equivalent Manipulator (DEM) [65, 66] methods presented in Chapter 2. Authors
in [49], in addition to these two methods, also used the momentum conservation based
derivations. This technique, as previously mentioned, is only valid when there are no
external forces acting on the system i.e. no external disturbances and pose correction
forces, which is specific to free-floating space robots.
A few other models for space robots were suggested over the years, most of which
were presented in the reviews conducted in [8] and [7]. However, these reviews enclose
different methods for modelling a space robot operating mainly in the free-floating
mode.
In regards to the free-flying space robots, a model was briefly presented in [150] that
considers external forces, which is precisely the advantage of using a free-flying space
robot that enables pose correction using a reaction jet system. Additionally, a free-
flying model was presented in [145] but the CoM of the system was fixed in the assumed
absence of external forces. This assumption is not valid for realistic missions and it
further contradicts the main feature and advantage of free-flying mode.
The literature survey shows that, to this date, the most detailed models were introduced
in [151] for a free-flying space robot and in [55] for a free-floating space robot. The
model in [151] presents a new method based on the energy of a multi-arm space robot.
The CoM of the spacecraft base was used to describe the translational motion of the
system. However, the motion of the system’s overall CoM was not included in the
equation of motion in order to use the direct path methods for the kinematics of the
system, which is considered simpler than the barycentric method, as compared in [64].
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3.1.2 Kinematics
The kinematics of the CFSR, defined at the velocity level, involve the kinematics of the
robotic arm and the kinematics of the spacecraft using either Euler rate or quaternion
rate. They relate the end-effector’s velocities and the configuration velocities through
the Jacobian matrix.
The equation relating the velocities of the end-effector in Cartesian space to velocities
in the configuration space is defined follows [64]:
 r˙e
ωe
 = Jq˙, with J = [Jsc Jm] , (3.1)
where r˙e ∈ R3 and ωe ∈ R3 are respectively the linear and angular velocities of the end-
effector, J ∈ R6×(6+n) is the overall Jacobian matrix, Jsc ∈ R6×6 and Jm ∈ R6×n are
the Jacobian matrices of the spacecraft base and the arm respectively, q˙ = [X˙ θ˙] is the
vector representing the configuration velocities consisting of: the spacecraft velocities
X˙ ∈ R6 and arm angular velocities θ˙ ∈ Rn.
Kinematics of free-floating space robots
As described in the previous chapter, a free-floating space robot is known to have
a conserved momentum when the frame attached to the system’s CoM is used as a
reference. The momentum conservation equation, presented in [152], is given as:
P
L
 = DscX˙ + Dsc.mθ˙ = constant (3.2)
where P and L are the linear and angular momentum of the spacecraft base, Dsc is the
mass matrix of the spacecraft base and Dsc.m is the matrix representing the dynamic
coupling between the arm and its base.
It is usually assumed that the initial momentum is equal to zero [55, 152–154]. Hence,
rearranging (3.2) for constant = 0 gives:
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X˙ = −Dsc−1Dsc.mθ˙. (3.3)
Substituting (3.3) into (3.1) gives the equation for the end-effector’s velocities using a
different Jacobian called the Generalised Jacobian Matrix (GJM) as follows [60]:
 r˙e
ωe
 = (Jm − JscDsc−1Dsc.m) θ˙, (3.4)
where the GJM is: J∗ = Jm − JscDsc−1Dsc.m. The GJM is used to describe the
kinematics of the free-floating space robot. It can then be utilised to operate the free-
floating space robot using the arm’s joint torques only.
From the equation of the GJM, it is clear that the kinematics of a free-floating space
robot depend on the mass and inertia parameters of the system. As a result, dynamic
singularities appear when operating the space robot.
Kinematics for free-flying space robots
As mentioned in Chapter 2, the kinematics of a free-flying space robot are modelled
using the BVA (barycentric method) and the DPM (direct path method) [64]. The
BVA uses the system’s overall CoM to describe the linear motion of the space robot.
Given an arbitrary point p, its position and velocity vectors using BVA are as follows:
Rp = Rcm + rp, with rp = rci + rp/ci (3.5a)
R˙p = R˙cm + r˙ci + ωi × rp/ci (3.5b)
where Rp ∈ R3 is the inertial position vector of point p, Rcm ∈ R3 is the inertial
position vector of the system’s CoM and rp ∈ R3 is the position of point p with respect
to the system’s CoM, ci is the CoM of the i
th link and rci is the i
th CoM’s position
with respect to the overall CoM, rp/ci is the position of p with respect to ci.
The DPM on the other hand uses the spacecraft’s CoM to represent the translational
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motion of the space robot. For the same arbitrary point p, the position and velocity
vectors using DPM are given as:
Rp = Rc0 + rp, with rp = rci + rp/ci (3.6a)
R˙p = R˙c0 + r˙ci + ωi × rp/ci (3.6b)
where Rc0 ∈ R3 is the inertial position vector of the spacecraft’s CoM.
The two methods offer an effective way to represent the motion of a free-flying space
robot but the DPM is preferred due to its simplicity compared to the BVA. This appears
when comparing the Jacobian matrices resulting from the velocities of Eqs. (3.5b) and
(3.6b). These Jacobian matrices are disregarded here, but the full derivations are
presented in [64].
Kinematics of the spacecraft base
The differential rotational motion of the space robot’s base can be expressed using
either Euler rate or quaternion rate [155].
Euler rate method The attitude of the spacecraft base is expressed using Euler
angles denoted α roll, β pitch and γ yaw. These angles consist of three different
rotations with respect to the frame of reference: rotation about the x axis, rotation
about the y axis and a rotation about the z axis. A multiplication of the three rotation
matrices, in the order of rotation, gives the final rotation matrix in terms of Euler
angles. The order in which the rotations occur is known as the Euler sequence.
Depending on the Euler rotation sequence used, singularities occur when the Pitch
angle is equal to β = 0, pi2 , pi... In a real mission scenario, the attitude of the spacecraft
base is most likely to have an initial value around φ = [α β γ]
′
= [0 0 0]
′
. In order to
avoid singularities around β = 0, the zyx Euler rotation sequence, is selected to define
the kinematic differential equation for the attitude [155]:
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ω =

α˙
0
0
+ Rx,α


0
β˙
0
+ Ry,β

0
0
γ˙

 , (3.7)
where Rx,α ∈ R3×3 and Ry,β ∈ R3×3 are matrices representing the rotation of the Roll
angle around the x axis and the Pitch angle around the y axis respectively.
Simplifying (3.7) gives:
ω = Rωφ˙ with φ = [α β γ]
′
ω˙ = Rωφ¨+ R˙ωφ˙
Rω =

1 0 −sin(β)
0 cos(α) sin(α)cos(β)
0 −sin(α) cos(α)cos(β)


, (3.8)
where ω ∈ R3 is the angular velocity of the spacecraft and Rω represents the transfor-
mation matrix from Euler rate to body rate.
Quaternion method Unlike Euler angles, quaternions represent one rotation about
a rotational axis, called Euler axis, which may or may not be the x, y or z axis.
Quaternions, first introduced by the mathematician William Rowan Hamilton in 1843
[155], are now used extensively used to describe the attitude of a spacecraft without
the occurrence of singularities. Hamilton described the quaternion as:
q = q0 + q1 + q2 + q3, (3.9)
where q1, q2 and q3 constitute the three element vector part of the quaternion and q0
is the scalar part of the quaternion.
The quaternion parameters are defined as follows:
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q0 = cos
(
θ/2
)
q1 = e1sin
(
θ/2
)
q2 = e2sin
(
θ/2
)
q3 = e3sin
(
θ/2
)

, (3.10)
where e1, e2 and e3 are unit vectors and θ is the rotation angle about Euler axis.
The parameters of the unit quaternion q are dependant and have to satisfy the following
constraint:
q20 + q
2
1 + q
2
2 + q
2
3 = 1. (3.11)
The quaternion kinematic equation describing the rotation of a spacecraft is defined as
follows:
q˙ =

q˙0
q˙1
q˙2
q˙3
 =
1
2

0 ωz −ωy ωx
−ωz 0 ωx ωy
ωy −ωx 0 ωz
−ωx −ωy −ωz 0


q0
q1
q2
q3
 (3.12)
From Eq. (3.12), Euler angles, describing the attitude of the spacecraft, can be com-
puted through a transformation from the resulting quaternion to Euler angles as pre-
sented in [156].
3.1.3 Contribution to the state-of-the-art of modelling a space robot
In the literature, the motion of the floating space robot is derived with respect to a frame
attached to the CoM of the system itself. However, this is only possible when there are
no external forces (from active control using reaction jets) and no external disturbances.
Although the external disturbances in orbit are small (10−3N in LEO) [50], ignoring
them can result in errors in the trajectory tracking. Moreover, if the space robot
encounters obstacles during the capturing operation, such as the solar panels of the
target spacecraft, active control through reaction jets is needed to avoid collisions.
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In this case, the external forces from the active control suppress the conservation of
momentum and the frame at the CoM of the space robot can no longer be used.
Another key observation is made regarding the free-flying space robot as described
in the literature; its dynamics are derived with respect to an inertial frame (Earth-
centred or orbital). In this case, external forces can be used and external disturbances
can be taken into account. Furthermore, avoiding obstacles using reaction jets is no
longer an issue during the flying mode. However, performing precise manoeuvres in
close proximity of the target, to reach the grasping point, with respect to the inertial
frame can result in inaccuracies. In this context, during close proximity manoeuvres
and rendezvousing, the LVLH frame is commonly used to describe the relative motion
between a chaser and a target spacecraft [51]. The LVLH frame is in this case attached
to the CoM of the target.
For this reason, in the controlled-floating mode, the motion of the space robot is derived
with respect to a frame attached to the CoM of the target instead of the (i) frame
attached to CoM of the space robot itself as in the free-floating mode or (ii) the inertial
frame as in the free-flying mode. In this case, a reaction jet system (external forces)
can be used to help the base of the space robot manoeuvre around the target and
avoid collisions with obstacles. Furthermore, external disturbances along with internal
parametric uncertainties are taken into account and compensated using the controller
for a precise tracking of the trajectory.
The mathematical model describing the dynamics and kinematics of the CFSR, with
respect to the target LVLH frame, is presented in this chapter. The kinematics of the
system are derived using the DPM, developed in [64], whereas the dynamics are derived
about the overall CoM. Moreover, the motion of the spacecraft base is computed using
both Euler rate and body rate. This is to offer a generalised solution for modelling
a space robot operating in the controlled-floating mode and to enable engineers and
researchers to choose between the two methods depending on their requirements.
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3.1.4 In-orbit relative motion for the CFSR
As mentioned in Chapter 2, the literature review reveals that modelling a space robot,
that has a controlled spacecraft base, is always performed with respect to an inertial
reference frame. This is to enable the utilisation of Newton’s law of motion to derive the
equation of motion of the space robot. Nevertheless, using a space robot for an in-orbit
close-proximity approach is described as a three-body problem where it is preferable
to reference the motion of the chasing body with respect to the moving and rotating
frame of the target body also known as Local Vertical Local Horizontal (LVLH) frame.
Then it is necessary to transform the motion in LVLH back to the inertial frame to
find the true actuating forces.
In this research, under the assumption that the space robot is operated at a very close
proximity to the target (less than 10m) and considering a short period of time (up to
150s), three frames of reference are selected to derive the equation of motion of the
CFSR as shown in Fig. 3.1: the inertial frame
∑
I , the target LVLH frame
∑
T and the
base of the CFSR body frame
∑
B. The idea is to consider the motion of the CFSR
in
∑
T as the controllable quantity in the close-loop control and compute the fictitious
forces, originating from the rotating frame
∑
T , as external forces affecting the system.
This is to ensure that the true actuating forces and torques are identified in
∑
I .
The motion of the CFSR is described about its overall CoM, referred to here as ξ.
Hence the relative position is defined as the vector between the origin of
∑
T and the
CoM ξ, referred to as rξrel . The basic equation of a relative position vector rξrel in∑
I is [51]:
rξrel = rξ − r02, (3.13)
where vector rξ ∈ R3 represents the inertial position vector of the CoM of the space
robot ξ, r02 ∈ R3 is the inertial position vector of the target and rξrel ∈ R3 is the
relative position vector between ξ and the origin of
∑
T , as shown in Fig. 3.1. The
corresponding relative velocity and acceleration vectors in
∑
I are defined as follows [51]:
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Figure 3.1: Artistic illustration of the reference frames and vectors used in the mathematical
model for the CFSR
vξ − v02 = r˙ξrel + Ω× rξrel (3.14a)
aξ − a02 = r¨ξrel + Ω˙× rξrel + Ω× (Ω× rξrel) + 2Ω× r˙ξrel (3.14b)
where Ω ∈ R3 is the angular velocity of the rotating frame ∑T with respect to ∑I ,
vξ ∈ R3 and v02 ∈ R3 are the velocity vectors of the the CoM ξ and the target
respectively, aξ ∈ R3 and a02 ∈ R3 are the acceleration vectors of the the CoM ξ and
the target respectively.
As previously mentioned, the state vector used in the closed-loop control includes the
relative motion between the space robot and the target described by rξrel , r˙ξrel and
r¨ξrel . The fictitious velocity and acceleration involved in Eqs. (3.14a) and (3.14b) are
to be added as extra motion generated from the motion of
∑
T in order to find the true
actuating forces and torques in
∑
I .
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3.2 Spacecraft Motion
The motion of the space robot’s base has both linear and angular components, as well
as the generated interactions between the translational and rotational motion. This is
computed through deriving the space robot’s motion about the overall CoM ξ.
3.2.1 The Linear Motion
During close-proximity manoeuvres, the relative motion is of interest. Hence, the linear
motion of the spacecraft base consists of its own relative motion as well as that of the
arm. It is translated by the relative linear momentum of the system as follows:
P =
∑n
i=0mir˙i
P = Mt (vξ − v02)
 , (3.15)
where P ∈ R3 is the linear momentum of the system, mi and ri are respectively the
mass and the position vector of the ith link of the space robot including the spacecraft
base and Mt is the total mass of the system.
Differentiating Eq. (3.15) and substituting Eq. (3.14b) into Eq. (3.15) gives the equation
describing the relative linear motion of the spacecraft base about the CoM (ξ) with
respect to
∑
I :
F Isc = Mt (aξ − a02)
= Mtr¨ξrel +MtΩ˙× rξrel +MtΩ× (Ω× rξrel) + 2MtΩ× r˙ξrel
 , (3.16)
where F Isc ∈ R3 is the linear motion of the spacecraft base about ξ in
∑
I .
The CoM of the full system ξ is different from the CoM of the base spacecraft. Also,
the actuation forces and torques are applied on the spacecraft base rather than ξ.
Therefore, in order to derive the equation of the relative linear motion of the spacecraft
base, one needs to introduce the motion of
∑
B in
∑
T . Hence, using the equation
for the relative velocity and acceleration, as seen in Eqs. (3.14a) and (3.14b), gives
the equation for the relative velocity and acceleration r˙ξrel ∈ R3 and r¨ξrel ∈ R3 when
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considering the motion of
∑
B. In other words, the following represents the expression
of the first term of Eqs. (3.14a) and (3.14b) when introducing the motion of
∑
B:
rξrel = rT + rξB (3.17a)
r˙ξrel = r˙T + r˙ξB + ωsc × rξB (3.17b)
r¨ξrel = r¨T + r¨ξB + ω˙sc × rξB + ωsc × (ωsc × rξB) + 2ωsc × r˙ξB (3.17c)
where rT ∈ R3 is the relative position vector of the spacecraft base defined as rT =
r01 − r02, vector rξB ∈ R3 represents the relative position vector between ξ and
∑
B,
vector ωsc ∈ R3 is the angular velocity of the spacecraft base i.e. velocity of
∑
B.
Multiplying Eq. (3.17c) by the total mass of the system, gives the following expression
for the linear motion of the spacecraft base in
∑
T , that is function of the spacecraft
base’s position vector rT instead of the overall CoM’s position vector rξrel , as follows:
Fsc = Mtr¨T +Mtr¨ξB −MtrξB × ω˙sc−Mt (ωsc × rξB)×ωsc+ 2Mtωsc× r˙ξB, (3.18)
where Fsc ∈ R3 represents the linear motion of the spacecraft base about ξ in
∑
T .
Substituting Eqs. (3.17a) and (3.17b) into the last three remaining terms of Eq. (3.16)
gives the following expression for the fictitious forces resulting from the rotation of
frame
∑
T :
F fictsc = MtΩ˙× (rT + rξB) +MtΩ× (Ω× (r˙T + r˙ξB))
+2MtΩ× (r˙T + r˙ξB + ω˙sc × rξB) ,
(3.19)
where F fictsc ∈ R3 represents the virtual forces generated from the rotation of the frame∑
T .
Substituting Eqs. (3.18) and (3.19) into Eq. (3.16) gives the relative linear motion of
the spacecraft base in
∑
I when considering the motion of frame
∑
T . This is expressed
as follows:
F Isc = Fsc + F
fict
sc . (3.20)
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The first term of Eq. (3.20) represents the controlled linear motion of the space robot
with respect to
∑
T . The second term is related to the rotation of
∑
T , which must be
included in the equation of motion to account for the virtual forces that only exist in
the rotating frame of reference.
Expressing the linear motion of the space robot, represented by Eq. (3.18), in matrix
form gives:
Fsc =
[
MtE −Mt[rξB]×
] r¨T
ω˙sc
+ [0 −Mt [ωsc × rξB]×]
 r˙T
ωsc
 +
+ Mtr¨ξB + 2Mtωsc × r˙ξB,
(3.21)
where E ∈ R3×3 is the identity matrix.
Equation (3.21) describing the relative motion of the spacecraft base is one of the
components constituting the equation of the relative motion of the CFSR. It will further
be used to develop the nonlinear controller in Chapter 5.
3.2.2 The Angular Motion
The angular momentum of the multi-body space robot about ξ, in terms of the inertia
tensor and the angular velocity is defined, with respect to a frame attached to the CoM
of the spacecraft base and that does not rotate with the
∑
B, as follows (see Appendix
A.1):
Lξ = Iξωξ +
n∑
i=1
Iiωi +
n∑
i=1
(Ii −mi[riB]×[riB]×)ωξB (3.22)
where Iξ ∈ R3×3 and Ii ∈ R3×3 are respectively the inertia tensors of the full system
expressed at the CoM ξ and the ith link of the arm, ωξ is the angular velocity about ξ
with respect to a frame attached at the origin of
∑
B and ωξB is the angular velocity
about ξ with respect to
∑
B.
Let IiB =
∑n
i=1 (Ii −mi[riB]×[riB]×), then Eq. (3.22) becomes:
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Lξ = Iξωξ +
n∑
i=1
Iiωi + IiBωξB (3.23)
Given ωξ = ωsc + ωξB, Eq. (3.22) becomes:
Lξ = Iξωsc + IξωξB +
n∑
i=1
Iiωi + IiBωξB. (3.24)
The second and last terms of Eq. (3.24) are related to the rotation about ξ, generated
by the motion of the arm.
Differentiating Eq. (3.24) gives:
L˙ξ =
d
dt
(Iξωsc) +
∑n
i=1
d
dt
(Iiωi) +
d
dt
(IξωξB) +
d
dt
(IiBωξB) . (3.25)
As the CFSR is one redundant system, finding the total inertia tensor Iξ involves two
steps: use the parallel axis theorem to express the total inertia matrix of both the
spacecraft base and the arm at the origin of
∑
B and then express the result at ξ.
The total inertia matrix at the origin of
∑
B is as follows:
IξB = Isc +
n∑
i=1
(Ii −mi[riB]×[riB]×) . (3.26)
Considering the space robot with its overall CoM ξ which is different from the CoM of
the spacecraft base alone, the total inertia tensor of the system at ξ, using the parallel
axis theorem, is:
Iξ = IξB +Mt[rξB]×[rξB]×. (3.27)
Substituting Eq. (3.26) into Eq. (3.27) gives:
Iξ = Isc +Mt[rξB]×[rξB]× +
∑n
i=1 (Ii −mi[riB]×[riB]×)
= Isc +Mt[rξB]×[rξB]× + IiB
 . (3.28)
It is clear from Eq. (3.28) that the inertia tensor of the space robot is not constant as
it depends on the position of the moving CoM ξ and the moving arm’s links. Hence,
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the derivatives of the first, second and third terms of Eq. (3.25) are given as follows:
d
dt
(Iξωsc) = Iξω˙sc + I˙ξωsc, (3.29a)
n∑
i=1
d
dt
(Iiωi) =
n∑
i=1
Iiω˙i (3.29b)
d
dt
(IξωξB) = Iξω˙ξB + I˙ξωξB (3.29c)
d
dt
(IiBωξB) = IiBω˙ξB + I˙iBωξB (3.29d)
The derivatives of the inertia tensors Iξ and IiB (see Appendix A.3) still appear in the
equation because they are function of position vectors that vary during the motion of
the space robot, as seen in Eq. (3.28).
Substituting Eqs. (3.29a), (3.29b), (3.29c) and (3.29d) into Eq. (3.25) gives the equation
for the rotational motion of the space robot about ξ as follows:
τ
′
sc = L˙ξ = Iξω˙sc + I˙ξωsc +
∑n
i=1 Iiω˙i + Iξω˙ξB + I˙ξωξB +
+IiBω˙ξB + I˙iBωξB
(3.30)
Equation (3.30) describes the rotational dynamics of the space robot about the overall
CoM ξ with respect to ξ. Expressing this vector of torques relative to the CoM of the
spacecraft base (origin of
∑
B), with respect to
∑
B, requires the following transforma-
tion [51]:
τ Isc = τ
′
sc + rξB × F Isc. (3.31)
Substituting Eq. (3.20) and (3.30) into Eq. (3.31) and simplifying gives:
τ Isc = Mt[rξB]×r¨T + (Isc + IiB) ω˙sc −MtrξB× ((ωsc × rξB)× ωsc) +
+ I˙ξωsc +
∑n
i=1 Iiω˙i + I˙ξωξB + Iξω˙ξB + I˙iBωξB + IiBω˙ξB
+ +MtrξB×r¨ξB + 2MtrξB × (ωsc× r˙ξB) + rξB × F fictsc .
(3.32)
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From Eq. (3.32), the angular motion of the space robot in
∑
T can be represented in
matrix form as follows:
τsc =
[
Mt[rξB]× Isc + IiB
] r¨T
ω˙sc
 +
+
[
0 I˙ξωsc −Mt[rξB]× [ωsc × rξB]×
] r˙T
ωsc
 +
+
∑n
i=1 Iiω˙i + I˙ξωξB + Iξω˙ξB + I˙iBωξB + IiBω˙ξB
+ MtrξB×r¨ξB + 2MtrξB × (ωsc× r˙ξB) .
(3.33)
3.2.3 The overall motion of the spacecraft base
From Eqs. (3.21) and (3.33), the overall equation describing the linear and angular
motion of the spacecraft base in
∑
T is:
fsc =
Fsc
τsc
 =
 MtE −Mt[rξB]×
Mt[rξB]× Isc + IiB
 r¨T
ω˙sc
 +
+
0 −Mt [ωsc × rξB]×
0 I˙ξωsc −Mt[rξB]× [ωsc × rξB]×
 r˙T
ωsc
 +
+
 Mtr¨ξB
MtrξB × r¨ξB +
∑n
i=1 Iiω˙i + Iξω˙ξB + IiBω˙ξB
 +
+
 2Mtωsc × r˙ξB
I˙ξωξB + I˙iBωξB + 2MtrξB × (ωsc× r˙ξB)
 ,
(3.34)
which can be written in a compact form as follows:
fsc =
Fsc
τsc
 =
Dv Dvω
Dωv Dω
 r¨T
ω˙sc
+
0 Cv
0 Cω
 r˙T
ωsc
+DξB +CξB
= DscX¨ + CscX˙ +DξB +CξB
 ,
(3.35)
where Dv ∈ R3×3, Dvω ∈ R3×3, Dωv ∈ R3×3 and Dω ∈ R3×3 are mass sub-matrices
related the linear and angular motion of the spacecraft base, as well as the interaction
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between the linear and angular motion. Vectors Cv ∈ R3×3 and Cvω ∈ R3×3 involve
the Coriolis and centrifugal terms originating from the motion of the spacecraft base
and vectors DξB and CξB are related to the motion of the CoM ξ. The compacted
matrix Dsc ∈ R6×6 is related to the linear and angular motion of the spacecraft base
and the compacted vector Csc ∈ R6×6 involves the Coriolis and centrifugal forces.
3.3 Manipulator Dynamics
The mathematical model for the dynamics of a terrestrial robotic arm usually involves
both the kinetic and the potential energy [48]. However, space robots operate in a
micro-gravity environment. For this reason, the terms related to the potential energy
in the equation of motion are ignored. Hence, only the kinetic energy was used in
the Lagrange-Euler method to derive the equation of motion of the robotic arm of the
CFSR.
The Lagrange-Euler equation for an n DoF robotic arm is [48]:
τi =
d
dt
[
∂L
∂θ˙i
]
− ∂L
∂θi
with i = 1, ..., n, (3.36)
where τi is the torque applied the i
th joint, L is the Lagrangian function of the system
L = KE, where KE is the kinetic energy of the arm, θi represents the i
th joint angle
and θ˙i is the velocity of the i
th joint.
Kinetic energy of an n DoF manipulator
All moving objects have a kinetic energy and this energy varies according to the mass of
the object and the rate of change of the motion (velocity). For a multi-link robotic arm,
the velocity of each link is represented by the Jacobian matrix and the joint velocity
θ˙. The expression for the linear and angular velocities for the ith joint are expressed as
follows [48]:
vi = Jvmi θ˙, ωi = Jωmi θ˙,, (3.37)
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where Jvmi ∈ R3×n and Jωmi ∈ R3×n are respectively the linear and angular terms of
the 6 × n Jacobian matrix of the ith CoM of the arm and RLi ∈ R3×3 is the rotation
matrix of the ith link with respect to
∑
T .
The general equation for the overall kinetic energy for an n DoF manipulator is:
KE =
1
2
n∑
i=1
[
miv
′
ivi + ω
′
iIiωi
]
, (3.38)
where Ii is the inertia tensor of the i
th link about a frame attached at the CoM of the ith
link. In order to express the inertia tensor in
∑
T , one has to perform a transformation
using the rotation matrix RLi : I
T
i = RLiIiR
′
Li
. Hence, by substituting Eq. (3.37) into
Eq. (3.38), the expression for the arm’s total kinetic energy is:
KE =
1
2
θ˙
′
n∑
i=1
[
miJ
′
vi
Jvi + J
′
ωi
RLiIiR
′
Li
Jωi
]
θ˙. (3.39)
Equation (3.39) can be written in matrix form:
KE =
1
2
θ˙
′
Dmθ˙, (3.40)
where Dm ∈ Rn×n is the symmetric positive definite mass matrix of the robotic ma-
nipulator and it is expressed as:
Dm =
n∑
i=1
(
miJ
′
vi
Jvi + J
′
ωi
RLiIiR
′
Li
Jωi
)
. (3.41)
The Coriolis and Centrifugal forces
The joints’ rotational motion results in extra forces known as the Coriolis and Cen-
trifugal forces. These forces are computed as follows [48]:
ckj =
n∑
i=1
cijkθ˙i =
n∑
i=1
1
2
{
∂dkj
∂θj
+
∂dki
∂θj
+
∂dij
∂θk
}
θ˙i, (3.42)
where ckj are terms constituting the matrix of Coriolis and Centrifugal forces denoted
as Cm ∈ Rn×n.
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From Eqs. (3.41) and (3.42), the equation describing the linear and angular motion of
the arm the target frame
∑
T is:
τm = Dmθ¨ + Cmθ˙. (3.43)
3.4 Jacobian Matrix for the Kinematics of the CFSR
The Jacobian matrix relates the velocity of the end-effector, in the Cartesian space, with
the velocity of the space robot, in the configuration space. It describes the kinematics
of multi-body chain, such as the space robot, at the velocity level. It is expressed as:
 r˙e
ωe
 = [Jsc Jm]
X˙
θ˙
 . (3.44)
The sub-matrices constituting the Jacobian matrix are defined as follows:
Jsc =
[
Jvsc Jωsc
]′
, Jm =
[
Jvm Jωm
]′
,
where Jvsc ∈ R3×6 and Jωsc ∈ R3×6 are respectively the linear and rotational compo-
nents of the Jacobian matrix for the spacecraft base, Jvm ∈ R3×n and Jωm ∈ R3×n are
respectively the linear and rotational components of the Jacobian matrix for the arm.
As mentioned in Section 3.1.2, the kinematics of a spacecraft can be expressed using
either Euler angles or quaternions. Depending on which of these two methods is se-
lected to describe the motion of the space robot, the derivation of the Jacobian matrix
varies accordingly. Moreover, when designing a path for the end-effector, the Jacobian
matrix related to the end-effector’s position is required, whereas the Jacobian involved
in the dynamics is related to the position of the ith CoM of the chain.
In the following section, the Jacobian matrix of the CFSR is derived for a potential
use with both Euler and quaternions. Also, the end-effector’s velocity as well as the ith
CoM velocity is described in
∑
T .
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3.4.1 Jacobian matrix of the end-effector in
∑
T using Euler rate
Deriving the Jacobian matrix of the space robot for use with Euler rate involves several
partial derivatives of the rotation matrices as well the spacecraft base’s transformation
matrix Rω shown in Eq. (3.8).
The linear Jacobian of the end-effector
The linear velocity of the end-effector, in the Cartesian space with respect to
∑
T , is
derived using Eq. (3.14a) as follows:
r˙e = r˙T + r˙eB + ωsc × reB, (3.45)
where reB ∈ R3 is the vector from the origin of
∑
B to the end-effector, as seen in
Fig. 3.2 and described as:
reB =Rscs0 +
n∑
i=1
RLi−1li−1, (3.46a)
r˙eB =R˙scs0 +
n∑
i=1
R˙Li−1li−1, (3.46b)
where s0 ∈ R3 is the vector from the origin of
∑
B to the first joint of the arm and
li ∈ R3 is the vector from the ith joint to the (i+ 1)th joint.
The steps of the differentiation of a rotation matrix were presented in [60] as follows:
R˙sc =
∂Rsc
∂α
α˙+
∂Rsc
∂β
β˙ +
∂Rsc
∂γ
γ˙ =
∂Rsc
∂φ
φ˙. (3.47a)
R˙Li−1 =
i−1∑
k=0
∂RLi−1
∂qk
q˙k =
∂RLi−1
∂φ
φ˙+
i−1∑
k=1
∂RLi−1
∂θk
θ˙k. (3.47b)
Using Eqs. (3.47), the linear velocity of the end-effector described by Eq. (3.45) be-
comes:
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r˙e = r˙T +
[
∂Rsc
∂φ
s0 +
n∑
i=1
∂RLi−1
∂φ
li−1
]
φ˙+
[
n∑
i=1
i−1∑
k=1
∂RLi−1
∂θk
li−1
]
θ˙ − [reB]×ωsc.
(3.48)
The last term of Eq. (3.48) involves the body rate ωsc which can be function of Euler
rate and Rω using Eq. (3.8). The linear velocity described by Eq. (3.48) then becomes:
r˙e = r˙T +
[
∂Rsc
∂φ
s0 +
n∑
i=1
∂RLi−1
∂φ
li−1
]
φ˙+
[
n∑
i=1
i−1∑
k=1
∂RLi−1
∂θk
li−1
]
θ˙ − [reB]×Rωφ˙.
(3.49)
From Eq. (3.49), the linear Jacobian sub-matrices for both the spacecraft base and the
arm are:
Jvsc =
[
E J′′vsc(1) J
′′
vsc(2) J
′′
vsc(3)
]
J′′vsc(1) =
∂Rsc
∂α
s0 +
∑n
i=1
∂RLi−1
∂α
li−1 − [reB]×Rωe1,
J′′vsc(2) =
∂Rsc
∂β
s0 +
∑n
i=1
∂RLi−1
∂β
li−1 − [reB]×Rωe2,
J′′vsc(3) =
∂Rsc
∂γ
s0 +
∑n
i=1
∂RLi−1
∂γ
li−1 − [reB]×Rωe3,
Jvm =
[
J′′vm(1) J
′′
vm(2) ... J
′′
vm(n)
]
J′′vm(j) =
∑j
i=1
∑i−1
k=1
∂RLi−1
∂θk
li−1, j = 1, 2, ..., n

, (3.50)
where E ∈ R3×3, J′′vsc(1),J′′vsc(2),J′′vsc(3) ∈ R3, J′′vm(j) ∈ R3 and e1, e2, e3 are unit
vectors.
The rotational Jacobian of the end-effector
The angular velocity of the end-effector can be expressed as:
ωe = ωsc + ωeB
ωeB =
∑n
i=1 RLi
[
0 0 θ˙i
]′
 , (3.51)
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where ωe ∈ R3 is the angular velocity of the end-effector in
∑
T , ωeB ∈ R3 is the
angular velocity of the end-effector in
∑
B and ωsc ∈ R3 is the angular velocity of the
spacecraft base in
∑
T .
Using Eqs. (3.8) and (3.59), ωe becomes:
ωe = Rω

α˙
β˙
γ˙
+
n∑
i=1
RLi

0
0
θ˙i
 . (3.52)
From Eq. (3.52), the rotational Jacobian sub-matrices for both the spacecraft base and
the arm are:
Jωsc =
[
0 J′′ωsc(1) J
′′
ωsc(2) J
′′
ωsc(3)
]
J′′ωsc(1) = Rωe1
J′′ωsc(2) = Rωe2
J′′ωsc(3) = Rωe3
Jωm =
[
J′′ωm(1) J
′′
ωm(2) ... J
′′
ωm(n)
]
J′′ωm(j) =
∑j
i=1 RLie3 j = 1, 2, ..., n

, (3.53)
where 0 ∈ R3×3 J′′ωsc(j) ∈ R3 and J′′ωm(j) ∈ R3 and e1, e2 and e3 are unit vectors.
The full Jacobian translating the velocities of the end-effector
From Eqs. (3.50) and (3.53), the overall Jacobian matrix for the space robot is as
follows:
[
Jsc Jm
]
=
E J′′vsc | Jvm
0 J′′ωsc | Jωm
 . (3.54)
3.4.2 Jacobian matrix of the ith CoM in
∑
T using Euler rate
The Jacobian described by Eq. (3.54) is used to find the position of the end-effector in
the Cartesian space, given a configuration or the inverse procedure for path planning.
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Figure 3.2: Vector representation for the space robot’s physical parameters
However, the matrices Jvmi and Jωmi of Eq. (3.41) relate the velocity of the CoM of
the ith link with the velocities in the configuration space. For this reason, the equations
for Jvmi and Jωmi in Eq. (3.41) are different from those for Jvm and Jωm in Eqs. (3.50)
and (3.53).
The linear Jacobian of the ith CoM
Using Eq. (3.14a), the linear velocity of the ith CoM, with respect to
∑
T , is determined
as follows:
r˙i = r˙T + r˙iB + ωsc × riB, (3.55)
where riB is the vector from the origin of
∑
B to the i
th CoM, as seen in Fig. 3.2. It
is represented by the following equation:
riB =
i∑
j=1
(
RLjbj + RLj−1sj−1
)
, (3.56)
where bi ∈ R3 is the vector from the ith joint to the CoM of the ith link and si−1 ∈ R3
is the vector from the CoM of the (i− 1)th link to the ith joint as shown in Fig. 3.2.
Differentiating Eq. (3.56) and using the derivatives of the rotation matrix in Eq. (3.47),
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gives:
r˙iB =
i∑
j=1
[
∂RLj
∂φ
bj +
∂RLj−1
∂φ
sj−1
]
φ˙+
i∑
j=1
[
j∑
k=1
∂RLj
∂θk
bj +
j−1∑
k=1
∂RLj−1
∂θk
sj−1
]
θ˙.
(3.57)
By substituting Eq. (3.57) into Eq. (3.55), the equation for the linear velocity of the
ith CoM becomes:
r˙i = r˙T +
∑i
j=1
[
∂RLj
∂φ
bj +
∂RLj−1
∂φ
sj−1
]
φ˙
+
∑i
j=1
[∑j
k=1
∂RLj
∂θk
bj +
∑j−1
k=1
∂RLj−1
∂θk
sj−1
]
θ˙ − [riB]×Rωφ˙.
(3.58)
From Eq. (3.58), the linear Jacobian matrices, derived for the dynamics, for both the
base spacecraft and the arm are:
Jvsci =
[
E J′′vsci (1) J
′′
vsc(2) J
′′
vsc(3)
]
J′′vsci (1) =
∑i
j=1
[
∂RLj
∂α
bj +
∂RLj−1
∂α
sj−1
]
− [riB]×Rωe1
J′′vsci (2) =
∑i
j=1
[
∂RLj
∂β
bj +
∂RLj−1
∂β
sj−1
]
− [riB]×Rωe2
J′′vsci (3) =
∑i
j=1
[
∂RLj
∂γ
bj +
∂RLj−1
∂γ
sj−1
]
− [riB]×Rωe3
Jvmi (j) =
∑i
j=1
[∑j
k=1
∂RLj
∂θk
bj +
∑j−1
k=1
∂RLj−1
∂θk
sj−1
]

,
where Jvsci is the i
th linear Jacobian sub-matrix of the spacecraft base resulting from
the motion of the base itself and the arm, Jvmi (j) is the j
th column of the linear
Jacobian matrix of the ith CoM of the arm.
The rotational Jacobian of the ith CoM
The angular velocity of the ith CoM in
∑
T is expressed as follows:
ωe = ωsc + ω
sc
i
ωsci =
∑i
j=1 RLj
[
0 0 θ˙i
]′
 , (3.59)
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where ωsci ∈ R3 is the angular velocity of the ith CoM in
∑
B.
Based on Eq. (3.53), the rotational Jacobian for the ith CoM is:
Jωsc =
[
0 J′′ωsc(1) J
′′
ωsc(2) J
′′
ωsc(3)
]
J′′ωsc(1) = Rωe1
J′′ωsc(2) = Rωe2
J′′ωsc(3) = Rωe3
Jωmi (j) =
∑i
j=1 RLje3

, (3.60)
where Jωmi (j) is the j
th column of the rotational Jacobian matrix of the ith CoM of
the manipulator.
3.4.3 Jacobian matrix of the end-effector in
∑
T using body rate
It is known that singularities can occur when using the Euler rate φ˙ to express the
attitude of the spacecraft base. Hence, quaternions are preferred to avoid singularities.
For this reason, the Jacobian matrix has to be expressed with respect to the body rate
ωsc to allow the transformation to quaternions using Eq. (3.12). In this case, there are
no partial derivatives of the rotation matrices involved.
The linear Jacobian of the end-effector using body rate
The linear velocity of the end-effector, described by Eq. (3.45), is here derived in a
different manner to maintain the body rate term in the equation. This is performed
using another method for the derivative of the rotation matrices Rsc and RLi , hereafter
presented as [48]:
R˙sc = [ωsc]×Rsc
= [e1]×Rscωscx + [e2]×Rscωscy + [e3]×Rscωscz
 , (3.61)
and
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R˙Li−1 =
∑i−1
j=1 RLj−1 [ωj ]×RLi−1
= [ωsc]×RLi−1li−1 +
∑i−1
j=1 RLj−1 [ωj ]×RLi−1
= [e1]×RLi−1li−1ωscx + [e2]×RLi−1li−1ωscy + [e3]×RLi−1li−1ωscz +
+
∑i−1
j=1 RLj−1 [e3]×RLi−1 θ˙j

.
(3.62)
Substituting Eqs. (3.61) and (3.62) into Eq. (3.45) gives:
r˙e = r˙T + [ωsc]×Rscs0 +
∑n
i=1[ωsc]×RLi−1li−1 − [reB]×ωsc,
= r˙T +
(
[e1]×Rscs0 +
∑n
i=1[e1]×RLi−1li−1 − [reB]×e1
)
ωscx
+
(
[e2]×Rscs0 +
∑n
i=1[e2]×RLi−1li−1 − [reB]×e2
)
ωscy
+
(
[e3]×Rscs0 +
∑n
i=1[e3]×RLi−1li−1 − [reB]×e3
)
ωscz
+
∑n
i=1
∑i−1
j=1 RLj−1 [e3]×RLi−1li−1θ˙j

. (3.63)
Expressing Eq. (3.63) in matrix form gives the following Jacobian sub-matrices for both
the spacecraft base and the arm:
Jvsc =
[
E J′′vsc(1) J
′′
vsc(2) J
′′
vsc(3)
]
J′′vsc(1) = [e1]×Rscs0 +
∑n
i=1[e1]×RLi−1li−1 − [reB]×e1,
J′′vsc(2) = [e2]×Rscs0 +
∑n
i=1[e2]×RLi−1li−1 − [reB]×e2,
J′′vsc(3) = [e3]×Rscs0 +
∑n
i=1[e3]×RLi−1li−1 − [reB]×e3,
Jvm =
[
J′′vm(1) J
′′
vm(2) ... J
′′
vm(n)
]
J′′vm(j) =
∑j
i=1
∑i−1
k=1 RLk−1 [e3]×RLi−1li−1, j = 1, 2, ..., n

. (3.64)
The rotational Jacobian of the end-effector using body rate
Using Eq. (3.59), the rotational Jacobian sub-matrices, used to find the angular velocity
of the end-effector, with respect to body rate expressed in matrix form is:
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Jωsc =
[
0 e1 e2 e3
]
Jωm =
[
J′′ωm(1) J
′′
ωm(2) ... J
′′
ωm(n)
]
J′′ωm(j) =
∑j
i=1 RLie3 j = 1, 2, ..., n
 , (3.65)
where 0 ∈ R3×3 and e1, e2, e3 are unit vectors.
3.4.4 Jacobian matrix of the ith CoM in
∑
T using body rate
Similar to the Jacobian matrices of the links’ CoMs using Euler rate, deriving these
matrices using body rate is necessary when quaternions are utilised.
The linear Jacobian of the ith CoM using body rate
Differentiating Eq. (3.56) using the derivatives of the rotation matrices in Eqs. (3.61)
and (3.62) gives:
r˙iB =
∑i
j=1
(
[ωsc]×RLjbj + [ωsc]×RLj−1sj−1
)
+
+
∑i
j=1
(∑j
k=1 RLk−1 [ωk]×RLjbj +
∑j−1
k=1 RLk−1 [ωk]×RLj−1sj−1
)
.
(3.66)
Substituting Eq. (3.66) into Eq. (3.55) gives the expression for the linear velocity of
the ith link using the spacecraft body rate as follows:
r˙i = r˙T +
(∑i
j=1
(
[e1]×RLjbj + [e1]×RLj−1sj−1
)− [riB]×e1)ωx +
+
(∑i
j=1
(
[e2]×RLjbj + [e2]×RLj−1sj−1
)− [riB]×e2)ωy +
+
(∑i
j=1
(
[e3]×RLjbj + [e3]×RLj−1sj−1
)− [riB]×e3)ωz +
+
∑i
j=1
(∑j
k=1 RLk−1 [e3]×RLjbj +
∑j−1
k=1 RLk−1 [e3]×RLj−1sj−1
)
θ˙.
(3.67)
Expressing Eq. (3.67) in matrix form gives the following linear Jacobian sub-matrices
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to compute the linear velocity of the ith link:
Jvsci =
[
E J′′vsci (1) J
′′
vsci
(2) J′′vsci (3)
]
J′′vsci (1) =
∑i
j=1
(
[e1]×RLjbj + [e1]×RLj−1sj−1
)− [riB]×e1
J′′vsci (2) =
∑i
j=1
(
[e2]×RLjbj + [e2]×RLj−1sj−1
)− [riB]×e2
J′′vsci (3) =
∑i
j=1
(
[e3]×RLjbj + [e3]×RLj−1sj−1
)− [riB]×e3
Jvmi (j) =
∑i
j=1
(∑j
k=1 RLk−1 [e3]×RLjbj +
∑j−1
k=1 RLk−1 [e3]×RLj−1sj−1
)
j = 1, 2, ..., n

.
(3.68)
The angular Jacobian of the ith CoM using body rate
It is similar to the rotational Jacobian in Eq. (3.60) and it is expressed as follows:
Jωsc =
[
0 e1 e2 e3
]
Jωmi (j) =
∑i
j=1 RLje3 j = 1, 2, ..., n
 (3.69)
Simulation validation of the kinematic equations
It is important to validate the kinematic model of the space robot before integrating
it with the equations of the dynamics. As presented in Sections 3.4.1 and 3.4.2, the
equations for the motion of the end-effector and the ith CoM are different. Therefore,
testing the two equations for different space robot configurations will help validate the
kinematics equations by verifying if, for each configuration, the position of the ith CoM
corresponds to the ith link. This was performed in simulations using six arbitrary sets
of space robot configurations, including the arm’s joints and spacecraft’s attitude. The
results are shown in Fig. 3.3, where the first three configurations have a fixed spacecraft
base and joints respectively equal to: θ = [11◦ 11◦ 11◦ 0◦ 0◦ 0◦]′ , θ = [0◦ 0◦ 0◦ 0◦ 0◦ 0◦]′
and θ = [0◦ 0◦ 30◦ 0◦ 0◦ 0◦]′ . The last three configurations have a fixed joint angles
equal to θ = [0◦ − 30◦ 0◦ 30◦ 30◦ 0◦]′ and three different sets of base rotations defined
respectively as: rotation about z axis, rotations about z and y axes and rotations
about z, y and x axes. This simulation-based validation proves the correctness of the
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Figure 3.3: Links CoMs’ positions using different joint angles for arm and base attitude
equations used in the derivation of the Jacobian matrices that describe the kinematics
of the CFSR.
3.5 The Dynamic Coupling Between the Arm and the
Spacecraft Base
The dynamics coupling describes the interactions between the arm and its base during
the motion of the space robot. The impact of the motion of the base on the arm is
introduced through the Jacobian matrix. In other words, desired changes in the pose
of the spacecraft base will systematically change the end-effector’s position through the
Jacobian matrix. This feature is used to aid the arm reach the target. However, the
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motion of the arm produces undesired changes in the pose of the spacecraft base, which
in return affect the end-effector’s position. This results from the motion of the system’s
CoM, which corresponds to the last two terms of Eq. (3.34). These two terms are:
DξB +CξB =
 Mtr¨ξB
MtrξB × r¨ξB +
∑n
i=1 Iiω˙i + Iξω˙ξB + IiBω˙ξB
 +
+
 2Mtωsc × r˙ξB
I˙ξωξB + I˙iBωξB + 2MtrξB × (ωsc× r˙ξB)
 .
(3.70)
The angular velocity ωξB is expressed as follows [51]:
ωξB =
rξB × r˙ξB
r2ξB
. (3.71)
The derivative of ωξB, described by Eg. (3.71), is defined as follows:
ω˙ξB =
rξB × r¨ξB
r2ξB
+ 2
rξB × r˙ξB
r3ξB
. (3.72)
Vector rξB and its first derivative are defined as follows:
rξB =
1
Mt
n∑
i=1
miriB, (3.73a)
r˙ξB =
1
Mt
n∑
i=1
mir˙iB. (3.73b)
In order to derive the first term of Eq. (3.70), the second derivative of vector riB has
to be computed. Its first derivative is defined by Eq (3.66), which was used to find
the linear term of the Jacobian matrix of the ith link in
∑
T . Contrarily, vector riB is
here defined in
∑
B. This changes the origin of the rotation matrices from
∑
T to
∑
B.
Hence, the first derivative of vector riB is computed as follows:
r˙iB =
i∑
j=1
(
j∑
k=1
RLk−1 [ωk]×RLjbj +
j−1∑
k=1
RLk−1 [ωk]×RLj−1sj−1
)
. (3.74)
An inspection of Eq. (3.74) shows that it is similar to the linear part of the ith link’s
Jacobian matrix as described in Eq. (3.68). Therefore, the first derivative of vector riB
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is given as:
r˙iB =
n∑
i=1
Jvmi θ˙. (3.75)
The second derivative of vector riB is then defined as:
r¨iB =
n∑
i=1
(
Jvmi θ¨ + J˙vmi θ˙
)
. (3.76)
The expression for the first term of Eq. (3.70) is defined as follows:
r¨ξB =
1
Mt
n∑
i=1
miJvmi θ¨ +
1
Mt
n∑
i=1
miJ˙vmi θ˙. (3.77)
The term
∑n
i=1 Iiω˙i is to be further derived to make it function of the joints velocity
θ˙. This is achieved through finding the equation for ωi as follows:
ωi =
i∑
j=1
RLjθj . (3.78)
Equation (3.78) is similar to the rotational part of the ith link’s Jacobian matrix. Hence:
n∑
i=1
Iiωi =
n∑
i=1
IiJωmi θ˙ (3.79a)
n∑
i=1
Iiω˙i =
n∑
i=1
IiJωmi θ¨ +
n∑
i=1
IiJ˙ωmi θ˙. (3.79b)
Substituting Eqs. (3.73a), (3.73b), (3.77) and (3.79b) into (3.70) and rearranging gives:
DξB+CξB =

∑n
i=1miJvmi(
1 +
Iξ + IiB
Mtr2ξB
)
[rξB]×
∑n
i=1miJvmi +
∑n
i=1 IiJωmi
 θ¨+
Csc.mv
Csc.mω
 θ˙,
(3.80)
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where matrices Csc.mv and Csc.mω are defined as follows:
Csc.mv =
∑n
i=1
(
miJ˙vmi + 2ωsc × Jvmi
)
,
Csc.mω =
∑n
i=1
(
IiJ˙ωmi + 2rξB ×
(
ωsc × Jvmi
)
+
I˙ξ + I˙iB
Mtr2ξB
[rξB]×
∑n
i=1miJvmi + 2
Iξ + IiB
Mtr3ξB
[rξB]×
∑n
i=1miJvmi
)
.
Writing Eq. (3.80) in a compact matrix form gives:
DξB +CξB =
Dsc.mv
Dsc.mω
 θ¨ +
Csc.mv
Csc.mω
 θ˙ = Dsc.mθ¨ + Csc.mθ˙, (3.81)
where Dsc.mv ∈ R3×n and Dsc.mω ∈ R3×n are matrices related to the dynamic coupling
between the arm and its spacecraft base and matrices Csc.mv ∈ R3×n and Csc.mω ∈
R3×n involve the Coriolis and centrifugal terms originating from the interaction between
the arm and the spacecraft base.
3.6 Motion of the CFSR and its Computation in Matlab
and Simulink
The detailed derivations presented from Sections 2 to 5 are the building blocks to the
overall equation of motion of the CFSR. The compact equation of motion in matrix
form is then given as:
f = Dq¨ +C + Ccoupq˙ + ffict ⇒
fsc
τm
 =
 Dsc Dsc.m
D
′
sc.m Dm
X¨
θ¨
+
 Csc Csc.m
C
′
sc.m Cm
X˙
θ˙
+

Ffict
rξB × Ffict
0

(3.82)
where f ∈ R6+n is the vector representing the spacecraft base forces and torques as well
as the arm joints torques, D ∈ R(6+n)×(6+n), C ∈ R6+n and Ccoup ∈ R(6+n)×(6+n) are
the overall mass matrix of the CFSR, vector of Coriolis and centrifugal forces related
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Figure 3.4: Flow-graph representing the main steps to the generation of the matrices involved
in the equation of motion of the CFSR
to the motion of the CFSR and the matrix of Coriolis and centrifugal forces related to
the dynamic coupling, vector q = [X θ]
′
, q ∈ R6+n represents the state of the CFSR.
Due to the number of derivatives involved as well as the requirement to offer a gener-
alised method for modelling space robots of any size, symbolic maths is used in Matlab.
The aim is to build the model described by Eq. (3.82), through the computation of sev-
eral symbolic equations. The steps, depicted in Fig. 3.4, are defined as follows:
(1) Initialise the physical parameters including the number of DoFs n, where n is set
as a scalar and the remaining parameters are set as symbols as follows:
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(a) The mass of each link and the base in the form of vector m ∈ Rn+1
(b) The matrices constituting respectively the link lengths l ∈ R(n+1)×3, the vec-
tors from the CoM to the joint s ∈ R(n+1)×3 and the vectors from the joints
to the CoM b ∈ R(n+1)×3 where the ith row of these matrices corresponds to
the vector of the ith link, including the space robot’s base
(c) The inertia matrix of the spacecraft base Isc ∈ R3×3
(d) The matrix constituting the inertia matrices of all the links of the space
robot’s arm I ∈ R3×3×n
(e) The three dimensions of the spacecraft base Height, Depth and Width
(2) Define the rotation matrices including Rω with φ and θ set as symbolic vectors.
The rotation matrices are:
(a) Rotation of the spacecraft base
(b) Rotation of the links with respect to the base frame
∑
B
(c) Rotation of the links with respect to the target frame
∑
T
(3) Compute the symbolic vectors rξB and riB and their corresponding skew matri-
ces, as well as the symbolic matrix Iξ
(4) Compute the Jacobian matrices for the CoMs and the end-effector Jvsc , Jωsc ,
Jvm and Jωm
(5) Compute the derivatives of the overall inertia matrix I˙ξ and the Jacobian matrices
J˙vmi and J˙ωmi
(6) Compute all the matrices necessary to build the model of Eq. (3.82); matrices D
and C as well as the vector of fictitious forces ffict
(7) Generate the matrices using the automatic code generation offered by the “mat-
labFunction”. The input to these matrices are the parameters defined in step (1)
as well as vectors ωsc, φ, θ and θ˙
The concatenation of the generated matrices is shown in Appendix C. This appendix
will help control designers to build a Simulink model, for a space robot of any size and
mass, to validate new control methodologies.
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3.7 Summary
The controlled-floating mode of operation is distinct to the free-flying and free-floating
modes in terms of the nature of motion and the modelling. Its motion was derived with
respect to a frame attached to the target, to comply with the close-proximity relative
motion in-orbit. Also, because of the motion of both the arm and the spacecraft base,
the CoM of the system possesses a displacement, velocity and acceleration, that cannot
be ignored. Additionally, the overall inertia matrix at the CoM of the system is not
constant but varies with the variation of the different position vectors during the mo-
tion of the CFSR. As a result, a few extra terms appear in the equation of motion of
the CFSR, notably the fictitious forces, resulting from the rotation of the target frame,
and additional derivatives involved in the dynamic coupling terms and the Coriolis and
Centrifugal terms.
The large number of complex equations related to the motion of the CFSR requires a
detailed description of the computation procedure. Hence, a small tutorial was pro-
vided, along with the derivation steps, to help users to compute their model as easily as
possible. It is important to note that the model presented in this chapter can be used
to model space robots of any size and mass. This is because the physical parameters
of the space robot are considered as inputs to the generated matrices, which are the
building blocks to the final model. One exception is the array of rotation matrices, that
is specific to each space robot and has to be defined prior to any derivation.
The particular motion of the CFSR requires a new path planning algorithm with the
capability to generate trajectories for both the arm and its base. This path planner
must be able to consume as little energy as possible and produce a minimal dynamic
coupling effect. Moreover, a controller capable of executing desired motion with small
control effort, utilising minimum on-board fuel consumption, is vital.
Chapter 4
Path Planning for the CFSR
Whether the robotic manipulator is part of a large spacecraft like ISS or mounted on a
smaller spacecraft such as ETS-VII, planning and scheduling its motion is vital. Path
planning for ISS manipulators can easily be achieved using classical methods due to
their similarity with fixed-base manipulators. However, path planning for small-sized
space robots is more intricate due to the impact of the dynamic coupling on the position
of the end-effector.
Space robots can be operated in the free-floating mode, free-flying mode [7] or controlled-
floating mode [157]. For such systems, several path planning techniques have been
developed by researchers that result in minimum dynamic coupling effect and hence,
minimum undesired changes in the pose of the spacecraft base. For instance, the En-
hanced Disturbance Map (EDM) [79], Reaction Null Space (RNS) [81, 158], optimal
planning using redundant manipulators [159, 160] and the utilisation of several arms
for balance [118]. Although the base of the free-flying and controlled-floating space
robots can actively compensate for the effect of the dynamic coupling, unlike the free-
floating space robot, minimising this effect would help to conserve the limited on-board
fuel. This can be achieved through careful planning and scheduling of the approach
trajectory towards its target.
When traversing a planned path, the space robot could encounter singularities and
obstacles that can alter the motion of the robotic arm. Singularity avoidance meth-
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ods vary depending on the nature of the space robot; free-flying space robots, similar
to terrestrial manipulators, are known to possess kinematic singularities [48], whereas
dynamic singularities are only common in free-floating space robots [118]. On the
other hand, the risk of collision increases drastically when obstacles are present in the
workspace of the space robot. Avoiding these obstacles is essential for a successful and
safe capture of the target. Although new methodologies have been developed to avoid
obstacles [104], research in collision-free trajectory planning remains limited as space
robots pose new challenges compared to their terrestrial counterparts.
As mentioned in Chapter 2, there are two types of space robots: ISS space robots
similar to terrestrial manipulators and smaller-sized space robots with a higher degree
of motion complexity. This chapter first gives background on designing paths for space
robots using both polynomial functions and optimisation algorithms. Then the widely
used polynomial method is explored, through simulations, for designing trajectories for
an ISS-like robotic arm. Together with the polynomial trajectories, an obstacle avoid-
ance algorithm is presented that is inspired from the state-of-the-art method presented
in [161], in addition to another method based on polynomials. The polynomial trajec-
tories although proved efficient for terrestrial and terrestrial-like robotic arm, they are
not suitable for a space robot that is subject to dynamic coupling. For this reason,
a novel optimal path planning algorithm, that is more suitable for a space robot and
more importantly for the CFSR, is introduced.
4.1 Background and Research Gaps on Polynomial and
Optimal Path Planning
Polynomial interpolation and optimisation are widely used techniques for planning
trajectories for terrestrial and space robots. The literature review reveals that these
two techniques can sometimes be used together, to optimise a polynomial trajectory as
seen in [75,85,162,163], and often separately as two standalone techniques.
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4.1.1 Trajectory design using polynomial interpolation
Planning a path for the end-effector of a robotic arm using polynomials is based on
the definition of several polynomial functions for the joints i.e. in the configuration
space. Given an initial and a desired final end-effector position and orientation, the
corresponding set of joint angles is found through the inverse kinematic operation.
The two sets of joint angles become the initial and final joint positions for designing
polynomial trajectories in the configuration space. Sometimes, specifying the motion of
the end-effector in detail is necessary, such as when the workspace of the robotic arm is
clustered. In such cases, intermediate Cartesian points called via points are introduced
in the path of the end-effector. Therefore, several joint trajectories are designed between
the via points. These trajectory segments will result in a final smooth end-effector path.
Depending of the number of constraints defined at the beginning and the end of the
path, as well as at the via points, the order of the polynomial function varies. When
only the position and velocity are known at initial time t = t0 and final time t = tf
as well as at the via points, a cubic polynomial is required to interpolate between the
desired points. If, however, the position, velocity and acceleration are specified, then
a quintic polynomial is needed for interpolation. In a generalised manner, if cn is the
number of constraints, then the order of the polynomial is cn − 1.
It is also possible to design polynomial trajectories in the Cartesian space. This is
preferred when the Cartesian shape of the end-effector’s path is prioritised. In the
case of a straight line for instance, which is the shortest path between two points, it is
not possible to use the configuration space polynomial interpolation because it results
in a random Cartesian shape. However, there are a few limitations to the Cartesian
polynomial interpolation method [72]:
(1) Via points out of the workspace: a specific desired trajectory defined by via points
may not be achievable as it could be out of the reach of the end-effector. In other
words, the workspace of the arm limits the number and nature of trajectories.
(2) Singularities: when designing a Cartesian path for the end-effector, there is a
great chance that singularities occur when defining the corresponding set of joints.
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As a result, when approaching singular configurations, the joint velocities become
immensely large and the arm deviates from its desired trajectory.
(3) Multiple solutions for one point : a Cartesian end-effector position and orientation
may have several inverse kinematic solutions. In such cases, the arm may not be
able to reach the final position, given by one solution, using its current initial
position given by another solution.
Researchers in [73,77,110,111,164] have studied the utilisation of polynomial functions
to design trajectories for space robots. These studies were focused on free-floating space
robots as the main aim was to take advantage of the nonholonomic properties of free-
floaters. The space robot then becomes an under-actuated system and only the arm’s
joints are actuated to control both the arm and the attitude of the spacecraft base.
This was presented in [77, 110] where polynomial functions were used to design the
configuration trajectories for the joints. Moreover, higher order polynomials were used
to avoid obstacles present in the workspace. Later, authors in [77, 110] improved this
method, regarding the final configuration accessibility, using higher order polynomials
throughout the whole path [111].
Another study addressed the impact of the dynamic coupling on the spacecraft base
by modifying the coefficients of a reference polynomial trajectory [164]. Polynomial
functions were also used to design a dynamic singularity-free path for the free-floating
space robot using direct kinematics [73]. The functions were normalised, which allowed
the assignment of a criterion that is independent of the total time. Similarly, normalised
polynomial functions were presented in [161] along with an obstacle avoidance function
based on cycloids. In fact, they used four cycloid functions after the division of the
obstacle avoidance segment into four segments. The algorithm developed in [161] was
not specific to a free-floating space robot, but rather can be applied to a terrestrial arm
or an ISS-like robotic am.
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4.1.2 Optimisation techniques for path planning
Optimisation is the process of finding, amongst several solutions, the best solution to
a given problem. It consists of a minimisation or maximisation of a cost function by
selecting the best values for the optimisation variable. The optimisation variable is
usually confined within upper and lower limits. Often, in addition to the upper and
lower bounds, other constraints are required to find the desired solution. In such cases,
the optimisation is known as a constrained optimisation. Moreover, it is sometimes
necessary to optimise more than one cost function whilst satisfying several constraints.
This is known as the constrained multi-objective optimisation. An example of such
optimisation is presented as follows for a minimisation approach [165]:
min f1(x), f2(x), f3(x) ...
s.t g(x) = 0
h(x) ≤ 0
xmin ≤ x ≤ xmax
(4.1)
where x is the optimisation variable, fi(x) represent the cost functions to be minimised,
g(x) is the equality constraint, h(x) is the inequality constraint and xmin and xmax are
the lower and upper bounds respectively.
Optimisation techniques are developed in accordance with the nature of the optimisa-
tion problem and the number of cost functions. These techniques are categorised in four
main groups, namely, (i) the unconstrained single-objective optimisation solved using
some of the minimum seeking algorithms [166], (ii) the constrained single-objective op-
timisation for which solution is found using neural networks for instance [167], (iii) the
unconstrained multi-objective optimisation for which common minimum is found using
a Particle Swarm Optimisation (PSO) [168] and (iv) the constrained multi-objective
optimisation using a Genetic Algorithm (GA) [169].
In relation to the constrained multi-objective optimisation described by Eq. (4.1), the
state-of-the-art offers two solutions, namely, the Constrained Multi-Objective Particle
Swarm Optimisation (CMOPSO) [170] and the Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algo-
rithm (NSGA) [171]. Both algorithms are based on a non-dominated-sorting approach
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which is the selection of solutions that are not dominated by other available solutions
i.e. these non-dominated solutions, also known as non-inferior solutions, constitute the
best solution to the multi-objective optimisation [172].
The optimisation based on CMOPSO is a newly developed concept of PSO, which
means that little research has been conducted when compared to other well-established
algorithms such as NSGA. This is due to the early development of the non-dominated
sorting concept in GA. NSGA is based on the notion of natural selection and survival
of the fittest. The search starts from an initial population of individuals, then the non-
dominated sorting selection is performed to pass only the genes of the best individuals
to the next generation. Passing genes to the next generation is performed through
crossover (mating) of individuals. The off-springs of the new generation can sometimes
mutate to retain diversity of the population. This process is repeated through a defined
number of generations until the solution to the optimisation is found. To summarise,
NSGAII is a different version of GA that is capable of optimising several objective
functions, unlike the classical GA that can only optimise one objective function.
Path optimisation for free-floating space robots
For free-floating space robots, the main issue is the effect of the dynamic coupling on
the position of the end-effector. This is due to the fact that the spacecraft base is un-
controlled. Several optimisation methods have been used for free-floating space robots,
some of which are:
PSO: The dynamic coupling causes the spacecraft base’s pose to change, this is con-
sidered as disturbance in [82], where authors designed a trajectory, using a PSO, that
results in a reduced base disturbance. In the same context of minimising the spacecraft
base disturbance, a constrained PSO was used in [85]. Authors in [74] investigated
the effect of the capture impact on the spacecraft generated disturbances and designed
an optimal trajectory, from a desired initial to final configuration, using a PSO. In
this approach, the correct capture spacecraft pose is set as an objective function for
the PSO. When several objective functions have to be minimised, a multi-objective
PSO is used to find the path that minimises all the desired functions, as seen in [83].
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These functions can be related to the spacecraft base or the arm’s motion as well as
singularities. Often, constraints are imposed on the space robot to constrain its mo-
tion within desired bounds. This was presented in [84] where desired initial and final
configurations were imposed and satisfied using a constrained PSO. In [86], the PSO
was used to find optimal parameters for the polynomial functions that parametrise the
joints trajectories, with imposed constraints on the initial and final configurations as
well as the joints limits.
GA: Minimising the spacecraft base disturbance can also be achieved using GA, as
seen in [87]. This optimisation problem has one objective function related to the joint
torques in order to reduce the motion of the arm, which then reduces the dynamic cou-
pling effect. Constraints were also imposed on the position, velocity and acceleration
of the space robot. Also, authors in [88] focused on minimising the spacecraft base dis-
turbances using a quantum GA. It was based on minimising the error in the Cartesian
position of the end-effector and finding optimal parameters for the joints polynomial
functions. In [173], a GA was used to optimise the jerk (third derivative of position)
trajectory of a space robot in order to increase the efficiency of the control algorithm
and stabilisation as well as to reduce the vibrations of the arm.
Other optimisers: In [89], polynomial functions along with the RNS vector were com-
bined to design a trajectory for a free-floating space robot. Thereafter, a Differential
Evolution (DE) was utilised to find the optimal polynomial parameters as well as min-
imise the error in spacecraft pose and the end-effector’s Cartesian position. In addition
to disturbance minimisation and errors cancellation, power consumption is also crucial
during the motion of the space robot because of the limited power that solar panels
produce. Therefore, a method that optimises the arm’s motors power consumptions by
optimising the quadratic norm of the control input was presented in [174].
Path optimisation for free-flying space robots
In the case of free-flying space robots, motion planning is easier as the spacecraft base
is controlled to maintain one desired pose or controlled to track a desired final pose.
However, finding an optimal trajectory for this category of space robots is still crucial to
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save on-board fuel. Researchers have developed novel path planning algorithms using
Sequential Quadratic Programming (SQR) [90] to find fuel optimal paths that don’t
require motion of the spacecraft base. Also, convex programming was used in [91, 92]
to find paths that require minimum motion of the free-flying space robot.
Path optimisation for collision avoidance
Avoiding an obstacle using optimisation is often translated as a constraint rather than
an objective as seen in [175]. This method, based on RRT in conjunction with a
NonLinear Programming (NLP) solver, considers the obstacle as a constraint whilst
minimising the energy of the space robot manoeuvring around the ISS. On the other
hand, an NLP solver was utilised to find collision-free paths in [108] by considering the
obstacle avoidance as a cost function, to be optimised, rather than a constraint.
4.1.3 Research gaps and solutions
The polynomial trajectories available in the literature were mainly focused on the mo-
tion of free-floating space robots. These methods took advantage of the nonholonomic
nature of free-floating robots to design trajectories that enable both the motion of the
arm and the attitude of the spacecraft base by only controlling the arm’s joints. On
the other hand, little research is performed in regards to the use of polynomial function
for designing trajectories for free-flying space robots. It is in this context that the
initial results, for an ISS-like free-flying space robot, were obtained in this research,
using polynomial functions. These polynomial functions were further used to assess
the performance of the controller designed for CFSR in Chapter 5.
Furthermore, an issue arises regarding the final configuration of the space robot. The
initial configuration is always known as the current set of joint angles and spacecraft
pose. Also, given a final grasping location, the corresponding arm and base configura-
tion can be known through inverse kinematics. However, this final configuration may
not be the most optimal in terms of the resulting arm and spacecraft displacement.
A careful selection of the final configuration is necessary but may not be possible as
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there exist a multitude of potentially optimal configurations. Hence, even optimisation
of well-defined polynomial trajectories, as seen in [75] and [85], is not sufficient to find
the best path for the space robot. Addressing this issue is the main reason behind the
development of the novel optimal trajectory generator presented in this chapter.
The state-of-the-art in optimal path planning also shows some limitations regarding the
best path for the space robot. In fact, all the previously-mentioned optimisation tech-
niques for both free-floating and free-flying space robots have either (i) a parametrised
desired trajectory for the arm [74,82–88,90,173], (ii) a predefined final configuration for
both the arm and its base [89,91,92], (iii) a reference trajectory for the end-effector [174]
(iv) or a predefined map describing the workspace of the space robot [175]. In all cases,
the optimisation algorithm has a priori knowledge of a desired trajectory. However,
the predefined path itself may not be an optimal one as several potentially optimal
paths might exist. Here, optimality is neither related to the shape of the end-effector’s
path nor to the minimal execution time, but rather searches for the path that results
in minimum motion of the space robot. This is to minimise the effort needed by the
spacecraft base to correct its pose due to the impact of the dynamic coupling as well
as pose trajectory tracking in the case of a controlled-floating motion.
Moreover, the state-of-the-art in optimisation techniques for path planning offers solu-
tions to fractions of the overall path planning problem. For instance, in [74,82,85,87,88],
the spacecraft disturbance originating from the dynamic coupling was considered and
energy was optimised in [91, 175]. Whereas in [174], the cost function was based on
the control input of the arm’s joints. In [83,92], only the minimal motion of the space
robot was found without taking into account other constraints such as obstacles and a
minimal error in the spacecraft base and end-effector’s pose was the focus of the study
conducted in [89]. Further, fuel consumption optimisation was presented in [90]. Also,
finding optimal polynomial parameters was performed in [84,86] and a minimal jerk for
the arm was achieved in [173]. Analysing all these aforementioned methods, there is a
crucial requirement to develop a method that finds a solution to all the path planning
problems instead of divided solutions.
In a practical mission scenario, where the grasping point on the target is out of reach of
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the end-effector or when the motion of the arm is restricted by singular configurations
and obstacles, it will be difficult to find an optimal trajectory for the space robot if
its motion is limited to the n Dof of the arm only. Hence, the CFSR is more suitable
for such critical scenarios as it takes advantage of the redundancy offered by the extra
DoF of the spacecraft base to help the arm reach the target whilst avoiding singularities
and obstacles. A novel optimal collision-free and singularity-free trajectory planning
algorithm for a CFSR is presented in this chapter.
The key highlight of this new motion generator is that the only input it requires is
the Cartesian location of the grasping point without a priori knowledge of any joint
trajectory, end-effector path or desired final pose for the spacecraft base. Also, this
method allows to find a solution to the path planning problem as part of one con-
strained multi-objective optimisation instead of treating each problem individually. It
is based on NSGA-II, which is the second version of NSGA, to find the best end-effector
path. This is executed through finding optimal trajectories for the arm’s joints as well
as the desired position and attitude for the spacecraft base. Moreover, this intelligent
algorithm enables the selection between two methods of tracking the generated trajec-
tories depending on the mission requirements; referred to in this research as the direct
tracking (DT) and the dynamic coupling tracking (DCT). The former involves a com-
pensation of the effect of the dynamic coupling through active control and the latter
takes advantage of that effect to help the motion of the spacecraft base whilst saving
on-board fuel.
4.2 Path Planning using Polynomials
The space robot studied in this section is an ISS-like manipulator i.e. its base is large
enough to ignore the effect of the dynamic coupling which makes it similar to a fixed-
base robotic arm. This is also similar to a free-flying space robot that keeps its base
at one desired pose throughout the motion of the arm. The ISS-like fixed base robotic
arm modelled here has 6 DoF and 5 links with masses equal to 7kg, 5kg, 4kg, 2kg and
1kg respectively from first to last link, with corresponding lengths of 0.16m, 0.25m,
0.09m, 0.16 and 0.072m. The physical parameters of this arm were obtained from the
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user manual of an industrial manipulator called MELFA RV-1A
The arm’s trajectories can be designed either in the Cartesian space or the configuration
space. Since the forces required to move the arm are applied on the joints, the config-
uration space is preferred, where abrupt changes are easily avoided and the resulting
trajectories for the joints are smooth. Furthermore, two obstacle avoidance algorithms,
based on a companion curve function and a polynomial function, are introduced and
compared. These methods are an addition to the state-of-the-art method for obstacle
avoidance, presented in [161], that uses four cycloid functions.
4.2.1 Trajectory design
A trajectory is designed by first feeding the desired initial and final Cartesian positions
into the inverse kinematic algorithm to find the corresponding angles. A polynomial
is then computed to make the path as smooth as possible between the initial and the
final position. A method based on [161] and [73] was used to design the polynomial
trajectories, which was further modified to find an optimal collision-free path for the
arm.
The trajectory generation algorithm needs to satisfy the following six requirements:
(1) The initial position P0 is set based on the current position. Then the initial
position value is fed into the inverse kinematic algorithm to find θ0.
(2) The final position Pf is set based on the desired capture point. Then the final
position value is fed into the inverse kinematic algorithm to find θf .
(3) The initial end-effector velocity has to be equal to zero, hence θ˙0 = 0.
(4) The final end-effector velocity has to be equal to zero, hence θ˙f = 0.
(5) The initial end-effector acceleration has to be equal to zero, hence θ¨0 = 0.
(6) The final end-effector acceleration has to be equal to zero, hence θ¨f = 0.
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The above-listed requirements can be grouped in the following equalities that constitute
the condition for the design of a polynomial that describes the motion of each joint:
θi(0) = θi0 and θi(tf ) = θif
θ˙i(0) = 0 and θ˙i(tf ) = 0
θ¨i(0) = 0 and θ¨i(tf ) = 0
 with i = 1, 2, ...n. (4.2)
Polynomial functions
In order to satisfy the six conditions of Eq. (4.2), a polynomial of order cn−1 is required,
where cn refers to the number of conditions. The polynomial for the i
th joint is then
defined as follows:
θi = b5t
5 + b4t
4 + b3t
3 + b2t
2 + b1t+ b0, (4.3)
where t0 ≤ t ≤ tf and bi, for i = 0, 1, ..., 5, are coefficients of the polynomial to
be determined by solving the following polynomial equations for all six conditions of
Eq. (4.2):
θi(t0) = b5t
5
0 + b4t
4
0 + b3t
3
0 + b2t
2
0 + b1t0 + b0
θ˙i(t0) = 5b5t
4
0 + 4b4t
3
0 + 3b3t
2
0 + 2b2t0 + b1
θ¨i(t0) = 20b5t
3
0 + 12b4t
2
0 + 6b3t0 + 2b2
θi(tf ) = b5t
5
f + b4t
4
f + b3t
3
f + b2t
2
f + b1tf + b0
θ˙i(tf ) = 5b5t
4
f + 4b4t
3
f + 3b3t
2
f + 2b2tf + b1
θ¨i(tf ) = 20b5t
3
f + 12b4t
2
f + 6b3tf + 2b2

with i = 1, 2, ...n. (4.4)
Equation (4.4) can be expressed in the matrix format, as follows:

1 t0 t
2
0 t
3
0 t
4
0 t
5
0
0 1 2t0 3t
2
0 4t
3
0 5t
4
0
0 0 2 6t0 12t
2
0 20t
3
0
1 tf t
2
f t
3
f t
4
f t
5
f
0 1 2tf 3t
2
f 4t
3
f 5t
4
f
0 0 2 6tf 12t
2
f 20t
3
f

.

b0
b1
b2
b3
b4
b5

=

θi0
0
0
θif
0
0

→ P.b = p. (4.5)
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Finding the polynomial coefficients is performed by solving b = P−1p using Eq. (4.5).
The resulting coefficients are:
b0 = θ0
b1 = b2 = 0
b3 =
10
t3f
(θf − θ0)
b4 = −15
t4f
(θf − θ0)
b5 =
6
t5f
(θf − θ0)

. (4.6)
Using Eq. (4.6), the overall polynomial functions describing the displacement, velocity
and acceleration of the ith joint are given by:
θi = θi0 +
(
θif − θi0
)( 6
t5f
t5 − 15
t4f
t4 +
10
t3f
t3
)
θ˙i =
(
θif − θi0
)(30
t5f
t4 − 60
t4f
t3 +
30
t3f
t2
)
θ¨i =
(
θif − θi0
)(120
t5f
t3 − 180
t4f
t2 +
60
t3f
t
)

with i = 1, 2, ..., n. (4.7)
Normalisation
Let τn =
t
tf
be the normalised time over the interval τn ∈ [0, 1]. Using t = τntf , the
equation for θi becomes:
θi(τn) = θi0 +
(
θif − θi0
)
Pn(τn)
Pn(τn) =
(
6τ5n − 15τ4n + 10τ3n
)
 with i = 1, 2, ...n. (4.8)
Using the above polynomial function for the displacement of the ith joint, the equations
for the velocity and acceleration of the ith joint are:
θ˙i(t) =
1
tf
(θif − θi0)
(
30τ4n − 60τ3n + 30τ2n
)
θ¨i(t) =
1
t2f
(θif − θi0)
(
120τ3n − 180τ2n + 60τn
)
 with i = 1, 2, ...n. (4.9)
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4.2.2 Obstacle avoidance
An algorithm for obstacle avoidance using four harmonic equations was developed in
[161]. This algorithm divides the obstacle avoidance segment of the trajectory into
four segments equal in time, then minimises the length of the whole path to find the
shortest path. Other methods are investigated in this thesis, with a reduced number
of functions involved in the obstacle avoidance. The first method is based on one
function describing the companion curve of a cycloid. The second is a concatenation
of two fifth order polynomials. Furthermore, the algorithm is optimised by minimising
the distance between the robotic arm and the potential obstacle. This ensures that
unnecessary extra displacements of the joints are prevented, thus conserving energy.
Companion curve function
The method presented in [161] stipulates that during the obstacle avoidance, the poly-
nomial function described by Eq. (4.8) changes as follows:
θi(t) = θi0 + (θif − θi0)(Pn(t) + Pob(t)), (4.10)
where, Pob(t) is constituted of a set of four cycloid functions. Here, unlike the method
in [161], Pob(t) is a companion curve function defined as:
Pob(t) = Li
[
1− cos
(
2pi
Tob
tob
)]
→ Pob(t) = Li [1− cos (2piτob)] , (4.11)
where τob =
tob
Tob
, Li and Tob are the amplitude and the period of the function Pob re-
spectively; these user-defined parameters depend on the size of the obstacle. Figure 4.1
depicts the bell-shaped companion curve function, described in Eq. (4.11), representing
the extra displacement that occurs at each joint to avoid an obstacle. The figure also
shows the first and second derivatives of the function representing respectively the joint
velocity and acceleration.
Simulations, based on the following assumptions, were conducted to assess the perfor-
mance of the obstacle avoidance algorithm that uses the companion curve function:
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Figure 4.1: The obstacle avoidance using the companion curve
function
 Assumption 1 : The amplitude and the period of the function in the algorithm
are user-defined constants. Here the amplitude is a vector of n different values
corresponding to the the n DoF of the robotic arm.
 Assumption 2 : The obstacle is simulated as a sphere defined by its diameter
regardless of its shape.
Immediately after the detection of an obstacle, the obstacle avoidance algorithm is
activated in order to enable the extra displacement of each joint of the robotic arm.
Using L = [L1 ... Li ... Ln], the algorithm is capable of producing smooth displacements
for the joints as seen in Fig. 4.2. The amplitudes with which these extra displacements
occur depend of the values set for L in Eq. (4.11). The corresponding joint velocities
are shown in Fig. 4.3.
Although smoothness of motion was guaranteed by the obstacle avoidance algorithm,
the extra displacement is based on user-defined constant parameters for the amplitude:
L = [0.1 0.05 0.7 0.1 0.05 0.1]
′
. Hence, it is not possible to predict how far the
arm moves away from the obstacle. For this reason, finding an automated process for
selecting L is necessary.
Moreover, there appears to be a slight discontinuity in the acceleration as evident from
Fig. 4.4. This is because the value of acceleration at tob = 0 in Fig. 4.1, derived from
the companion curve, is not null. Consequently, when using the companion curve based
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Figure 4.2: Joint trajectory during obstacle avoidance using the
companion curve function
obstacle avoidance algorithm, smoothness is not guaranteed at the acceleration level.
When smoothness at the acceleration level is desired, an alternate method has to be
used instead of the companion curve function such as the polynomial function method
as described by Eq. (4.3).
Polynomial function
During obstacle avoidance, the extra joints displacements is null at the start and com-
pletion of the segment. Finding the coefficients of a polynomial that describes a motion
that starts and finishes with null joint displacement, velocity and acceleration is prob-
lematic. Hence, the obstacle avoidance segment is divided into two separate adjacent
segments.
Let Lp = [Lp1 ... Lpi ... Lpn ]
′
be the amplitude of the joint displacement which corre-
sponds to the extra θi needed to avoid an obstacle. The first segment is then initialised
at θi0 = 0 and allocated a final position at θif = Lpi and the second segment is ini-
tialised at θi0 = Lpi and finalised at θif = 0. Additionally, the two segments have to
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Figure 4.3: Joint velocity during obstacle avoidance using the
companion curve function
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Figure 4.4: Joint acceleration during obstacle avoidance using the
companion curve function
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Figure 4.5: The obstacle avoidance function using the polynomial function
satisfy constraints on the velocity and acceleration. The two sets of constraints for the
two segments are as follows:
θi0 = 0, θif = Lpi
θ˙i0 = θ˙if = 0
θ¨i0 = θ¨if = 0
Segment 1,
θi0 = Lpi , θif = 0
θ˙i0 = θ˙if = 0
θ¨i0 = θ¨if = 0
Segment 2 (4.12)
Following the same process as in Section 4.1.1 and taking τs =
2ts
Tob
with 0 ≤ ts ≤ Tob
2
,
the extra displacement for the ith joint is defined as follows:
θi = LpiPn(τs)
θ˙i = LpiP˙n(τs)
θ¨i = LpiP¨n(τs)
 Segment 1
θi = Lpi − LpiPn(τs)
θ˙i = −LpiP˙n(τs)
θ¨i = −LpiP¨n(τs)
 Segment 2 (4.13)
The function describing the extra motion of the ith joint is shown in Fig. 4.5. This
figure shows that, no abrupt changes in the displacement, velocity and acceleration
occur during obstacle avoidance when using the polynomial function. The utilisation
of the polynomial function permits the algorithm to reuse a function that is already
designed for trajectory planning.
The overall polynomial function describing the extra joint motion in the period of time
0 ≤ tob ≤ Tob is concatenated as follows:
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Figure 4.6: Joint trajectories during obstacle avoidance using polynomial functions
Pob(τob) = Lpi [Pn(τs) 1− Pn(τs)]. (4.14)
Substituting Eq. (4.14) into Eq. (4.10) and considering the same assumptions made
for the companion curve method, the joint trajectories when encountering an obstacle
are depicted in Fig. 4.6 and the corresponding joint velocities are shown in Fig. 4.7.
The corresponding joint velocities and accelerations are equally as smooth. In compar-
ison with the companion curve method, the polynomial function method guarantees
smoothness at the acceleration level as seen in Fig. 4.8.
This was achieved using Lp = [0.4 − 0.3 0.3 − 0.2 − 0.3 0.1]′ . These values were ran-
domly picked prior to simulations. The resulting end-effector Cartesian path is depicted
in Fig. 4.9. The extra displacement, for obstacle avoidance, shown in this figure cannot
be pre-determined in the Cartesian space. Similar to the companion curve method, it
is because of the user-defined random choice of Lp. Hence, it is crucial to automate
the process of selecting values for Lpi . This is performed through optimisation of the
joint trajectories according to the distance between the obstacle and the robotic arm.
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Figure 4.7: Joint velocities during obstacle avoidance using polynomial functions
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Figure 4.8: Joint accelerations during obstacle avoidance using polynomial functions
Optimisation of the trajectory
From the results of the obstacle avoidance using polynomials presented in Fig. 4.9, it
is clear that the end-effector’s path during the obstacle avoidance is not optimal. This
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Figure 4.9: EE Cartesian path with obstacle avoidance using polynomial functions
is because the extra displacement of the joints can take any values depending on Lp.
Moreover, the user-defined choice of Lp implies that all joints are actuated in order to
avoid an obstacle. This may not be necessary as the actuation of fewer joints can be
sufficient to successfully perform the obstacle avoidance.
The unpredicted extra motion along with the actuation of all joints of the robotic
arm, means that more torque is required for motion and hence, considerable amounts
of power are consumed. In order to overcome this issue, one has to automated the
selection of the amplitudes Lpi . This is achieved by introducing an optimiser in the
obstacle avoidance algorithm.
When expressing Eq. (4.10) in vector form, to account for all the joints of the arm, the
optimiser becomes a multi-variable optimisation problem. For such problems, Matlab
has an embedded function, as part of the optimisation toolbox, known as ”lsqnonlin”.
This is a least square nonlinear solver used to minimise a desired objective function.
For optimising the obstacle avoidance algorithm, the objective function is selected as
the distance dob between each step of the trajectory and the obstacle. The aim is to
always keep the end-effector at a desired minimum user-defined distance d0 from the
obstacle. The optimisation is performed as follows:
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min f(dob)
with dob =
√
re − rob
re = fk(θ)
θ(Lp) = θ0 + (θf − θ0) (Pn(τn) +LpPob(τob))
s.t. Lminp ≤ Lp ≤ Lmaxp
(4.15)
where fk(θ) is the function used to find the inverse kinematic solution corresponding to
the end-effector position re, rob is the position vector of the obstacle and Pn(τn) ∈ Rn
is the vector consisting of n Pn polynomial functions. The philosophy of this algorithm
is to find a vector Lp constituting the best solution for θ that results in a minimum
distance d0 between the end-effector and the obstacle.
When using Lminp = −[1 1 1 0.5 0.5 0.5]
′
rad, Lmaxp = [1 1 1 0.5 0.5 0.5]
′
rad,
d0 = 40mm and Tob = 14s, the resulting new optimal joint trajectories are shown in
Fig. 4.10. It is clear from this figure that, after optimisation, the extra displacement
necessary to avoid an obstacle is realised by actuating fewer joints. The first joint has
a very small displacement whereas the third joint is the main joint that aids the arm to
avoid the obstacle. Therefore, the optimisation prioritises the joints with the highest
impact on the obstacle avoidance operation.
Figure 4.11 is a depiction of the end-effector’s optimised Cartesian path. This path,
when compared to the one shown in Fig. 4.9, proves that optimisation is essential to
guarantee that the arm undertakes a minimal displacement to keep a potential obstacle
at a desired safety distance. This is validated by inspecting the power consumption
during obstacle avoidance before and after optimisation as seen in Fig. 4.12. In line with
the desire to minimise, not only the motion of the arm but also the power consumption,
the latter was reduced by 75% after optimisation.
This optimised obstacle avoidance algorithm using polynomials can also be utilised in
the presence of several obstacles as seen in Fig. 4.13. Figure 4.13a shows that the arm is
capable of avoiding several obstacles of different shapes ans sizes. Although the analysis
of the shape of the obstacle is not within the scope of this research, it is possible to
apply this algorithm for a variety of shapes. This is achieved by changing the period
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Figure 4.10: Joint trajectories during obstacle avoidance using polynomial functions and
optimisation
Figure 4.11: Optimised EE Cartesian path with obstacle avoidance using polynomial
functions
of the obstacle avoidance whilst the amplitude is automatically computed as presented
in Section 4.1.2 during optimisation. The power consumed is also minimal regardless
of the number of obstacles present in the workspace, as seen in Fig. 4.13b.
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avoidance before optimisation
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avoidance after optimisation
Figure 4.12: Power consumption comparison
(a) Cartesian trajectory for multiple obstacle
avoidance
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(b) Power consumption during the avoidance of
three obstacles
Figure 4.13: Optimal obstacle avoidance algorithm with multiple obstacles
Remarks
This section presented methods for collision-free path planning for an ISS-like or free-
flying space robot. The baseline for the configuration space trajectories is a fifth order
polynomial that guarantees smoothness at the position, velocity and acceleration level.
The obstacle avoidance segment was designed using two methods based on a companion
curve function and a fifth order polynomial function. These methods are complemen-
tary to the previously developed method introduced in [161].
Therefore, when planning a collision-free path for the ISS-like space robot, one of these
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methods can be selected depending on the requirements of the task. This is related to
the constraints imposed on the path i.e. if only constraints on the position and velocity
are required, the companion curve function can be utilised, otherwise the cycloid or the
polynomial functions are preferred. It is also related to the difficulty of implementation
when considering the number of functions involved for each method - four functions for
the cycloid method, one function for the companion curve function and two functions
for the polynomial function.
Furthermore, this algorithm can be implemented to account for collisions between an
obstacle and all the links of the space robot. In this case, the optimisation must be
applied for all n links of the robotic arm through calculating the Cartesian position of
each link and minimising their distance from the obstacle. Avoiding collisions with all
the arm’s links is not performed here using polynomials but will be considered for a
more suitable path planning algorithm in Section 4.3.
4.2.3 Shortcomings of the polynomial trajectories
The results presented in Section 4.2 using polynomial trajectories focused on designing
the motion of a fixed-base robotic arm. The collision-free path planning algorithm
introduced is based on fifth order polynomial functions. The generated joint trajectories
are free from abrupt changes at the position, velocity and acceleration level, which
results in a smooth Cartesian path for the end-effector. Nevertheless, this algorithm
is not suitable for a space robot mounted on a smaller spacecraft due to the following
reasons:
(1) Dynamic coupling : the polynomial trajectories are adequate when the initial and
final joint set positions are known from the inverse kinematics. This is applicable
regardless of the effect of the dynamic coupling on the large fixed base, as it
is negligible when considering the size of the base. However, for a space robot
mounted on a smaller-sized base, the dynamic coupling is an inevitable issue.
When using the polynomial trajectories, it is impossible to foretell the impact of
the dynamic coupling on the pose of the spacecraft base.
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(2) Power consumption: the main source of power supply for operating a robotic
arm in space comes from the solar panel mounted on the spacecraft base. It is
therefore, crucial to limit the consumption of power by the actuators. This can
be realised by limiting the motion of the robotic arm. Although the obstacle
avoidance algorithm presented in this section reduces the power consumption, it
only does so when avoiding an obstacle. This is unlike the requirement to utilise
minimal power for space robots.
(3) Pose correction resources: as the impact of the dynamic coupling is not known
a priori, so are the changes in the pose of the spacecraft base. This leads to
an unavoidable process to cancel out these changes. Correcting the pose of a
spacecraft is performed using actuators such as reaction wheels and reaction jets,
both of which have limits to the amplitude of changes they can compensate for
or in regards to fuel availability.
To summarise, polynomial functions are not suitable for designing a path for smaller
space robots. Consequently, it is vital to develop a new path planning algorithm that is
capable of finding optimal trajectories in terms of minimisation of the dynamic coupling,
power and fuel consumption as well as singularity and obstacle avoidance.
4.3 Optimal Path Planning
As mentioned in Chapter 2, a space robot can be operated in the free-floating, free-
flying and controlled-floating modes of operation. The particular motion of the CFSR
that operates in the controlled-floating mode is the starting point for designing a novel
path planning algorithm for a space robot in this research. The redundancy offered
by the extra DoFs of the base of the CFSR helps the robotic arm to reach the target
whilst avoiding obstacles and singularities. This is achieved through finding optimal
trajectories, in the configuration space, for both the arm and its spacecraft base.
Optimal path planning has gained a great deal of attention from researchers as it helps
find the best solution to a well-defined problem that has several potentially correct
solutions. In this research, the optimisation problem that has to be solved is related to
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the path traversed by the end-effector of the space robot and its corresponding configu-
rations. Optimal path planning for space robots often involves solving an optimisation
problem using the following kinematic equation [176]:
[
r˙e ωe
]′
= J(q)q˙, (4.16)
where r˙e ∈ R3 and ωe ∈ R3 are vectors representing the end-effector’s linear and an-
gular velocities in the Cartesian space, J ∈ R6×N is the Jacobian matrix of the system,
with N = 6 + n being the total DoF of a space robot consisting of an n DoF arm and
6 DoF spacecraft base, whereas q is the vector representing the position and attitude
of the spacecraft base and the joints of the arm.
According to Eq. (4.16), finding the velocities in the configuration space q˙ ∈ R(6+n)
involves the inverse of the Jacobian matrix J−1. It is known that the inverse of a non-
singular square matrix only exists when its determinant is non-zero and it has full rank;
an example is the case of non-redundant n DoF manipulators. However, for redundant
manipulators, the Jacobian matrix is non-square and its inverse does not exist. One
can use the pseudo-inverse method, but in the case of the redundant CFSR, an alter-
nate method is preferred. In this method, Eq. (4.16) is embedded into an optimisation
problem to find the velocities in the configuration space without needing the inverse on
the pseudo-inverse of the Jacobian matrix.
For a CFSR, designing an optimal path for the end-effector requires finding optimal
trajectories for the arm as well as the spacecraft base through minimising multiple
functions whilst satisfying several constraints. This is a constrained multi-objective
optimisation problem as defined in Section 4.1.2, which is solved using NSGA-II [169].
The optimisation variable is the velocity vector q˙ = [r˙T ωsc θ˙]
′
at time (t + 1) as the
algorithm finds the next step for different configuration trajectories i.e. trajectories for
the arm and the spacecraft base. Vectors r˙T and ωsc represent the linear and angular
velocities of the spacecraft base in the target frame and θ˙ represents the joint velocities
of the arm. All the vectors involved in the optimisation are illustrated in Fig. 4.14.
The concept of the desired end-effector path is sketched in Fig. 4.15. The distance d be-
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Figure 4.14: Artistic illustration representing the relative position vectors and distances used
in the optimal path generator
tween the initial and final grasping point is minimised through finding the corresponding
configuration velocities and positions at each step of the end-effector’s path. The main
constraint is to avoid abrupt changes in the configuration velocities (q˙) throughout the
actuation period. Then once the end-effector reaches a defined safety distance from the
grasping point, these velocities are gradually decreased to stop the motion of the space
robot when the end-effector reaches the grasping point.
4.3.1 The Cost Functions
There is a total of six functions to minimise in order to ensure a safe and optimal
approach path. Each function has a specific role to play in the optimisation to help the
end-effector converge towards the grasping point by minimising their relative distance.
The algorithm stops when this relative distance is null i.e. end-effector is at the grasping
point.
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Figure 4.15: The concept of end-effector optimal path design
First cost function:
This is the main function that determines the Cartesian trajectory of the end-effector
and is defined as the distance d between the desired final point (grasping point) ref
and the next Cartesian step travelled by the end-effector re(t + 1). The desired final
point is the only known input for the algorithm and it is here defined by the user for
simulation purposes. The next Cartesian point of the end-effector is found through a
sequence of operations as follows:
(1) Calculate the next position rT (t+ 1) and attitude φ(t+ 1) of the spacecraft base
and the joints displacement θ(t+ 1) from q˙(t+ 1)
(2) Use q = [rT (t+ 1) φ(t+ 1) θ(t+ 1)]
′
as an input to the Matlab generated sym-
bolic Jacobian matrix, developed in Chapter 3, to compute the corresponding
numerical Jacobian matrix of the space robot J(q) ∈ R6×N
(3) Use Eq. (4.16) with the computed Jacobian J(q) from step (2) and the optimisa-
tion variable q˙(t+ 1) to compute the velocity of the end effector r˙e(t+ 1)
(4) Compute the position of the end-effector re(t+ 1) from r˙e(t+ 1)
The resulting re(t + 1), which is a function of q˙(t + 1) through steps 1 → 4, is then
used to minimise the first cost function that is defined as follows:
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f1 = ‖ref − re(t+ 1)‖2 ,
using
[
re(t+ 1) φe(t+ 1)
]′
=
[
re(t) φe(t)
]′
+
∫ t+1
t J(q)q˙(t)dt.
(4.17)
Second cost function:
It is related to the singularity avoidance during the motion of the arm. Unlike dynamic
singularities exhibited by free-floating systems, the singularities that can affect the
CFSR are kinematic singularities. This is because the spacecraft base is controlled
and the Jacobian matrix does not depend on the inertia parameters of the system.
Solving the optimisation problem for the path planning of the CFSR does not require
the computation of the inverse of the Jacobian matrix. Hence, it is not necessary to
perform a singularity avoidance using classical methods [67,71,116,117].
Nevertheless, the manipulability of the redundant CFSR has to be maximised to prevent
the space robot from reaching singular configurations. These configurations are sets of
joints angles and spacecraft attitude that result in an unreachable end-effector Cartesian
position. When computing the manipulability of CFSR, as first developed in [177] for
a terrestrial redundant manipulator, only the joints angles and the attitude of the
spacecraft are involved. This is because the structure of the Jacobian matrix only
depends on φ and θ excluding rT as seen in Chapter 3. Hence, the rotational part of
the Jacobian Jrot(φ, θ) ∈ R(6×3+n) is used to compute the manipulability.
The inverse of the manipulability M is selected as one of the cost functions in order
to maximise M whilst minimising its inverse. Therefore, the second cost function is
defined as follows:
f2 =
1
1 +M
, with M =
√
det(JrotJ
′
rot) (4.18)
Third cost function:
This function maintains the motion of the space robot within its actuators’ limits.
Given the vector qmax representing the maximum values of rT , φ and θ, the difference
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between q(t + 1) and qmax, denoted qm, is to be maximised to avoid reaching the
imposed limits. Hence, minimising the inverse of qm guarantees that the saturation
limits of joints and the constraints on spacecraft position and attitude are not reached.
The resulting cost function is defined as follows:
f3 =
1
1 + ‖qm‖2
, with qm =
∣∣∣∣q(t) + ∫ t+1
t
q˙(t)dt
∣∣∣∣− qmax. (4.19)
Fourth cost function:
This is the norm of the vector representing the angular velocities of the spacecraft base
and the joints’ velocities of the arm. It is used to minimise the motion involved in the
maximisation of the manipulability and when only the rotational motion is needed to
reach the grasping point. Therefore, the fourth cost function is defined as follows:
f4 =
∥∥∥[φ˙(t+ 1) θ˙(t+ 1)]′∥∥∥
2
, with φ˙, θ˙ ⊂ q˙. (4.20)
Fifth cost function:
This function represents the norm of the linear velocity of the spacecraft base in order
to minimise its linear motion. It is defined as follows:
f5 = ‖r˙T (t+ 1)‖2 with r˙T ⊂ q˙. (4.21)
Sixth cost function:
This function is only active when an obstacle is detected. It involves the ith distance
dobi between the i
th CoM of the links, including the spacecraft base, and the detected
obstacle, as illustrated in Fig. 4.14. This function aims to maximise the distance dobi
whilst minimising its inverse by firstly computing the relative distance between the
space robot and a potential obstacle. Finding this relative distance goes through the
following series of operations:
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(1) Compute the Jacobian matrix of each link Ji ∈ R6×N using rT , φ and θ previously
calculated.
(2) Use Eq. (4.16) with the full Jacobian matrices of the links Ji and the optimisation
variable q˙(t+ 1) to find the velocity of the ith link r˙i(t+ 1).
(3) Compute the position of each link ri(t+ 1) from r˙i(t+ 1).
The resulting ri(t + 1) is used to compute the distance between the i
th link and an
obstacle located at rob = [Xob Yob Zob]. The sixth cost function is then defined as
follows:
f6 =
1
‖[dob0 ... dobn ]‖2
,
with

dob0 = ‖rT (t+ 1)− rob‖2 ,
dobi = ‖ri(t+ 1)− rob‖2 , i = 1, 2 ... n,[
ri φli
]′
=
[
ri(t) φli(t)
]′
+
∫ t+1
t J(q)q˙(t)dt,
(4.22)
where vectors ri and φli represent the position and orientation of the i
th link.
4.3.2 The Constraints
Minimising the cost functions can be achieved using any value of the optimisation
variable within the imposed bounds. This minimises all cost functions but does not
guarantee that the resulting trajectory is the desired one. Hence, there is a compelling
need to constrain q˙ within well-defined regions in addition to its upper and lower
bounds. Here, the constraints change depending on the trajectory segment where the
links of the arm and the spacecraft base are located at time (t + 1). There are three
different segments defined here as: the obstacle-free trajectory segment, the collision
avoidance trajectory segment and the safety (final) trajectory segment.
The obstacle-free segment
This is the segment where the algorithm finds a solution for q˙(t+ 1) without avoiding
obstacles as there are none detected. In other words, during this segment, only functions
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f1 → f5 are minimised without f6. Also, several constraints are imposed during the
execution of this segment:
Constraints on the velocity The first constraint is imposed on the velocity vector
i.e. the optimisation variable vector q˙(t + 1). The algorithm presented here does not
have any knowledge of a predefined desired velocity. Hence, to avoid abrupt changes
in the velocity, q˙(t + 1) is constrained to be close to the current known velocities
(q˙(t)± 1) depending on the sign of q˙(t), with 1 ∈ RN being an array containing two
vectors 1sc ∈ R6 and 1m ∈ Rn of small positive scalars 1sc and 1m .
Furthermore, as previously mentioned, this research introduces the direct tracking (DT)
and the dynamic coupling tracking (DCT). Hence, depending on the requirements of
the mission, one of these two methods can be selected through the following inequality
constraints:
∣∣∣X˙(t+ 1)− X˙(t)∣∣∣ < 1sc , for DT (4.23a)∣∣∣(X˙(t+ 1) + X˙coup(t+ 1))− X˙(t)∣∣∣ < 1sc , for DCT (4.23b)
with X = [rT φ]
′∣∣∣θ˙(t+ 1)− θ˙(t)∣∣∣ < 1m (4.23c)
where X˙coup(t + 1) is the vector representing the extra velocity generated from the
motion of the arm due to the dynamic coupling.
Constraint on the approach angle Although NSGAII optimises all cost functions
and satisfies all constraints, sometimes the resulting Cartesian path causes the end-
effector to collide with the target. This case is illustrated by the dashed line shown
in Fig. 4.16. To overcome this issue, another constraint is introduced to generate a
path that prevents the end-effector from colliding with the target; an example of an
alternate trajectory is illustrated by the solid line in Fig. 4.16. This constraint keeps the
vector from the end-effector to the grasping point (rd) within an angle σ to the plane
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Figure 4.16: A scenario illustrating the importance of the approach angle constraint to avoid
collision with target
containing the grasping point and parallel to the unit vector eˆp. This is illustrated
in Fig. 4.17. Constraining the approach angle also helps the end-effector to maintain
a desired orientation for a safe grasping procedure. The inequality constraint is then
defined, using the cross product equation, as follows:
‖rd × eˆp‖ − ‖rd‖ ‖eˆp‖ sin(σ) ≤ 0
with rd = ref − re(t+ 1)
 (4.24)
Other constraints To prevent the spacecraft base from colliding with the target,
another constraint has to be imposed on rT to keep the spacecraft base at a distance
Top view Side view
x x
z
y
Plane XZ
Plane XZ
Figure 4.17: Artistic illustration describing the approach angle constraint
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dimpact from the target, where dimpact is the user-defined safety distance between the
CoM of the target and the CoM of the spacecraft base.
Sometimes the optimisation algorithm finds the best solution that satisfies all con-
straints but results in an increase in the distance d between the end-effector and the
grasping point. Hence an additional inequality constraint is imposed that prevents the
end-effector from stepping back and enables it to always converge towards the grasping
point. It is defined as follows:
d(t)− d(t+ 1) < 0. (4.25)
This guarantees that the distance between the end-effector and the grasping point on
the target decreases at every time step; thus, guaranteeing a safe capturing of the
target.
The obstacle avoidance segment
This is the segment where the trajectory optimisation algorithm minimises all cost
functions f1 → f6, whilst satisfying two more constraints, introduced here below, to
avoid obstacles.
Constraint on obstacle avoidance This trajectory segment is only active when
one or more links of the space robot enter the sphere surrounding the obstacle, with
radius dsphere referred to as the warning zone, as illustrated in Fig. 4.14. Also, this
segment is enabled when the spacecraft base is in the vicinity of an obstacle i.e. within
a distance dbase from the obstacle. This constraint aims to keep all links away from
obstacles as soon as the CFSR enters the the warning zone. In addition to the arm’s
links, the constraint keeps the spacecraft base away from obstacles. The distance
between the ith link of the CFSR and an obstacle is referred to as dobi .
The inequality constraint for obstacle avoidance is then defined as:
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dob0 − dbase > 0,
dobi − dcritical > 0, for i = 1, 2 ... n,
(4.26)
where dbase is the radius of the keep-out zone of the spacecraft base from the obstacle,
dcritical is the radius of the keep-out zone surrounding the obstacle that the arm’s links
are not allowed to enter, with dcritical < dsphere as illustrated in Fig. 4.14.
Constraint on the distance travelled by the end-effector During the obstacle-
free trajectory, the end-effector travels towards the grasping point by reducing the
distance d whilst satisfying a constraint that this distance always decreases, as described
by Eq. (4.25). However, in the presence of one or more obstacles, this constraint would
hinder the obstacle avoidance process. This is because the arm may get stuck at a
configuration where it cannot find an escape configuration that could increase d to avoid
the obstacle. Hence, the constraint, in Eq. (4.25), on the distance d is eliminated during
the obstacle avoidance segment. In other words, during this segment, the priority is
given to avoiding obstacles whilst minimising the distance d without an extra constraint.
The safety segment
As both the end-effector’s velocity and the configuration velocities are not pre-defined
prior to the motion of the space robot, the algorithm does not have a priori information
on the values of these velocities at each step. Instead, the algorithm uses the velocity
constraint previously introduced by Eq. (4.23) to avoid abrupt changes. This constraint
is sufficient during the obstacle-free and the obstacle avoidance trajectories as the ve-
locity can take any value, within the imposed bounds, as long as it does not change
abruptly. However, when the end-effector reaches the close proximity of the grasping
point, also known as safety distance from the grasping point, the configuration veloci-
ties have to decrease until the end-effector comes to a stop at the grasping point. This
means that the algorithm has to decrease the configuration velocities depending on the
remaining distance between the end-effector and the grasping point.
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Constraint on decreasing velocity A new function is introduced in the algorithm
to satisfy the constraint on decreasing the configuration velocities as follows:
f(s) =
1
1 + νs2
, with s =
dsafe − d(t+ 1)
dsafe
, (4.27)
where dsafe is the user-defined minimum safety distance between the end-effector and
the grasping point and ν is a positive scalar that defines the final value of f(s) which
represents the desired final accuracy of the end-effector.
Considering a unit time step for the trajectory, the constraint on the velocity during the
safety trajectory segment is then defined as an equality constraint, taking into account
both direct and dynamic coupling tracking, as follows:
X˙(t+ 1) = (X(t+ 1)−X(t)) f(s), for DT (4.28a)
X˙(t+ 1) = (X(t+ 1)−X(t)) f(s)− X˙coup(t+ 1), for DCT (4.28b)
θ˙(t+ 1) = (θ(t+ 1)− θ(t)) f(s). (4.28c)
Constraint on the distance travelled by the end-effector This constraint is
different from the one imposed during the obstacle-free segment and the obstacle avoid-
ance segment. This constraint determines the gradient of the decreasing function f(s)
of Eq. (4.27) by imposing a user-defined step dstep on the distance travelled. It is de-
fined as an equality constraint as follows:
d(t)− d(t+ 1) = dstep. (4.29)
4.3.3 Shortcomings of the equality constraints
The constraints described by Eqs (4.23)-(4.29) are either equality or inequality con-
straints. The equality constraints are known to be computationally heavy as the op-
timisation algorithm fails to find solutions that satisfy these constraints. Hence, a
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tolerance is added to the constraints to loosen the optimisation process and find a solu-
tion within the imposed tolerance. This tolerance is added when the equality constraint
is transformed into an inequality constraint as follows [178]:
f(x) = 0, becomes |f(x)| −  ≤ 0, (4.30)
where  is the user-defined tolerance.
In the path planning algorithm introduced in this research, the constraints described
by Eqs. (4.28) and (4.29) are the only equality constraints presented. Transforming
these constraints into inequality constraints using Eq. (4.30) gives:
∣∣∣X˙(t+ 1)− [(X(t+ 1)−X(t)) f(s)]∣∣∣− 2sc ≤ 0, for DT∣∣∣[X˙(t+ 1) + X˙coup(t+ 1)]− [(X(t+ 1)−X(t)) f(s)]∣∣∣− 2sc ≤ 0, for DCT∣∣∣θ˙(t+ 1)− [(θ(t+ 1)− θ(t)) f(s)]∣∣∣− 2m ≤ 0,
|[d(t)− d(t+ 1)]− dstep| − 2 ≤ 0,
with 2sc ∈ R6 and 2m ∈ Rn are column vectors with each row representing the
tolerance 2sc and 2m respectively and 2 is the tolerance for the desired path steps.
4.3.4 The resultant trajectory optimisation algorithm
The collision-free and singularity-free optimal trajectory generator using NSGAII is
described in Table 4.1. The constraints imposed on the configuration velocities of the
CFSR result in a motion free from abrupt changes. Nevertheless, it was observed that
sometimes the GA does not find a solution within the velocity constraints, which leads
to undesired and small peaks in the velocity. In order to circumvent this issue, a
smoothing function, using exponential smoothing, was introduced in the algorithm to
guarantee smoothness of motion. The result of the smoothing operation is depicted in
Fig. 4.18 where only the smoothing of the joints’ velocities is shown. In addition, the
algorithm applies this smoothing technique to both the arm and the spacecraft base.
To assess the performance of the algorithm presented in Table 4.1, simulations were
conducted in Matlab by computing the optimal trajectories for the arm and the base
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Table 4.1: Description of the optimal trajectory algorithm
if obstacle-free segment
min fi(q˙), i = 1, 2, ..., 5
s.t q˙min ≤ q˙ ≤ q˙max∣∣∣X˙(t+ 1)− X˙(t)∣∣∣ < 1sc or ∣∣∣(X˙(t+ 1) + X˙coup(t+ 1))− X˙(t)∣∣∣ < 1sc∣∣∣θ˙(t+ 1)− θ˙(t)∣∣∣ < 1m
‖rT ‖2 > dimpact
d(t)− d(t+ 1) < 0
(rd × êp)− (‖rd‖ ‖êp‖ sin(σ)) ên ≤ 0
elseif obstacle avoidance segment
min fi(q˙), i = 1, 2, ..., 6
s.t q˙min ≤ q˙ ≤ q˙max∣∣∣X˙(t+ 1)− X˙(t)∣∣∣ < 1sc or ∣∣∣(X˙(t+ 1) + X˙coup(t+ 1))− X˙(t)∣∣∣ < 1sc∣∣∣θ˙(t+ 1)− θ˙(t)∣∣∣ < 1m
dobi − dcritical > 0
‖rT ‖2 > dimpact
(rd × êp)− (‖rd‖ ‖êp‖ sin(σ)) ên ≤ 0
else safety segment
min fi(q˙), i = 1, 2, ..., 5
s.t q˙min ≤ q˙ ≤ q˙max∣∣∣X˙(t+ 1)− [(X(t+ 1)−X(t))f(s)]∣∣∣− 2sc ≤ 0
or
∣∣∣[X˙(t+ 1) + X˙coup(t+ 1)]− [(X(t+ 1)−X(t))f(s)]∣∣∣− 2sc ≤ 0∣∣∣θ˙(t+ 1)− [(θ(t+ 1)− θ(t))f(s)]∣∣∣− 2m ≤ 0
‖rT ‖2 > dimpact
|[d(t)− d(t+ 1)]− dstep| − 2 ≤ 0,
(rd × êp)− (‖rd‖ ‖êp‖ sin(σ)) ên ≤ 0
of the CFSR. The base of the CFSR, considered here, has a mass equal to 200kg con-
sidering 40% of it is fuel. The mass of the arm’s links, similar to the arm used in
Section 4.2, from first to last link are 7kg, 5kg, 4kg, 2kg, 1kg respectively, with corre-
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Figure 4.18: Velocity smoothing to avoid undesired abrupt changes in the velocity
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Figure 4.19: Closed-loop architecture of the robust controller with the optimal trajectory
generator
sponding lengths 0.16m, 0.25m, 0.1m, 0.16m, 0.072m. The end-effector has a mass
equal to 1kg corresponding to 0.1m of length. The spacecraft base is modelled as
a cube with side 0.5m. The initial spacecraft base position and attitude are respec-
tively rT = [1.4m 0m − 0.5m]
′
and φ = [0◦ 0◦ 0◦]′ ; the initial joint angles are
θ = [0◦ 0◦ 0◦ 0◦ 0◦ 0◦]′ . The grasping point is located at ref = [0.5 0 0.5]
′
. Other
parameters involved in the simulation are: dsafe = dsphere = 0.2m, dcritical = 0.1m,
dimpact = 1m, dbase = 0.6m and ν = 20 for a desired final accuracy of 0.01cm. As de-
picted in Fig. 4.19, the generated trajectories for the CFSR are tracked using a robust
controller introduced later in Chapter 5 [179].
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Motion of CFSR
Given the desired grasping point on the target, the trajectory planning algorithm pre-
sented in this section results in smooth displacements of the arm’s joints as well as the
spacecraft base position and attitude. As mentioned earlier, the main function that
defines the final path is the distance between the end-effector and the grasping point.
The minimisation of this function results in the graph showed in Fig. 4.20 which in turn
shapes the way the different trajectories for the arm and the spacecraft base are defined
i.e. a slightly different graph of the decreasing distance results in other configuration
trajectories.
Figure 4.21a shows the generated optimal arm’s joint trajectories which represent the
desired position input to the controller. Additionally, as the controlled-floating motion
is known to utilise specific trajectories for the spacecraft base’s pose, the position and
attitude of the base are shown in Fig. 4.22a.
The corresponding smooth velocities of the arm’s joints are shown in Fig. 4.21b. More-
over, the linear and angular velocities of the spacecraft base are presented in Fig. 4.22b.
It is clear from these results that the proposed optimal trajectory planning algorithm
is capable of producing smooth motion of the CFSR and decelerates until it comes to a
stop when the grasping point is reached. This is in line with the purpose of the safety
trajectory segment.
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Figure 4.20: The minimisation of the distance (d) between the end-effector and the grasping
point throughout the execution time
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Figure 4.21: The arm’s joints motion generated from the optimal path planner
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Figure 4.22: The spacecraft base’s motion generated from the optimal path planner
Furthermore, given the desired grasping point ref and the motion described by Figs.
4.21a, 4.21b, 4.22a and 4.22b, the resulting Cartesian path of the end-effector is depicted
in Fig. 4.23. This figure shows that the arm is able, with the help of the spacecraft
base, to reach the grasping point in an optimal way i.e. this path was generated using
minimum motion for both the arm and its spacecraft base.
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Figure 4.23: Cartesian path of the end-effector of the CFSR using the optimal trajectory
generator
The use of the dynamic coupling effect to save on-board fuel
The cost functions represented by Eqs. (4.20) and (4.21) are used to minimise the
motion of the CFSR during the execution of the trajectory, which reduces, but doesn’t
suppress, the dynamic coupling effect between the arm and its base. Therefore, there
are additional reaction forces and torques originating from the motion of the the arm.
The magnitudes of these forces and torques are shown in Fig. 4.24 and the corresponding
changes in the position and attitude are depicted in Fig. 4.25. Although the amplitudes
of these changes are small compared to the the actual motion of the spacecraft base,
they can affect the resulting end-effector’s path. Figure 4.26 shows the effect of the
dynamic coupling on the Cartesian trajectory of the end-effector.
The depicted errors in Fig. 4.26 show that the dynamic coupling (for a spacecraft mass
equal to 200kg and arm mass equal to 19kg), although small, has a significant effect on
the position of the end-effector (red line) compared to the motion of the end-effector
when this effect is cancelled out (blue line). However, compensating for the effect of the
dynamic coupling uses active feedback control as well as a feed-forward compensation as
presented in [157], which needs more pose correction resources, such as fuel when using
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Figure 4.24: Spacecraft base forces and
torques generated from the dynamic coupling
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Figure 4.25: Spacecraft base position and
attitude generated from the dynamic coupling
a reaction jet system. This usually undesired dynamic coupling effect can be utilised to
save on-board fuel by taking advantage of the large end-effector displacement, depicted
in Fig. 4.26, originating from the dynamic coupling effect.
Direct tracking versus dynamic coupling tracking
As previously mentioned, the path planning algorithm presented in this research can
take advantage of the dynamic coupling effect to help the CFSR reach the grasping
point whilst saving on-board fuel, by selecting the constraint described by Eq. (4.23b).
It is essential to perform a comparison between the direct and the dynamic coupling
tracking to highlight the fuel saving feature of the latter. Figure 4.27 shows the forces
and torques necessary to generate the motion of the spacecraft base during direct and
dynamic coupling tracking. Large forces and torques are applied when using feedback
and feed-forward control during direct tracking, as seen in Fig. 4.27a. These values are
small enough for close-proximity manoeuvres but larger than the effort applied during
the dynamic coupling tracking, as shown in Fig. 4.27b.
Due to the ideal environment of simulations, it is not possible to validate the accuracy
for both methods of tracking. The simulated tests resulted in a 0.0025m accuracy for
both direct and dynamic coupling tracking, even though the desired accuracy set by ν
is 0.001m. However, it is known from the literature that the extra motion of the space-
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Figure 4.26: Errors along the (a) X axis, (b) Y axis and (c) Z axis of the end-effector’s
Cartesian path due to the dynamic coupling (DC), compared to the errors in the Cartesian
path when both feedback and feed-forward control are applied i.e. case where DC in suppressed
and when it is not
craft base produced from the dynamic coupling has to be suppressed in cases where
higher accuracy is required. In such cases, the direct tracking is preferred to guarantee
accuracy.
Furthermore, several simulation tests have been conducted to reveal the fuel saving
trait of using the dynamic coupling tracking. Table 4.2 shows the variation in fuel
consumption, throughout the motion of the CFSR, when using direct tracking and dy-
namic coupling tracking. This highlights the merit of using the motion of the spacecraft
base, resulting from the motion of the arm, instead of compensating for it using active
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Figure 4.27: Forces and torques of spacecraft base during (a) direct and (b) dynamic coupling
tracking
Table 4.2: Fuel consumption comparison between direct and dynamic coupling tracking
Tests Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Test 4
DC 0.045kg 0.076kg 0.08kg 0.13kg
DCT 7× 10−4kg 7.6× 10−4kg 8.9× 10−4kg 11× 10−4kg
control.
Obstacle and singularity avoidance
As stated in Section 4.3.2, there are two levels for avoiding a potential obstacle. The
first one is the detection of the warning zone defined by dsphere and the second is the
keep-out zone defined by dcritical. If the links enter the warning zone, the obstacle
avoidance constrained optimisation is activated, then the algorithm drives the links
away to prevent collisions, as depicted in Fig. 4.28a. This also applies to the space-
craft base that avoids obstacles through a constraint imposed on the position vector rT ,
where dbase is the radius of the keep-out zone of the spacecraft base. However, when the
obstacle avoidance constrained optimisation is not applied, the links reach the keep-out
zone where collisions are highly likely to occur, as shown in Fig. 4.28b. This proves the
efficacy of the added constraint described by Eq. (4.26), when an obstacle is present in
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Figure 4.28: Relative distance between the obstacle and the links of the CFSR including the
spacecraft base (a) with and (b) without optimisation
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Figure 4.29: Relative distance between a moving obstacle and the links of the CFSR including
the spacecraft base
the workspace of the CFSR.
This obstacle avoidance method can easily be applied to a moving obstacle as long as
the obstacle’s velocity ranges around the same velocity as the space robot. In case the
obstacle has a higher velocity, more extensive analysis is required to adapt the path
generator to the rapidly moving obstacle. Nevertheless, simulations tests showed that
the proposed path generator is capable of avoiding a moving obstacle. The obstacle has
a velocity equal to 4× 10−3m/s whereas the spacecraft base has a velocity that varies
around 10−3m/s and the end-effector has a velocity around 0.05m/s. The results are
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Figure 4.30: The minimisation of the distance d between the end-effector and the grasping
point throughout the execution time for a (a) fixed and (b) moving obstacle
depicted in Fig. 4.29. This figure shows that the obstacle was first close to the arm’s
links then moved closer to the spacecraft base. At the beginning the space robot was
close to the obstacle (within the warning zone), but as the algorithm was finding solu-
tions for the following steps, the links were driven away from the warning zone i.e. the
risk of collision was reduced. Throughout the path, the collision-avoidance constrained
optimisation enabled the space robot to reach the grasping point whilst avoiding a
moving obstacle.
Moreover, as previously mentioned, during the obstacle avoidance segment, the con-
straint described by Eq. (4.25) is disregarded in order to allow the space robot avoid
an obstacle without getting stuck at one solution. This is depicted in Fig. 4.30, where
it is clear that in the case of a fixed obstacle (Fig. 4.30a), the rate of change in d is not
constant because of the presence of an obstacle around the 70ths of the execution time.
On the other hand, in the case of a moving obstacle (Fig. 4.30b), d is increased to avoid
the obstacle at the beginning of the execution time and also around the 80ths. This
proves that the collision-free path generator gives the priority to avoiding obstacles
whilst minimising the distance d between the end-effector and the grasping point.
In addition to obstacle avoidance, the redundancy offered by the spacecraft base aids
the arm to avoid singularities. As the cost function f2 is minimised during the opti-
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Figure 4.31: Manipulability of the CFSR with and without optimisation
misation, the manipulability is maximised to ensure that the arm is kept away from
singular configurations. Figure 4.31 shows that when f2 is optimised, the manipulabil-
ity is higher when compared to the case where f2 is not optimised. In the non-optimal
case, the manipulability decreases and could potentially reach singular configurations.
4.3.5 Remarks
A novel collision-free and singularity-free optimal trajectory generator, using NSGAII,
for a space robot was presented. The key advantage is that this algorithm needs only
one input i.e. the Cartesian location of the grasping point on the target without a
priori knowledge of any predefined path. The effectiveness of this optimal trajectory
generator was verified by operating the space robot in the controlled-floating mode.
Albeit several possible paths exist between the space robot and the target, this novel
algorithm ensures that the chosen path is optimal through optimising the trajectories
of the the arm’s joints and the pose of the spacecraft base.
Moreover, it takes advantage of the motion of the spacecraft base, generated due to the
dynamic coupling effect, to aid the motion of the CFSR. This helps to avoid extra fuel
needed to actively cancel out the effect of the dynamic coupling. Although this feature
of the algorithm helps save on-board fuel, it may not be suitable for missions where
extra accuracy is required; an example is handling mirrors during in-orbit telescope
assembly. In such cases, the direct tracking is preferred, where the priority is given to
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guaranteeing a safe and gentle capture at all times over fuel saving. On the other hand,
when the space robot is required to undertake several operations in different orbits, fuel
conservation becomes a priority and the dynamic coupling tracking would be suitable.
Furthermore, the collision avoidance algorithm was successfully tested for one fixed and
moving obstacle and the simulation results show the efficacy of this technique. It is an-
ticipated that this approach can also be used when several fixed and moving obstacles
are present in the workspace of the CFSR (e.g. in-orbit modular space telescope as-
sembly where the building blocks itself could pose a threat to CSFR). However, further
study has to be conducted, when dealing with moving obstacles, regarding the velocity
and the approach direction of the obstacle.
Solving the optimisation problem was performed using NSGAII, which exhibits a lim-
itation that can only be overcome by improving the genetic algorithm itself. In fact,
NSGAII is known to be computationally heavy when compared to PSO for instance
as seen in [180]. Nevertheless, it was selected as the main solver for the optimal path
generator due to its availability in the literature and most importantly due to the little
research done in the field of constrained multi-objective optimisation.
4.4 Summary
During robotic operations in orbit, planning the path of the end-effector of the arm
is vital to ensure a safe capture of the target. The most widely used technique for
path planning is polynomial interpolation; it has been extensively researched for both
terrestrial and space robotics. Nevertheless, when it comes to space robots, review of the
literature as well as simulation-based validation in this chapter proved that polynomial
interpolation techniques are insufficient to handle the many inherent constraints of
space robots. Hence, a new technique for planning the path of a space robot was
presented, here, that alleviates the limitations of polynomial interpolation.
The polynomial trajectory planning algorithm designed at the beginning of this chapter
is based on a fifth order polynomial that satisfies six conditions on the joints’ position,
velocity and acceleration. Thereafter, two obstacle avoidance techniques were presented
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as an addition to the state-of-the-art method that uses four cycloid functions. The first
technique requires one companion curve function that guarantees smoothness of the
joints’ position and velocity. This is only suitable when constraints on the acceleration
are not required. The second method is based on the fifth order polynomial utilised for
planning the joints’ motion. Therefore, using different initial and final conditions, the
same polynomial can be used for both planning the motion of the arm and avoiding
potential obstacles. Notwithstanding the fact that these methods result in a smooth
arm’s motion, several limitations were highlighted related to the dynamic coupling
inherent in space robots and a new optimal path generator was introduced.
The new optimal path generator presented in this chapter finds trajectories for the
arm’s joints as well as the spacecraft base’s position and attitude using the NSGAII
genetic algorithm. These trajectories are obtained using a minimal motion of the space
robot to reach the grasping location which is the only known input to the algorithm.
Additionally, by minimising well-defined functions and satisfying several constraints,
this algorithm is capable of avoiding obstacles present in the workspace of the space
robot. Also, it ensures a maximum manipulability of the space robot in order to stay
clear of singular configurations.
When using the new optimal obstacle-free and singularity-free path generator, the
dynamic coupling is minimised through a careful selection of appropriate trajectories.
Moreover, a potential use of the effect of the dynamic coupling to aid the arm to reach
the grasping point is possible. This guarantees a minimal control effort needed to
actuate the space robot, which reduces the consumption of on-board fuel. However,
taking advantage of the effect of the dynamic coupling is preferred when prioritising
the fuel conservation instead of the end-effector’s accuracy. Otherwise, active control
is utilised to compensate for the dynamic coupling effect. It is important to highlight
the fact that even when active control is used, the optimal path generator, when used
with a suitable controller, guarantees little fuel consumption.
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Chapter 5
Controller Design for the CFSR
The motion of an orbital space robot is described by a highly complex nonlinear math-
ematical model as presented in Chapter 3. It is clear from the literature that both
linear and nonlinear controllers can be used to control such systems. However, relying
on a linear controller may result in inaccuracies originating from the linearisation of
the nonlinear system. In addition to the inherent nonlinearities, external and inter-
nal perturbations may affect the motion of the space robot in the harsh environment
of Earth orbits. The source of these disturbances can be from the environment such
as the atmospheric drag in LEO and the solar radiation pressure or from an internal
source such as the variation in the mass due to fuel consumption. For instance, fuel
is consumed during orbital transfers or for pose control. Generally, for a space robot,
the main reason for pose control is the dynamic coupling, between the robotic arm and
its spacecraft base, that causes changes in the position and attitude of the spacecraft
base. It is hence extremely challenging to control and operate a space robot subject to
all the aforementioned constraints. In this chapter, a robust nonlinear H∞ controller
capable of dealing with external and internal disturbances is designed for controlling
the motion of both the arm and the spacecraft base operating in the controlled-floating
mode, also known as the CFSR.
Firstly, the internal perturbations are modelled as parametric uncertainties. Then,
the advanced version of the conventional H∞ controller is developed for the coordi-
nated motion of the arm and the base separately using both feedback and feed-forward
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control. After careful assessment of the two separate controllers’ performance for a
coordinated motion, a combined H∞ controller is designed to control the motion of the
space robot, as one system, in the controlled-floating mode. Thereafter, the limitations
of the conventional combined H∞ controller are highlighted and a novel adaptive H∞
controller is introduced. Finally, a comparative study is performed to assess the efficacy
of the newly proposed adaptive H∞ controller. Notwithstanding, a background review
of the coordinated control as well as the nonlinear H∞ controller is presented prior to
any algorithm development.
5.1 Background and Research Gaps on Coordinated and
Nonlinear H∞ Control
Coordinated control is key to the simultaneous motion of the robotic arm and its
spacecraft base [181]. According to the literature, it is difficult to effectively control
a system as complex as the space robot using classical linear controllers. Therefore,
in this research, novel nonlinear control algorithms are developed using a more accu-
rate nonlinear model of the space robot. This approach helps to eliminate inaccuracies
that stem from linearisation and simplification of the dynamic model needed by lin-
ear controllers; the robustness of the nonlinear controllers is verified under perturbed
conditions.
5.1.1 The coordinated control
The coordinated control of a space robot involves the simultaneous motion of the robotic
arm and its spacecraft base. This is performed using either one controller for the entire
system or two separate controllers for the arm and its base. The literature review
reveals that coordinated control can only be applied on a free-flying space robot as it
involves a base that is controlled during the motion of the arm. There are two types
of controlled motion for the base: the first one maintains the spacecraft base at one
desired pose and the second moves the spacecraft base from an initial pose to a final
desired pose.
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Maintaining the pose of the spacecraft base at a desired value, during the motion of the
arm, using two dedicated coordinated controllers was investigated in [123]. Similarly,
a two separate controller version of the coordinated control was presented in [130] to
keep the spacecraft base at one desired pose in order to maintain communication with
the ground. In [130], the robotic arm controller estimates the reaction momentum
generated by the robotic arm and the spacecraft base controller compensates for it
through a feed-forward action to maintain its pose.
On the other hand, tracking a final desired pose of the spacecraft base was researched
in [56] and [149]. The coordinated control, in [56], was presented as one controller
for the whole system through augmenting the Jacobian matrix of the system to take
into account the position and attitude of the spacecraft base. In the same context,
in [149], the coordinated control was used to aid the spacecraft base reach a desired
final pose. Nevertheless, the authors in [149] claim that the system used is a free-
floating space robot but at the same time propose a controller for the attitude of
the spacecraft base. The claim made in [149] is contradictory to the well-established
definition of a free-floating space robot. This example shows the added value of the
controlled-floating mode presented in this thesis and how it helps to fill the gap between
the widely followed definitions of free-floating and free-flying space robots. Moreover,
two separate controllers, presented in [182] sequentially coordinate the motion of the
the arm and its base whilst keeping the space robot within reaction null areas that
result in a minimal dynamic coupling effect. Maintaining the space robot within safe
reaction null areas reduces its workspace, which is undesired especially in the presence
of obstacles.
5.1.2 The nonlinear H∞ controller
For the close range operation scenario considered in this research, the space robot’s
motion controller is designed to track the desired trajectories to reach the grasping
point on the target. This is achieved by simultaneously controlling the motion of both
the spacecraft base and the arm. However, it is difficult to control the coordinated
motion of a space robot using classical linear controllers such as the Proportional In-
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tegral and Derivative (PID) controller. This is because of the inherent nonlinearities
in the system as well as internal and external perturbations. It necessitates the need
for designing nonlinear controllers that will guarantee robustness and stability of the
closed-loop system.
Amongst the countless controllers developed by researchers, the nonlinear H∞ con-
troller is well known for its robustness against external disturbances and parametric
uncertainties. The philosophy behind the H∞ controller is to guarantee a pre-defined
attenuation of the disturbances affecting a system described by a nonlinear mathemat-
ical model. Its origin is based on the quadratic optimisation presented in [183] but it
showed a lack of robustness in the solution due to the fact that parametric uncertainties
were not taken into account. Later Chen et al. [140] developed a new performance crite-
rion that involves a desired disturbance attenuation level γd for the perturbed tracking
error dynamics. This was tested in simulations for a 2 DoF terrestrial manipulator.
According to [140], the perturbation on the position and velocity, denoted by w, can be
attenuated through the state feedback control where the tracking error x˜ is the state
variable. This method resulted in the following performance criterion for a desired
attenuation level γd:
min
u
max
w

∫∞
0
(
1
2 x˜
′
(t)Qx˜(t) + 12u
′
(t)Ru(t)
)
dt∫∞
0
(
1
2
w
′
(t)w(t)
)
dt
 ≤ γ2d . (5.1)
This criterion is the classical minimax problem where Q ∈ R2N×2N and R ∈ RN×N
are positive definite symmetric weighting matrices acting on the state and input signal,
with N represents the total number of DoFs of the system; note that in the case of a
CFSR, N = 6 + n. In other words, this controller finds the minimum input signal u,
by generating the least changes in the state x˜, for a maximum disturbance signal w to
reach the desired attenuation level γd.
Many studies focused on the use of the nonlinear H∞ controller for aircraft control
[184], [185], spacecraft control [186, 187] as well as for a reusable launch vehicle for a
safe re-entry [188]. A nonlinear H∞ controller was presented for a single arm free-
floating space robot in [141]. However, the analysis was limited to the DEM introduced
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in [189]. An extensive review of the literature shows that the appropriateness of the
nonlinear H∞ controller for a space robot operating in a coordinated motion for the
free-flying mode and the controlled-floating mode is not well researched.
In the literature, an adaptive version of the H∞ controller has been investigated when
the parametric uncertainties are unknown or to improve the tracking performance for
different Earth-based applications [190–193]. Its potential use in space was only limited
to spacecraft formation flying [194] and motion control of a DEM [141]. Nevertheless,
these studies do not directly address the challenges in controlling a space robot under
realistic operating conditions. In particular, the impact of the control forces and torques
on an orbiting space robot when it deals with close proximity manoeuvres is not well
researched.
5.1.3 Research gaps and solutions
The coordinated motion of space robotic arm with its base is used to help the arm reach
the grasping point more easily through tracking a desired final pose for the spacecraft
base, as seen in [56]. However, there is no efficient method to determine the best final
pose and the performance of the controller depends on the overall trajectory followed
to capture the target. Hence, it is not possible to have a pre-defined final pose for the
spacecraft base that would guarantee optimality of motion of the space robot. More-
over, as mentioned in Chapter 2, the free-flying mode of operation requires the on-board
controller to maintain the spacecraft base or track a desired final one. Neither of these
two cases considers the actual trajectory for the spacecraft base. Consequently, the
CFSR is the most suitable mode of operation that allows a controlled motion of the
spacecraft base along with its robotic arm, without a priori knowledge of any desired
pose for the spacecraft base; this approach helps to implement the optimal trajectories
developed in Chapter 4.
As previously stated, the nonlinear H∞ controller was first introduced in [140] and later
used in [195] for terrestrial manipulators. In this research, it is used as a baseline for
developing an advanced control system for the CFSR. The parametric uncertainties,
considered here, are related to the changes in mass of the fuel consumed during pose
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control and orbital manoeuvres. It is important to take these perturbations into account
as the inertial parameters of the system change accordingly, as proved in [52,53]. Fur-
thermore, a feed-forward compensation was introduced in the control law to reduce the
effect of the dynamic coupling associated with space robots. The proposed controller
enables the space robot to operate in the controlled-floating mode, thereby it tracks
the desired trajectories for both the arm and its base; the space robot thus captures its
target whilst the controller compensates for internal uncertainties and environmental
perturbations. The controlled-floating motion of the space robot is analysed by design-
ing desired trajectories in-situ for pose control of the spacecraft base, as opposed to
maintaining or tracking one desired pose. Two different trajectory planning algorithms
are used to test the performance of the proposed controller, namely, the polynomial
trajectories and the optimal trajectories. Both algorithms generate trajectories in the
configuration space i.e. trajectories for the arm’s joint and the pose of the spacecraft
base.
5.2 The Parametric Uncertainties
As mentioned in Chapter 2, the effect of the dynamic coupling on the pose of the
spacecraft base varies depending on the mass ratio between the base and the arm [45],
as well as the overall inertia tensor of the space robot. It is therefore important to
design a space robot that has a suitable mass ratio and inertia tensor, as seen in [45]
and [47]. Nevertheless, this is not sufficient when the mass of the spacecraft base varies
due to fuel consumption and when thruster firing changes the system’s inertia tensor.
When fuel is consumed, the mass ratio (Msc/Mm) decreases from its initial value and
accordingly changes the inertia tensor. As a result, the dynamic coupling, from the
motion of the arm, has more effect on the spacecraft base.
Using the physical specifications of the space robot used in the simulations of Chapter
4, Fig. 5.1 confirms the previous statement regarding fuel consumption. This figure
shows a comparison between the changes in the position and attitude of the spacecraft
base, originating from the dynamic coupling effect, for masses equal to 200kg (full
mass) and 120kg (dry mass). This shows that it is important to consider the variation
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Figure 5.1: Attitude and position variations when spacecraft base mass is 200kg and 120kg.
in the spacecraft base’s mass (Msc) when designing a controller for a space robot. This
is true for a chaser space robot that uses a reaction jet system to manoeuvre from an
orbit to another to reach the vicinity of the target and also for pose control during close
proximity manoeuvres. The reaction jet system applies thrust to change the pose of the
spacecraft base. The concept of applying thrust is similar for most types of propulsion
systems; mass is accelerated and ejected from the spacecraft, to create linear or angular
motion [196]. Consequently, the mass of the fuel on-board the spacecraft tank is reduced
after each round of thrusting. Using the equation of thrust, the remaining mass of the
fuel is described as follows [196]:
Isp =
Fth
m˙fg
gives ∆mf =
Fth∆t
Ispg
, (5.2)
where Isp is the specific impulse, Fth is the thrust force, m˙ is the mass flow rate, g is
gravitational constant at the surface of the Earth, ∆mf is the mass expelled during
thrusting and ∆t is the time taken for thrusting.
Equation (5.2) is used to determine the amount of mass expelled at each thrust and
hence helps compute the parametric uncertainties for the controllers designed in this
chapter.
It is worth mentioning that the inertia tensor introduced in Eq. (3.26) has a constant
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mass. This is to reduce the complexity of the mathematical model of the robot. How-
ever, as detailed later in Section 5.3.2, the parametric uncertainty is modelled based on
the same model presented in Chapter 3, using the mass propelled through thrusting.
Therefore, it is possible to compute the new inertia tensor using the generalised form
of the derived space robot model that can take, as input, different masses and physical
parameters for the space robot.
5.3 Conventional Nonlinear H∞ Controller for the Coor-
dinated Motion of the Spacecraft Base and the Arm
It is customary when operating a space robot to treat the robotic arm and its spacecraft
base as two different systems. In this case, two dedicated controllers are designed
separately for the coordinated motion of both systems. It is in this context that the
first version of the H∞ controller for the space robot was designed for position and
attitude control of the spacecraft base and motion control of the arm. Moreover, the
effect of the dynamic coupling is accounted for in the closed-loop architecture of the
two H∞ controllers through a Feed-Forward Compensation (FFC). This feedback and
feed-forward control constitutes the coordinated nonlinear H∞ controller for a space
robot.
5.3.1 System representation for the two conventional H∞ controllers
As there are two separate nonlinear H∞ controllers for the coordinated motion of the
arm and the spacecraft base, the equation of motion represented by Eq. (3.82) is decou-
pled into two parts: spacecraft base and robotic arm, both involving the interactions
with one another due to the dynamic coupling effect. Therefore, Eq. (3.82) is decoupled
as follows:
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f =
[
Dsc Dsc.m
D
′
sc.m Dm
] [
X¨
θ¨
]
+
[
Csc Csc.m
C
′
sc.m Cm
] [
X˙
θ˙
]
→

f =
fsyssc + fcoupsc
τ sysm + τ
coup
m

fsyssc = DscX¨ + CscX˙
fcoupsc = Dsc.mθ¨ + Csc.mθ˙
τ sysm = Dmθ¨ + Cmθ˙
τ coupm = D
′
sc.mX¨ + C
′
sc.mX˙
where vector fsyssc ∈ R6 represents the spacecraft base applied forces and torques,
vector fcoupsc ∈ R6 includes the forces and torques generated due to the effect of the
dynamic coupling effect, vector τ sysm ∈ Rn represents the joint’s torques of the arm and
τ coupm ∈ Rn is the vector representing the effect of the dynamic coupling on the motion
of the arm.
The coordinated control, using two separate H∞ controllers, presented in this section
consist of a feedback control for trajectory tracking as well as a Feed-Forward Com-
pensation (FFC) for cancelling out the dynamic coupling effect before it impacts the
motion of the space robot. Only fsyssc and τ
sys
m are considered for the H∞ feedback
control, whereas fcoupsc and τ
coup
m are used for FFC. The H∞ controller is known to
be a robust controller when dealing with both internal and external disturbances. To
that end, the system is described in terms of nominal and uncertain parameters, whilst
considering the external disturbance, as follows:
fsyssc + δsc = Dsc0X¨ + Csc0X˙
δsc = fscd − fint
fint = ∆DscX¨ + ∆CscX˙
τ sysm + δm = Dm0 θ¨ + Cm0 θ˙
δm = τm.d

, (5.3)
where Dsc0 , Csc0 , Dm0 and Cm0 are nominal parameters, ∆Dsc and ∆Csc are uncer-
tain parameters, δsc ∈ R6 and δm ∈ Rn involve the internal parametric uncertainties
and the external disturbance of the spacecraft base and the arm respectively, fsc.d ∈ R6
represents the external disturbance affecting the position and attitude of the spacecraft
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base and τm.d ∈ Rn is the vector of external disturbances affecting the robotic arm.
As two nonlinear H∞ controllers are designed, the following two control variables are
used:
x˜sc =
X˜
˙˜X
 =
X −Xd
X˙ − X˙d
 , x˜m =
θ˜
˙˜θ
 =
θ − θd
θ˙ − θ˙d
 ,
where x˜sc ∈ R12 and x˜m ∈ R2n are the tracking errors of the spacecraft base and
the arm respectively, X, X˙, Xd and X˙d are the real and desired pose and velocity
vectors of the spacecraft base, θ, θ˙, θd and θ˙d are the real and desired joint position
and velocity vectors of the arm.
5.3.2 Introduction of the parametric uncertainties in the closed-loop
control
The variations in mass are considered as parametric uncertainties in this research.
Based on Eq. (5.2), the changes in the mass of the spacecraft base are calculated and
used to update the value of δsc and δm in Eq. (5.3).
Using the variation in the mass of the spacecraft base ∆M , the perturbations affecting
the space robot are:
δsc
δm
 =
fscd
τmd
−
∆DscX¨
0
−
∆CscX˙
0
 (5.4)
where ∆DscX¨ ∈ R6 and ∆CscX˙ ∈ R6 are the vectors representing the parametric
uncertainties for a mass equal to the ejected mass ∆mf and 0 ∈ Rn.
The parametric uncertainties are calculated using Eqs. (5.2) and (5.4). For a 200kg
spacecraft, 40% of mono-propellant fuel is used, with the micro-propellant system,
for pose control given the different parameters of Eq. (5.2): Isp = 100 → 230s, g =
9.80665m/s2, Fth = 10
−6N → 1.5N and ∆mf = 0.01kg → 0.5kg [197].
As the mass expelled during orbit transfers, to reach the vicinity of the target, is
unknown and out of the scope of this research, a maximum change in mass of the fuel
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is considered. Such an extreme case is selected in order to assess the robustness of the
controller when dealing with parametric uncertainties. These large changes in the mass
of the fuel are not realistic and were only selected for simulation purposes.
5.3.3 Design of two separate H∞ controllers for the spacecraft base
and the arm
Based on the controller developed in [140] for a terrestrial arm, the feedback control
actions for the spacecraft base and the robotic arm are described as follows:
fsyssc = Dsc0X¨c + Csc0X˙,
X¨c = X¨
d −T−112scT11sc
˙˜X −T−112scD−1sc0
(
Csc0B
′
scT0scx˜sc − usc
)
τ sysm = Dm0 θ¨c + Cm0 θ˙,
θ¨c = θ¨
d −T−112mT11m
˙˜θ −T−112mD−1m0
(
Cm0B
′
mT0mx˜m − um
)

, (5.5)
where Bsc ∈ R12×6 and Bm ∈ R2n×n are input matrices, usc ∈ R6 and um ∈ Rn are
input signal vectors, T11sc ∈ R6×6, T12sc ∈ R6×6, T11m ∈ Rn×n and T12m ∈ Rn×n
are matrices involved in the tuning of the controllers and they constitute matrices
T0sc ∈ R12×12 and T0m ∈ R2n×2n for the spacecraft base and the arm respectively.
Considering the FFC to compensate the effect of the dynamic coupling, the resulting
new coordinated control actions for the spacecraft base and the robotic arm are:
fc = [fsc.c, τm.c]
′
fsc.c =f
coup
sc + f
sys
sc (5.6a)
τm.c =τ
coup
m + τ
sys
m (5.6b)
Finding the control input signals usc and um of Eq. (5.18) is based on the method
introduced in [140]. They are defined here, for the motion of the space robot, as
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follows:
usc =−R−1sc B
′
scT0scx˜sc, (5.7a)
um =−R−1m B
′
mT0mx˜m, (5.7b)
where Rsc ∈ R6×6, Rm ∈ Rn×n are the tuning parameters of the controller. Given
a desired attenuation level γd and for Rsc < γ
2
dsc
E, Rm < γ
2
dm
E, with E being the
identity matrix, the tuning parameters have to satisfy the following condition for the
spacecraft base and the robotic arm:
 0 Ksc
Ksc 0
−T′0scBsc
(
R−1sc −
1
γ2dsc
E
)
B
′
scT0sc + Qsc = 0, (5.8a) 0 Km
Km 0
−T′0mBm
(
R−1m −
1
γ2dm
E
)
B
′
mT0m + Qm = 0, (5.8b)
with:
Qsc =
Q′1scQ1sc Q12sc
Q
′
12sc Q
′
2scQ2sc
 , Qm =
Q′1mQ1m Q12m
Q
′
12m Q
′
2mQ2m
 ,
T0sc =
 E 0
R
′
1scQ1sc R
′
1scQ2sc
 , T0m =
 E 0
R
′
1mQ1m R
′
1mQ2m
 ,
Ksc =
1
2
(
Q
′
1scQ2sc + Q
′
2scQ1sc
)
− 12
(
Q
′
12sc + Q12sc
)
,
Km =
1
2
(
Q
′
1mQ2sc + Q
′
2mQ1m
)
− 12
(
Q
′
12m + Q12m
)
,
where Q1sc ∈ R6×6, Q1m ∈ Rn×n, Q2sc ∈ R6×6, Q2m ∈ Rn×n, Q12sc ∈ R6×6 and
Q12m ∈ Rn×n represent weighing matrices defined by the control designer and R1sc
and R1m are found using the following Cholesky factorisation:
R
′
1scR1sc =
(
R−1sc −
1
γ2dsc
E
)−1
, (5.9a)
R
′
1mR1m =
(
R−1m −
1
γ2dm
E
)−1
, (5.9b)
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where γdsc and γdm are the attenuation level of the spacecraft base’s controller and the
arm’s controller respectively.
5.3.4 Parameters for the two separate conventional H∞ controllers
Finding the values for the tuning parameters of the controllers goes through the semi-
automated algorithm shown in Fig. 5.2. Matrices Qsc, Qm and their sub-matrices
along with the attenuation level γdsc and γdm are user-defined fixed parameters. On
the other hand, matrices Rsc and Rm are automatically selected, from a range of
bounded random values, to satisfy the conditions defined by Eqs. (5.8a) and (5.8b).
The control input and the control effort are then computed using Eqs. (5.7a), (5.7b),
(5.6a) and (5.6b).
The total number of user-defined and calculated parameters is ten and the number of
operations required during the semi-automated process is six as shown in Fig. 5.2. This
number can easily be reduced if a combined controller is designed for the coordinated
motion of the space robot, instead of two separate controllers.
5.3.5 Motion using the two separate H∞ controllers
When designing trajectories for the the robotic arm of the space robot, it is essential
to consider the pose (position and attitude) of the spacecraft base. At the start of the
motion of the arm, if the initial pose of the spacecraft base does not enable the arm to
attain the grasping point, a change in the pose is inevitable. This is the case for the
controlled-floating motion described in this section. However, for this specific scenario,
the motion of the space robot is similar to the coordinated motion that enables the
spacecraft base to move from an initial to a desired final pose, without dedicated tra-
jectories for the spacecraft base. This is to show the difference between the free-flying
motion, as described in [56], and the actual CFSR motion using a combined controller
presented later in Section 5.4.
In that context, a scenario where the final grasping point is out of the reach of the arm
is considered. Under such critical circumstances, the spacecraft base must change its
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Figure 5.2: Algorithm for choosing the tuning parameters and control input of the conven-
tional two H∞ controllers for the robotic arm and its spacecraft base (scalars (2) and (4)
indicate the number of parameters and operations involved at each process)
pose from its initial pose to the grasping pose; this will enable the arm to capture its
target. For simulation purposes, the initial spacecraft position and attitude are chosen
respectively as [1m, 1m, 1m] and [0◦, 0◦, 0◦]. The final spacecraft position and attitude
are respectively [1.1m, 1.4m, 0.7m] and [11.5◦, 5.7◦,−11.5◦]. Moreover, the space robot
is assumed that the CFSR is operated in LEO at 450km altitude
The external disturbance is simulated as a sinusoidal function with a peak amplitude
of 0.08N,Nm and frequency of 2rad/s. This value is greater than 10−3N,Nm, which
is the maximum amplitude that orbital perturbations can reach in LEO at 450km [50].
The internal parametric uncertainties originate from the changes in the mass of the
spacecraft as described in Section 5.2. The orientation of the spacecraft base is de-
scribed using Euler rate. The fictitious forces are a result of the rotation of the target
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Figure 5.3: Closed loop architecture of the two conventional H∞ controllers for the robotic
arm and its spacecraft base
frame; they are introduced in the closed-loop control in order to cancel them out to
find the inertial acceleration and hence find the true thrust. These forces are computed
as shown in Appendix B. The overall close-loop architecture using two separate con-
ventional H∞ controllers for coordinated control is shown in Fig. 5.3.
The desired and real joint trajectories for the arm are depicted in Fig. 5.4, where it
is clear that the joints smoothly follow the desired trajectories. This motion is a re-
sult of the applied joint torques shown in Fig. 5.5. In this figure, it is shown that
the two controllers compensates for the external disturbances originating from a sinu-
soidal disturbance of peak amplitude 0.08, the internal disturbances from parametric
uncertainties as well as the fictitious forces generated by the rotation of the frame of
reference (target frame). The peak at the beginning of the trajectory originates from
the motion of the spacecraft base when its controller compensates for the large errors
in the position and attitude i.e. large variation between the initial and final pose as
set by the control designer for simulation purposes. The position and attitude of the
spacecraft base are also continuously and smoothly tracked, as shown in Fig. 5.6, in
response to the forces and torques shown in Fig. 5.7.
The controllers tracks continuously both the joint trajectories and the spacecraft final
pose, which results in the Cartesian path for the end-effector shown in Fig. 5.8. In this
figure, the red line represents the desired Cartesian path resulting from the trajecto-
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Figure 5.7: Spacecraft base applied forces
and torques using the two separate conven-
tional H∞ controllers
ries designed using the desired final pose of the spacecraft base that enables the arm
to reach the target. Whereas the dark-circled line represents the real Cartesian path
when the grasping point is out of reach and the spacecraft base has to move from its
initial to the desired final pose.
In other words, the dark-circled line represents the coordinated motion of the space
robot when tracking desired trajectories for the arm and a desired final pose for the
spacecraft base. This proves that the controllers are able to control the motion of both
the spacecraft base and the arm simultaneously to reach the desired grasping point
that would otherwise be unreachable using the DoFs of the arm only.
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Figure 5.8: Cartesian path of the end-effector (EE) using the two separate conventional
H∞ controllers where he dark-circled line represents the Cartesian path resulting from the
coordinated motion of the space robot when the spacecraft base changes its pose to reach the
grasping point and the red line is the desired path
Although the two separate controllers for the coordinated motion of the space robot
show a good performance, their configuration presents several limitations that will be
highlighted in the next section. Furthermore, the coordinated motion, using the two
separate H∞ controllers, presented in this section does not enable the spacecraft base
to determine the minimal amount of thrust necessary for linear and angular motion.
In fact, the large error in the pose at the beginning of the motion of the space robot
is caused by the difference between the initial and final desired pose. As a result,
the spacecraft base controller tries to correct this error by applying large forces and
torques, as seen in Fig. 5.7 and hence, large amounts of fuel are consumed. Conse-
quently, dedicated trajectories for the position and attitude of the spacecraft base are
essential for a smooth motion of the space robot. A motion of this nature is defined
in this research as the controlled-floating motion, which will be investigated using the
conventional combined and adaptive H∞ controllers in Section 5.4 and Section 5.5.
5.3.6 Shortcomings of the two separate conventional H∞ controllers
The H∞ controller uses a total of 10 parameters, as shown in Fig. 5.2, to solve and
satisfy the condition on two Riccatti equations described by Eqs. (5.8a) and (5.8b).
In addition to the fact that having two separate controllers for one system has more
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chances of failure, this large number of user-defined parameters may result in more
errors and inaccuracies when trial and error method is used to define them.
Moreover, the amplitude of the applied forces and torques highly depends on the value
of these tuning parameters. This means that there is a risk of uncoordinated motion,
between the arm and the spacecraft base if the parameters are different. In the case
of two separate controllers, one can choose the value of γdsc and γdm to be the same.
However, the matrices Rsc and Rm highly depend on γdsc and γdm and are calculated
automatically using the algorithm shown in Fig. 5.2. This means that Rsc and Rm
can take any values within the ranges imposed, which leads to different amplitude for
the applied forces and torques for the spacecraft base and the arm. This results in an
uncoordinated motion of the space robot.
In order to assess the performance of the two separate controllers for the space robot,
simulations were conducted to find the time it takes for the end-effector to reach a
desired configuration. The configuration space motion in this case is not based on any
trajectory planning algorithm. Instead, the space robot is driven from an initial to a
final user-defined configuration.
Several settling time values have been recorded, corresponding to different combina-
tions of Rsc and Rm. The results of this study are shown in Fig. 5.9. Selecting
γdsc = γdm = 0.2 and satisfying Rsc < γ
2
dsc
E and Rm < γ
2
dm
E, the figure shows that
the shortest settling time is achieved when Rsc = 0.0012E and Rm = 0.0015E; they
are not only closer to each other but also closer to zero. Further, when Rm = 0.0213E
is halfway between its smallest and largest values, the settling time corresponding to
Rsc = 0.0017E (smallest value) is higher than the previous case. This is due to the
increase in the difference between Rsc and Rm. This is clearly depicted in the case
where Rm = 0.0307E is at its largest value.
Although the best settling time is achieved through selecting the smallest values for
Rsc and Rm, large forces and torques (greater than 5N,Nm and can reach values
higher than 100N,Nm depending on the choice of the gain matrix Q and the attenu-
ation level γd) are required at the joint level and the spacecraft level originating from
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Figure 5.10: Performance of the two separate H∞ controller when using a range of values of
the matrices Q1sc , Q1m , Q2sc and Q2m
different control inputs usc and um. This is an important trait specific to the H∞ con-
troller that is later considered in this chapter. An undesired trait, as large forces and
torques will result in a higher dynamic coupling effect and undesired abrupt motion.
Another study was conducted to assess the performance of the controllers by selecting
different values for Q1sc , Q2sc , Q1m and Q2m . The results of the study are shown in
5.10. It is clear from the figure that the performance of the two controllers when chang-
ing the sub-matrices of Qsc and Qm is different from its performance when changing
Rsc and Rm. Selecting similar Q1sc and Q1m is irrelevant due to the fact that the set-
tling time changes depending on whether the two matrices are closer to Q2sc and Q2m
respectively and not depending on their similar values. A detailed study is performed
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later in this chapter to evaluate the amount of control effort used for the motion of the
space robot.
This study shows that using the trial and error method to find the different tuning
parameters for the two controllers leads to uncoordinated motion and errors. Hence,
coordinating the motion of both the spacecraft base and the robotic arm using one
combined H∞ controller is imperative to reduce the design errors and obtain a better
performance.
5.4 Combined H∞ Controller for the CFSR
The discrepancies in the performance of the the two separate conventional H∞ con-
trollers demonstrated in the previous section reveal the need to have one combined
controller for the space robot. Moreover, the absence of a priori known trajectories for
the pose of the spacecraft base necessitates the need for operating the system in the
controlled-floating mode.
The combined controller presented in this section is an advanced and augmented version
of the H∞ controller introduced in [140], which was for a fixed base terrestrial arm. The
combined controller treats the CFSR as one integrated system and takes advantages of
the extra redundancy available during the controlled-floating mode of operation. More-
over, when using Eq. (5.1), the control input vector u ∈ RN for the CFSR is minimised
homogeneously for all inputs as opposed to the previously demonstrated case using two
separate controllers.
5.4.1 System representation for the combined H∞ controller
The equation of motion of the CFSR represented by Eq. (3.82) can be decoupled to
enable the control of the spacecraft base and the arm simultaneously. Unlike the decou-
pling performed in Section 5.3.1, Eq. (3.82) is divided into (i) an equation describing
the full CFSR system and (ii) an equation describing the dynamic coupling between
the arm and its base. Hence, the decoupling of Eq. (3.82) gives:
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f = fsys + fcoup
fsys = Dsysq¨ + Csysq˙
=
Dsc 0
0 Dm
X¨
θ¨
+
Csc 0
0 Cm
X˙
θ˙

fcoup =
 0 Dsc.m
D
′
sc.m 0
X¨
θ¨
+
 0 Csc.m
C
′
sc.m 0
X˙
θ˙


. (5.10)
where vector fsys ∈ RN involves the spacecraft base applied forces and torques as well
as the joint’s torques of the arm and fcoup ∈ RN is the vector representing the forces
and torques originating from the effect of the dynamic coupling.
For designing the H∞ controller, only fsys is considered, which describes the motion
of the spacecraft base and the arm and fcoup is used for FFC. The robustness of
the controller is validated by taking into account both parametric uncertainties and
external disturbances affecting the system. Therefore, fsys in Eq. (5.10) becomes:
fsys + fd = [Dsys0 + ∆Dsys] q¨ + [Csys0 + ∆Csys] q˙ (5.11a)
fsys + δsys = Dsys0 q¨ + Csys0 q˙ (5.11b)
δsys = [δsc δm]
′
= fd − fint (5.11c)
fint = ∆Dsysq¨ + ∆Csysq˙ (5.11d)
δsc = fsc.d −∆DscX¨ −∆CscX˙ (5.11e)
δm = τm.d (5.11f)
where Dsys0 and Csys0 are the nominal parameters of the system, ∆Dsys and ∆Csys are
the uncertain parameters, δ = [δsc δm]
′ ∈ RN represent the uncertain parameters and
the external disturbance of the CFSR, fd = [fsc.d, τm.d]
′
, fsc.d ∈ R6 and τm.d ∈ Rn.
The state vector for the controller represents the position and velocity tracking error
of the system as follows:
x˜ =
q˜
˙˜q
 =
q − qd
q˙ − q˙d
 = [X −Xd θ − θd X˙ − X˙d θ˙ − θ˙d]′ , (5.12)
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where X, X˙, Xd and X˙d are the real and desired pose and velocity vectors of the
spacecraft base, θ, θ˙, θd and θ˙d are the real and desired joint position and velocity
vectors of the arm.
In order to find the value for ˙˜x for the conventional combined H∞ controller, one has
to find the expression for q¨ − q¨d and verify if it corresponds to the results obtained
in [140].
Given the following two equations involving q¨ and q¨d:
f + δsys = Dsys0 q¨ + Csys0 q˙ ⇒ q¨ = D−1sys0 (f + δsys −Csys0 q˙) (5.13a)
fd = Dsys0 q¨
d + Csys0 q˙
d ⇒ q¨d = D−1sys0
(
fd −Csys0 q˙d
)
(5.13b)
Subtracting Eq. (5.13b) from Eq. (5.13a) gives:
¨˜q = D−1sys0
[
(f + δsys −Csys0 q˙)−
(
fd −Csys0 q˙d
)]
. (5.14)
Substituting Eq. (5.14) into the derivative of Eq. (5.12) gives:
˙˜x =
0 E
0 D−1sys0Csys0
 x˜+
0
E
u+
0
E
w ⇒ ˙˜x = Ax˜+ Bu+ Bw, (5.15)
with:
A =
0 E
0 D−1sys0Csys0

B =
[
0 E
]′
u = D−1sys0
(
f −Dsys0 q¨d −Csys0 q˙d
)
w = D−1sys0δsys.
Equation (5.15) is the state space representation of the space robot in terms of the
tracking error x˜. This equation has the same form as the state space representation
developed in [183] and [140], which was for a terrestrial robotic arm. A state space
transformation for a quadratic optimisation was presented in [183] and used in [140] for
the H∞ controller developed for the terrestrial robot. Analogously, in this research, a
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state space transformation is applied to the equation of motion of the CFSR using an
augmented state transformation matrix as follows :
z˜ = T0x˜ =

E 0 0 0
0 E 0 0
T11sc 0 T12sc 0
0 T11m 0 T12m
 x˜. (5.16)
The state space equation with respect to the tracking error as the state variable is then:
˙˜x = A∗(x˜, t)x˜+ B∗(x˜, t)u+ B∗(x˜, t)w, (5.17)
A∗(x˜, t) = T−10

−T−112scT11sc 0 T−112sc 0
0 −T−112mT11m 0 T−112m
0 0 −DscCsc 0
0 0 0 −DmCm
T0,
B∗(x˜, t) = T−10

0 0
0 0
Esc 0
0 Em
 ,
where A∗ ∈ R2(6+n)×2(6+n) is the system’s state matrix, B∗ ∈ R2(6+n)×6+n is the input
matrix, u ∈ R2(6+n) is the input vector, w ∈ R2(6+n) is the vector representing the
perturbations affecting the system.
5.4.2 Design of the combined conventional H∞ Controller
The applied forces and torques, denoted by fsys, are derived using the state space
transformation introduced by [183] and the approach detailed in [140]. As the space
robot is a more complex system than its terrestrial counterpart, the control law fsys
is not sufficient due to the significant effect of the dynamic coupling. Hence, the H∞
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control law is modified here using an FFC as follows:
fc =fcoup + fsys, (5.18a)
fsys =Dsys0
[
q¨d −T−112T11 ˙˜q −T−112D−1sys0
(
Csys0B
′
T0x˜− u
)]
+ Csys0 q˙. (5.18b)
Here the augmented sub-matrices of the state space transformation matrix are defined
as follows:
T11 =
T11sc 0
0 T11m
 =
R′1Q1sc 0
0 R
′
1Q2sc
 (5.19a)
T12 =
T12sc 0
0 T12m
 =
R′1Q1m 0
0 R
′
1Q2m
 (5.19b)
where Q1sc , Q1m , Q2sc , Q2sc and R1 are the tuning parameters calculated as described
by Eq. (5.21). According to [140], solving the following Ricatti equation for a choice of
the attenuation level γd and tuning parameters Q and T0 is the main condition for an
optimal tracking of the desired trajectory:
0 K
K 0
−T′0B(R−1 − 1γ2dE
)
B
′
T0 + Q = 0, (5.20)
with matrices Q and K defined as follows:
Q =
Q′1Q1 Q12
Q
′
12 Q
′
2Q2
 (5.21)
Q1 =
Q1sc 0
0 Q1m
 , Q2 =
Q2sc 0
0 Q2m
 , Q12 =
Q12sc 0
0 Q12m

K =
1
2
(
Q
′
1Q2 + Q
′
2Q1
)
− 1
2
(
Q
′
12 + Q12
)
,
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where Q1 ∈ R(6+n)×(6+n), Q2 ∈ R(6+n)×(6+n) and Q12 ∈ R(6+n)×(6+n) are weighing
matrices defined by the control designer.
With the condition that K is a positive definite symmetric matrix and R < γ2dE,
R ∈ R(6+n)×(6+n) is a user defined parameter, matrix R1 is found from the following
Cholesky factorisation [140]:
R
′
1R1 =
(
R−1 − 1
γ2d
E
)−1
. (5.22)
Equation (5.22), along with the choice of Q solves Eq. (5.20) and the input control
signal u is then expressed as:
u = −R−1B′T0x˜. (5.23)
5.4.3 Stability analysis
The baseline for the H∞ controller designed in this research was developed in [183]. The
study in [183] showed that the controller guarantees asymptotic stability by utilising a
Lyapunov function that describes the energy of the system. The stability in the sense
of Lyapunov is a precise method that uses the concept of energy of a system that is
always positive and decreases until it approaches a stable point [198]. Hence for any
system described by nonlinear differential equations, if an energy function is found,
then the system is stable in the sense of Lyapunov. This stability method states that
for a positive definite function V (x), representing the system’s energy, the following
holds to guarantee stability: V (x) > 0 for x 6= 0, V (x) = 0 for x = 0 and V˙ ≤ 0.
According [183] and [140], the Lyapunov function candidate, for the nonlinear H∞
controller, that describes the energy of the nonlinear dynamical system is:
V (x˜, t) =
1
2
x˜
′
T
′
0
K 0
0 Dsys0
T0x˜. (5.24)
This positive function is continuously differentiable with the following derivative [140]:
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 5.11: Phase-plane portrait of (a) the position and linear velocity of the spacecraft base,
(b) the attitude and angular velocity of the spacecraft base and (c) the joints displacement and
velocity of the arm using the conventional combined H∞ controller
dV (x˜, t)
dt
= −1
2
x˜
′
[
Q + T
′
0B
(
R−1 − 1
γ2
E
)
B
′
T0
]
x˜. (5.25)
Given that Q, T0, B and R are positive matrices, Eq. (5.25) is negative for all x˜ 6= 0.
Hence, the controller guarantees stability of the nonlinear controller in the sense of
Lyapunov.
Solving the second order differential equation shown in Eq. (3.82) using the control
law Eq. (5.23) and the new control effort Eq. (5.18a), involving a feedback and a feed-
forward action, for a range of initial conditions, will provide information about the
stability of the closed-loop system. A phase-plane portrait, that consists of several
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trajectories in the state space, was selected to assess the stability of the this controller.
The state space of the space robot consists of twelve states for the position, attitude
and joints and twelve other states for the corresponding velocities. Figure 5.11 de-
picts the phase plane portrait for (a) the linear motion of the spacecraft base, (b) its
angular motion and (c) the motion of the arm. It is clear from the stability analysis
conducted that the system converges towards an equilibrium point given a range of
initial conditions.
5.4.4 Combined H∞ controller parameters
Similar to the two separate conventional H∞ controller presented in Section 5.3, choos-
ing the tuning parameters of the combined controller goes through the semi-automated
process shown in Fig. 5.12. The H∞ controller uses the parameters γd, Q and, R to
satisfy the condition described by Eq. (5.20) and to guarantee minimisation of the error
using a minimum control effort in the presence of a maximum disturbance as seen in
Eq. (5.1).
When compared to the two separate H∞ controllers designed in Section 5.3, the com-
bined controller utilises a smaller number of parameters and requires a smaller number
of operations: as shown in Fig. 5.12, seven tuning parameters have to be selected to
compute three operations in order to define the final tuning parameters of the controller.
The matrices R and Q of the combined H∞ controller
Matrix Q is a diagonal matrix consisting of diagonal sub-matrices Q1, Q2 and Q12
with Q12 always null. In [140], matrix Q represents one of the controller’s tuning
parameters for a terrestrial robotic arm. In the case of a space robot operating in
the controlled-floating mode, the sub-matrices Q1, Q2 and Q12 involve other matrices
related to the spacecraft base and the arm as expressed in Eq. (5.21). They are denoted
by Q1sc = η1scE, Q2sc = η2scE, Q1m = η1mE and Q2m = η2mE, where E is the identity
matrix and η1sc , η2sc , η1m and η2m are positive user-defined scalars.
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Figure 5.12: Algorithm for choosing the tuning parameters and control input of the conven-
tional combined H∞ controller for CFSR (scalars (1) and (4) indicate the number of parameters
and operations involved at each process)
While matrix Q is set by the control designer, matrix R is automatically calculated
to satisfy the condition described by Eq. (5.20) as seen in Fig. 5.12. Furthermore, two
crucial conditions have to be satisfied on matrices Q and R [140]: matrix Q must be
a positive definite symmetric matrix and the coefficient of the diagonal matrix R must
be positive and smaller than γ2d .
The attenuation level γd
The attenuation level γd is a constant set by the control designer. According to [140],
the value of γd has to be positive and smaller than 1 in order for the controller to
compensate for any disturbance. The analysis presented in this section shows that the
choice of γd highly impacts the amplitude of the applied forces and torques. A small
value for γd makes the controller more robust against external disturbances and internal
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parametric uncertainties by applying a larger control effort. Conversely, a higher value
for γd makes the controller less robust using a smaller control effort.
Table 5.1 shows that the best disturbance rejection is offered by γd = 0.05 but the
controller requires high forces and torques to cancel them. These values are too high
for any actuators used for spacecraft pose, during close proximity manoeuvres, and
arm joints control. As per Table 5.1, the optimal value for γd is 0.2, as it guarantees
relatively small forces and torques while compensating for disturbances of amplitude
around 0.3N,Nm. Considering that, the external disturbances have a peak amplitude
around 10−3N,Nm in LEO, as presented in [50], it is reasonable to design the controller
to be robust against disturbances of amplitude up to 10−1N,Nm.
Table 5.1 also shows that the robustness of the controller varies with the Root Mean
Square Error (RMSE) in the position of the arm and the pose of the spacecraft base.
The combined H∞ controller is designed to reduce the tracking error using minimum
control action. However, in the presence of maximum disturbance, the robustness of
the controller is slightly reduced as shown in Table 5.1. It is important to note that
although the RMSE in the position of the arm is set to a value very close to zero,
the effect of the disturbances affecting the spacecraft, with RMSE equal to 0.15m and
0.12rad for position and attitude respectively, highly affects the performance of the
arm. The results shown in this table were obtained using Q1sc = Q1m = 0.5E and
Q2sc = Q2m = 2E for the spacecraft base and the arm. Further, the internal parametric
uncertainties are kept at a fixed value, as presented in [176], throughout the simulation.
Table 5.1: Perturbation Rejection
No error RMSE: rT = 0.15m, φ = 0.12rad, arm ' 0
γd Fsc(N) τsc(Nm) τm(Nm) max(fd) Fsc(N) τsc(Nm) τm(Nm) max(fd)
0.05 -16 to 34 -22 to 23 -8 to 8 5 -46 to 99 -53 to 61 -9 to 10 4
0.12 -5 to 4 -4 to 4 -2 to 2 1.2 -5 to 6 -5 to 4 -2 to 2 0.8
0.2 -2 to 2 -3 to 3 -0.7 to 0.7 0.3 -3 to 6 -3 to 4 -0.5 to 0.6 0.2
0.4 -0.4 to 0.3 -0.2 to 0.2 -0.1 to 0.1 0.1 -0.4 to 0.5 -0.5 to 0.3 -0.1 to 0.1 0.08
0.6 -0.1 to 0.2 -0.1 to 0.1 -0.09 to 0.09 0.08 -0.3 to 0.8 -0.4 to 0.4 -0.09 to 0.09 0.05
1 -0.2 to 0.3 -0.2 to 0.2 -0.08 to 0.08 None -0.4 to 0.9 -0.5 to 0.5 -0.06 to 0.06 None
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Also, the limits of the controller’s robustness was assessed by keeping the accuracy of
the end-effector, with respect to the final desired grasping point, under 1cm; if the final
error is larger than 1cm, the controller was not considered robust enough.
5.4.5 The CFSR motion using the conventional combined H∞ con-
troller for tracking polynomial trajectories
One of the particularities of the controlled-floating motion for space robots is that it
enables the tracking of well-defined trajectories for the spacecraft base just as it does
for the robotic arm. Hence, a fifth order polynomial, presented in [199], [161] and in
Chapter 4, was used to design the joint trajectories of the robotic arm as well as the
trajectories for the position and attitude of the spacecraft base.
When the final grasping point is out of the reach of the arm, the spacecraft base changes
its pose, from its initial to the grasping pose, through polynomial trajectories in the
configuration space. For simulation purposes, the initial spacecraft position and atti-
tude are chosen respectively as [1m, 1m, 1m] and [0◦, 0◦, 0◦]. The desired final spacecraft
position and attitude are respectively [1.1m, 1.4m, 0.7m] and [11.5◦, 5.7◦,−11.5◦]. The
external disturbance is simulated as a sinusoidal function with a peak amplitude of
0.1N,Nm and frequency of 2rad/s. This value is greater than 10−3N,Nm, which is
the maximum amplitude that orbital perturbations can reach in LEO at 450km [50].
The internal parametric uncertainties originate from the changes in the mass of the
spacecraft as described in Section 5.2. The fictitious forces are computed as shown in
Appendix B. The closed-loop architecture of the combined nonlinear H∞ controller for
a space robot operating in the controlled floating mode is shown in Fig. 5.13.
The CFSR operation scenario
The arm’s desired and real joint trajectories are depicted in Fig. 5.14, where the joints
follow the desired trajectories continuously without any abrupt changes. The corre-
sponding applied joint torques that compensate for the disturbances to allow a smooth
tracking of the trajectories are shown in Fig. 5.15. In this figure, it is shown that
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Figure 5.13: Closed loop architecture of the conventional combined H∞ controller for the
CFSR
the controller compensates for the external disturbances originating from a sinusoidal
disturbance of peak amplitude 0.1N,Nm as well as the internal disturbances from para-
metric uncertainties.
The controller also guarantees a precise attitude and position trajectory tracking for
the spacecraft base as shown in Fig. 5.16. This is achieved by the reaction jet system
operating in response to the forces and torques shown in Fig. 5.17. The controller tracks
continuously the joint trajectories and the spacecraft position and attitude trajectories.
This is the main goal of the CFSR, proving that the controller is able to control the
motion of both the spacecraft base and the arm simultaneously to reach the desired
grasping point set by the trajectory planning algorithm. This controller’s performance
is validated in the presence of perturbations i.e. parametric uncertainties and external
disturbances described by δsc in Eq.(5.11d) and depicted in Fig. 5.18.
Comparison of the combined conventional H∞ controller with and without
feed-forward compensation
The combined controller uses an FFC to eliminate the effect of the dynamic coupling
which has a significant role in reducing the parametric uncertainties affecting the space-
craft base. As the parametric uncertainties are functions of the acceleration and the
velocity, their amplitude will depend on the motion of the spacecraft base. If the FFC
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is not applied, the dynamic coupling generates undesired changes in the pose of the
spacecraft base, which results in higher acceleration and velocity when the feedback
controller tries to correct these changes. In addition to external disturbances, these
changes result in higher perturbations originating from parametric uncertainties as de-
picted in Fig. 5.19. This figure when compared to Fig. 5.18, where FFC was applied,
highlights the importance of (i) the FFC for perturbation reduction and (ii) the effect
of the changes in the mass as a parametric uncertainty. In other words, reducing the
effect of the dynamic coupling will reduce the effect of the parametric uncertainties due
to fuel consumption. However, using FFC requires more fuel as the spacecraft base
tries to compensate for the undesired motion.
For the motion described in Fig. 5.14 and Fig. 5.16, the fuel consumption for the
conventional combined H∞ controller when FFC was not applied and for the same
controller when FFC was applied is shown in Fig. 5.20. According to the figure, there
exists a trade-off, between fuel consumption and robustness, that has to be considered.
Although the fuel consumption is higher, the perturbation reduction using FFC is pre-
ferred for a precise and robust tracking of the trajectory designed to capture the target
spacecraft.
Also, a comparison between the fuel consumption using the combined H∞ controller
(Fig. 5.20) and the two separate H∞ controllers (Fig. 5.21) shows that the former has
a better performance. This is due to the selection of augmented tuning matrices for
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Figure 5.14: Arm joint displacements using
combined conventional H∞ controller
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position using combined conventional H∞
controller
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Figure 5.17: Spacecraft base applied forces
and torques using combined conventional H∞
controller
Figure 5.18: Perturbation δsc affecting the
spacecraft base using combined conventional
H∞ controller
Figure 5.19: Perturbation δsc affecting the
spacecraft base using combined conventional
H∞ controller without FFC
the whole system instead of separate tuning parameters that affect the performance
of the controller, as seen in Figs. 5.9 and 5.10. Nevertheless, fuel consumption, using
the combined H∞ controller, could potentially increase depending on the choice of the
coefficient of the augmented tuning parameters. This will be covered in the next section
about the shortcomings of this combined controller.
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Figure 5.20: Fuel consumption with and
without FFC using the combined nonlinear
H∞ controller
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Figure 5.21: Fuel consumption with and
without FFC using two separate nonlinear
H∞ controllers
Remarks
Extensive simulation results of CFSR prove that the conventional combined nonlinear
H∞ controller is robust when dealing with different internal and external perturbations
whilst tracking desired trajectories for both the arm and its base. The feed-forward
compensation technique reduces the undesired effect of parametric uncertainties by can-
celling the dynamic coupling. This control strategy that dovetails feed-forward com-
pensation and feedback control using a nonlinear combined H∞ controller guarantees
stability of this highly nonlinear dynamical system as shown in Fig. 5.11. Furthermore,
there is a trade-off between fuel consumption, errors in the trajectories and internal
disturbance reduction. Figure 5.20 showed that a larger amount of fuel is consumed
when FFC is applied compared to when it is not. On the other hand, Fig. 5.22 shows
that errors increase when FFC is not applied, in addition to Fig. 5.18 where internal
disturbances are reduced when FFC is applied. This shows that there is a trade-off
between dynamic coupling cancellation and fuel consumption. The choice depends on
the nature of the mission itself; handling mirrors during in-orbit telescope assembly re-
quires high accuracy and precision, whereas performing several tasks in multiple orbits
imposes a maximum fuel conservation.
Although simple polynomial trajectories were used in this section for the controlled-
floating motion of the space robot, a more suitable trajectory planning algorithm is
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Figure 5.22: Error in the attitude of the spacecraft base with and without FFC
needed. This is crucial to guarantee that the chosen path is optimal when considering
the effect of the dynamic coupling, singularities and potential obstacles. However, the
conventional combined H∞ controller may not be the best controller for the precise
motion of the CFSR during in-orbit close proximity operations. Hence, the limitations
of this controller are highlighted and addressed in the next section.
5.4.6 Shortcomings of the conventional combined H∞ controller
When operating a space robot for in-orbit close proximity manoeuvres, it is crucial to
guarantee its smooth and precise motion. For instance, when using a micro propulsion
system, the thrusting force must be smaller or equal to 1.5N [197]. Therefore, there is
a compelling need to design a robust controller that ensures that a small and precise
thrust force is delivered regardless of disturbances and errors in the trajectory.
The nonlinear H∞ controller is a robust controller that can compensate for both ex-
ternal disturbances and parametric uncertainties. As mentioned in Section 5.4.4 and
according to [140], the coefficient of the diagonal matrix R has to be smaller than or
equal to γ2d . As the coefficient of R is computed automatically to satisfy Eq. (5.20), it
can take any value between 0 and γ2d . Hence, this condition is not sufficient as small
values of R result in large applied forces and torques as seen in Fig. 5.23. This figure
shows the variations of the forces and torques applied on the spacecraft base and the
arm corresponding to different values of R for the control of the CFSR. The closer R
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Figure 5.23: Spacecraft base applied forces and torques and arm applied torques using differ-
ent values for R < γ2dE when γd = 0.2
is to γ2d (in this case γ
2
d = 0.2), the smaller the forces and torques.
Further, the tuning parameter Q also determines the amplitude of the applied forces
and torques. The different values of the control effort against different values of the
tuning parameter Q were tested in simulations for spacecraft pose control. The results
in Fig. 5.24 show that the smallest values of the applied forces and torques for the
spacecraft base are found when Q1sc is close to its lower bound and Q2sc is close to
the its upper bound. On the contrary, the highest values are found when Q1sc is close
to its upper bound and Q2sc is close to its lower bound.
Using random fixed values for the tuning parameters often results in very high or very
low applied forces and torques, depending on the motion of the CFSR. Therefore, rely-
ing on the trial-and-error method for tuning Q is inefficient as the path from the initial
to the grasping point is not known a priori when using the optimal trajectory generator
presented in Chapter 4. Moreover, in the presence of disturbances, a controller with
fixed parameters may produce a large control effort to counteract the additional forces
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Figure 5.24: Impact of different values of the tuning parameters Q1sc and Q2sc on the
spacecraft base applied forces (a)-(c) and applied torques (d)-(f)
or torques. For this reason, the capability to adaptively vary the tuning parameters
would be beneficial for such systems. This is because large applied forces and torques
may result in undesired abrupt motion and a higher dynamic coupling effect.
5.5 Design of a Novel Combined Nonlinear Adaptive H∞
Controller
This novel controller guarantees robustness and precise motion control through finding
the optimal tuning parameters based on the variation of the error in the trajectory as
well as the attenuation level for disturbances.
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5.5.1 The new algorithm for tuning the controller parameters
Matrix R As depicted in Fig. 5.23, the coefficient of matrix R has to be as close
as possible to γ2d . Hence, matrix R in addition to being positive and smaller than the
square of the attenuation level γd, has to satisfy an additional condition defined here,
for the first time, as follows:
(
γ2d − R
)
E ≤ R ≤ γ2dE, (5.26)
where R is a positive small number defined by the control designer and E ∈ R(6+n)×(6+n)
is the identity matrix.
Matrices Q1 and Q2 During the close proximity manoeuvres, the applied space-
craft forces and torques as well as the arm’s applied torques have to be as precise as
possible to avoid abrupt and undesired motion. For this reason, an adaptive tuning
algorithm for the H∞ controller is required. In this research, a new tuning algorithm
for the parameters Q1 and Q2 is developed based on the following exponential bounded
functions:
fun1 =
1
1 + ee˜
(5.27a)
fun2 =
(
1− e−e˜) (5.27b)
where e˜ represents the RMSE between the desired and real pose of the spacecraft base.
Similarly, the same functions are the baseline to the tuning functions for the arm using
the RMSE between the desired and real joints displacement. The RMSE is preferred
over the Mean Absolute Error (MAE) because it offers a weighing method for large
errors through the square. In other words, the RMSE is more useful for tuning this
controller as large errors are highly undesirable.
Given that Q1 and Q2 are diagonal matrices with coefficients η1sc , η1m , η2sc and η2m ,
tuning these matrices is reduced to tuning their coefficients. Based on Eqs. (5.27a)
and (5.27b), the desired output of the final bounded functions requires η1sc , η1m and
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when ηmax1 = η
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η2sc , η2m to have values close to each other when the RMSE is null and recede from
each other when the RMSE is higher as shown in Fig 5.25. This is to guarantee that
when the RMSE has larger values, the control effort will remain bounded, subject to
actuators limits. Moreover, Eqs. (5.27a) and (5.27b) must be refined to account for the
attenuation level γd. This is necessary to reduce the applied forces and torques when
γd is smaller than 0.2 to cancel out larger disturbances. Table 5.2 showed that the
smaller γd is, the higher the forces and torques. Hence, introducing γd in the proposed
tuning function will guarantee smaller forces and torques when γd < 0.2.
The proposed tuning functions find values for the tuning parameters depending on their
maximum values ηmaxsc and η
max
m , the error e˜sc, e˜m and the attenuation level γd. Hence,
Eqs. (5.27a) and (5.27b) are refined to give the final functions for the proposed tuning
algorithm as follows:
η1sc =
2ηmaxsc /1 + e
(
e˜sc/γd + η
)
η1m =
2ηmaxm /1 + e
(
e˜m/γd + η
)
η2sc = η
max
sc
(
1− e−(e˜sc/γd−η))
η2m = η
max
m
(
1− e−(e˜m/γd−η))

, (5.28)
where η ≥ 2 is a user defined constant that highly depends on the selected value for
γd. The choice of η is performed using Table 5.2.
The values for ηmaxsc and η
max
m are carefully selected to prevent the controller from
producing a control effort lower than the minimum value required for motion as shown
in Fig. 5.24.
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5.5.2 Stability analysis of the adaptive H∞ controller
Unlike the conventional combined H∞ controller, the adaptive H∞ controller is based
on varying tuning parameters. For this reason, the stability of this controller is assessed
through ensuring that Eq. (5.25) is always negative for varying Q and R. It is clear from
Eq. (5.26) that R is always positive which is not intuitively obvious for Q. Nonetheless,
based on Eq.(5.28), the sign of the coefficients of Q1sc , Q2sc , Q1m and Q2m depend
on the sign of e˜, which is always positive as it represents the RMSE. Consequently, Q
and R are always positive which makes Eq. (5.25) negative for varying Q and R.
A phase plane portrait was performed to further assess the stability of the controller.
Figure 5.26 depicts the phase plane portrait of (a) the linear motion of the spacecraft
base, (b) the angular motion of the spacecraft base and (c) the motion of the arm.
This figure shows that the adaptive H∞ controller guarantees closed-loop stability of
the system for a range of initial conditions.
5.5.3 The CFSR motion using the adaptive H∞ controller for tracking
polynomial trajectories
Simulations were performed to verify the accuracy of the proposed nonlinear adaptive
H∞ control algorithm when tracking a desired trajectory. A fifth order polynomial,
presented in [199], [161] and in Chapter 4, was used to design the joint trajectories for
the robotic arm as well as the spacecraft base.
The initial spacecraft position and attitude are chosen respectively as [1m, 1m, 1m]
and [0◦, 0◦, 0◦]. The desired final spacecraft position and attitude are respectively
[1.1m, 1.4m, 0.7m] and [11◦,−8◦, 17◦]. An external disturbance in the form of a si-
nusoidal function with a peak amplitude of 0.1N,Nm and a frequency of 2rad/s is
Table 5.2: Look-up table for η
γd 0.1-0.2 0.2-0.25 0.25-0.4 0.4-0.5 0.5-0.7 0.7-0.9
η 4.5 4 3.5 3 2.5 2
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Figure 5.26: Phase-plane portrait of (a) the position and linear velocity of the spacecraft base,
(b) the attitude and angular velocity of the spacecraft base and (c) the joints displacement and
velocity of the arm using the nonlinear adaptive H∞ controller
introduced in the control loop for verification of robustness. An internal disturbance
originating from the parametric uncertainties, as presented in [176], is also introduced
in the control loop in addition to the fictitious forces shown in Appendix B. The maxi-
mum values for ηmaxsc and η
max
m are 10 and 5 respectively. The closed-loop architecture
of the adaptive H∞ controller for a space robot operating in the controlled floating
mode is shown in Fig. 5.27.
The desired joint trajectories designed along with the real trajectories are depicted in
Fig. 5.28, where the arm’s joints follow continuously the desired values with no abrupt
changes. The corresponding applied joint torques are shown in Fig. 5.29 where the
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Figure 5.27: Closed-loop architecture representing the adaptive H∞ controller
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Figure 5.28: Joints displacements using the
adaptive H∞ control
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Figure 5.29: Joints torques using the adap-
tive H∞ control
fluctuations are due to the controller trying to cancel out the external disturbances
and internal disturbances from parametric uncertainties. These results show that the
arm’s controller compensates for the disturbances to allow a smooth tracking of the
joint trajectories.
The desired pose, representing the position and attitude, is continuously tracked as
shown in Fig. 5.30. The corresponding applied forces and torques are shown in Fig. 5.31,
where the fluctuating characteristics are due to the presence of disturbances that are
attenuated by the controller. Although there are disturbances affecting the CFSR, the
motion is smooth and the final grasping point is attained after the CFSR controller has
tracked trajectories for both the arm and its base.
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Figure 5.30: Spacecraft base position and
attitude using the adaptive H∞ control
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Figure 5.31: Spacecraft base applied forces
and torques using the adaptive H∞ control
The fuel consumption using the adaptive nonlinearH∞ controller is depicted in Fig. 5.32.
This figure compares the amount of fuel consumed for a scenario with and without FFC.
Similar to the two separate and combined nonlinear H∞ controllers, there is a trade-off
between fuel consumption and disturbance rejection using FFC. Moreover, comapred
to Figs. 5.20 and 5.21, the figure shows a desired trait of the adaptive nonlinear H∞
controller; that is a minimum fuel consumption resulting from a small applied control
effort.
It is important to note that the polynomial trajectories used for the the arm and its
base do not result in the best optimal path for the CFSR, as there is no minimisation
regarding the source of the dynamic coupling effect or the energy of the system. Hence,
to fully assess the performance of the nonlinear adaptive H∞ controller, the optimal
trajectories generated in Chapter 4 must be utilised.
5.5.4 The CFSR motion using the adaptive H∞ controller for tracking
optimal trajectories
In addition to the tracking of polynomial trajectories, as presented in Section 5.6.3,
the performance of the adaptive nonlinear H∞ controller was assessed for tracking
the optimal trajectories introduced in Chapter 4. The initial spacecraft base posi-
tion and attitude are respectively rT = [1.4m 0m − 0.5m]
′
and φ = [0◦ 0◦ 0◦]′ ;
the initial joint angles of the arm are θ = [0◦ 0◦ 0◦ 0◦ 0◦ 0◦]′ . The grasping point
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Figure 5.32: Fuel consumption with and without FFC using the adaptive nonlinear H∞
controller
is located at ref = [0.5 0 0.5]
′
. Other parameters involved in the simulation are:
dsafe = dsphere = 0.2m, dcritical = 0.1m, dbase = 0.6m and ν = 20. These extra param-
eters correspond to the parameters involved in the optimisation algorithm presented in
Chapter 4.
Given the desired grasping point on the target, the controller guarantees smooth track-
ing of the arm’s joints as well as the spacecraft base position and attitude using a
minimum control effort. Figure 5.33 shows the desired and real trajectories of the arm
in response to the torques that generate the arm’s motion as depicted in Fig. 5.34. On
the other hand, the motion of the spacecraft base shown in Fig. 5.35 is the result of
small applied forces and torques shown in Fig. 5.36. The fluctuations exhibited by the
applied forces and torques for both the arm and its base are a result of the counter-
effort of the nonlinear adaptive H∞ controller to ensure disturbance rejection.
The motion described by Figs. 5.33 and 5.35 is a result of the dynamic coupling track-
ing presented in Chapter 4. This means that there is no FFC applied to cancel out the
effect of the dynamic coupling as this effect is used to aid the motion of the CFSR.
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Figure 5.33: Tracking of optimal joint tra-
jectories of arm
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Figure 5.35: Tracking of optimal spacecraft
base position and attitude
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for tracking of optimal trajectories
5.6 Comparison between the Adaptive H∞ Controller and
other Controllers
The efficacy of the proposed adaptive H∞ control algorithm is studied by comparing its
performance against the conventional combined nonlinear H∞ and the classical linear
PID and LQR controllers designed in [200]. According to Fig. 5.24, the smallest control
action is found when Q1 is close to its lower limit and Q2 is close to its upper limit.
For this reason and for comparison purposes, the coefficients of Q1 and Q2 for the
conventional H∞ controller are chosen as η1sc = η1m = 0.6 and η2sc = η2m = 8.
Moreover, the tuning parameters of the PID controller were separated into three parts,
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Table 5.3: PID controller gains selection
Sub-system motion Natural frequency Damping ratio Kp Kd Ki
Spacecraft’s linear motion 2 1 4 4 0.001
Spacecraft’s angular motion 1.5 1 2.25 3 0.001
Arm motion 10 1 100 20 0.001
as described in [200]: spacecraft linear motion gain, spacecraft angular motion gain
and arm motion gain. For critical damping of the system, the damping ratio is selected
as 1, to critically dampen the system, and the natural frequency is found using the
trial and error. The resulting gains are displayed in Table 5.3. These gains ensure that
the PID controller guarantees a similar performance to the conventional H∞ controller
when the error in the trajectory is close to null in an environment subject to external
disturbances and parametric uncertainties.
On the other hand, the LQR tuning parameters were selected based on the error allowed
for each component of the state vector. For the LQR, as is the case for the PID
controller, the state vector is defined as: qlqr = [rT φ θ r˙T φ˙ θ˙]
′
. Selecting a gain for
each component of the state vector is based on the maximum allowed error for Qlqr
and the trial and error method for Rlqr. This gives the final tuning parameters for
the LQR as follows: Qlqr = diag(
[
1
0.01
180
pi
180
pi
1
0.01
180
0.1pi
180
0.1pi
]
)2, where the third and
sixth elements of Qlqr are vectors denoted by vm ∈ R6 corresponding to the gains
related to the arm’s motion and the remaining elements of Qlqr represent a vector
vsc ∈ R6 corresponding to the gains related to the spacecraft’s motion, and Rlqr =
diag(105). It was observed that for the same simulation environment of the conventional
combined H∞ and PID controllers, the LQR guarantees the same performance for
errors up to 0.01m and 0.01rad in the presence of external disturbances and parametric
uncertainties.
5.6.1 Effect of the external disturbance
Although external disturbances have a small amplitude in LEOs (up to 10−3N,Nm)
[50], testing the robustness of the proposed controller against these disturbances is
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Figure 5.37: System response to external disturbances and parametric uncertainties using
adaptive H∞, conventional H∞, PID and LQR controllers: (a) spacecraft base applied forces
and (b) applied torques
necessary. All four controllers were tested in simulations under the same range of values
for external disturbances. The amplitude of these disturbances varies from 10−4N,Nm
to 0.5N,Nm. This maximum amplitude of the disturbance was selected in order to
assess the performance of the controllers beyond the limit of their robustness. The
limit of the robustness of the conventional H∞ controller corresponding to γd = 0.2
was shown in Table 5.1.
The graphs shown in Fig. 5.37 represent the maximum amplitude of the applied forces
and torques, for all four controllers, used to compensate for different values of the
external disturbance. This figure shows that the maximum amplitude of the forces and
torques applied to cancel out the disturbances are proportional to the increase in the
amplitude of the disturbances. However, each controller depicts a different performance.
The PID and LQR show a similar performance by using the highest control effort when
compared to the conventional H∞ controller. However, the control effort for the three
controllers builds up when the disturbance is at its peak.
As evident from Fig. 5.37, the best performance is demonstrated by the nonlinear
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adaptive H∞ controller. It guarantees small control effort (Fsc < 0.6N and τsc <
1Nm) even at the highest value of the amplitude of the external disturbance. It is
important to note that the adaptive H∞ and the conventional H∞ controllers require
a change in γd, from 0.2 to 0.15, when the disturbance has an amplitude of 0.3N,Nm.
These two controllers are capable of suppressing the disturbances using smaller control
effort than the linear PID and LQR controllers. Also, comparing the two H∞ controllers
shows that the adaptive H∞ controller offers a better performance. Moreover, both PID
and LQR lose their robustness when the disturbances reach 0.3 i.e. using the depicted
forces and torques for disturbances of peak amplitude 0.3 does not suppress the effect
of the disturbances on the Cartesian trajectory.
5.6.2 Effect of the parametric uncertainties
In addition to the external disturbance, the performance of the four controllers varies
when subjected to internal parametric uncertainties. As the parametric uncertainties
are a function of the acceleration and velocity of the spacecraft base, their amplitude
varies from a controller to the other depending on the resulting motion of the spacecraft.
The same parametric uncertainty together with an external disturbance of amplitude
equal to 10−4N,Nm was used, in simulation, for assessing the efficiency of the four
controllers and the results of the closed-loop control are shown in Table 5.4.
The external disturbance was selected to be small in order to assess the impact of
the parametric uncertainties on system performance. The maximum amplitude of the
internal disturbance generated from the parametric uncertainties was extracted from
the maximum value of vector fint in Eq. (5.3). The amplitude of the maximum value
that the internal parametric uncertainties can reach is only 0.1 for the adaptive H∞
compared to 0.4, 0.5 and 0.6 for the conventional H∞, PID and LQR respectively.
5.6.3 Effect of the error in the trajectory
When the error between the desired and real spacecraft base pose and that for arm
trajectory is large, the amplitude of the applied forces and torques is large accordingly.
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Table 5.4: Comparison between the maximum value that the internal parametric uncertainties
can reach using different controllers
Controller
Adaptive
H∞
Conventional
H∞
PID LQR
Max amplitude of
parametric uncertainties
0.1 0.4 0.5 0.6
The applied forces and torques, used to control the pose of the spacecraft base by
the four controllers, when subjected to different values of the error (pose RMSE), are
depicted in Fig. 5.38. The figure shows that the best performance is achieved by the
proposed adaptive H∞ controller that is capable of producing small forces and torques
(up to 0.2N and 0.2Nm) regardless of the RMSE.
The conventional H∞ although shows a good performance (forces and torques up to 2N
and 2Nm), the control effort will be higher if the parameter R is not close to γd as seen
in Eq. (5.26). Moreover, when using the conventional H∞ control, the rate of change in
the applied forces and torques with respect to the RMSE is larger when compared to
the adaptive H∞. This means that although a small value of Q1 and a large value of Q2
are used, the amplitude of the applied forces and torques will increase with the increase
in the RMSE. On the other hand, the linear PID and LQR controllers use large forces
and torques even at the smallest RMSE and hence, they have the worst performance
amongst the four controllers simulated. Thus, the control effort when using PID and
LQR controllers is large enough to saturate the actuators (PID: more than 600N and
50Nm, LQR: more than 800N and 300Nm). This can be avoided using saturation
limits in the simulation but this does not guarantee a good performance when the error
in RMSE is too large. For instance, a saturation block of amplitude equal to 1.5N,Nm
will not be efficient against 0.2m, rad of RMSE.
5.6.4 Strengths and shortcomings of the adaptive H∞ controller
The research presented in this section advances the state-of-the-art of designing nonlin-
ear robust control systems for space robots. As in the context of an in-orbit telescope
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Figure 5.38: System response to an increasing position RMSE and attitude RMSE using
adaptive H∞, conventional H∞, PID and LQR controllers: (a)-(c) spacecraft base applied
forces and (d)-(f) applied torques
assembly mission where precise manoeuvres of the spacecraft are required, a controller
that is capable of producing small forces and torques, regardless of the disturbances and
the error in the trajectory, is necessary. The performance of the conventional nonlinear
H∞ controller has been significantly improved using the new adaptive tuning algorithm
that finds the control parameters resulting in minimal applied forces and torques at all
times. Extensive results presented in this section reveal the benefits of using a nonlinear
adaptive H∞ controller for space robots and how it guarantees robust performance in
an energy efficient way whilst operating in the controlled-floating mode. To summarise,
the main advantages of the novel nonlinear adaptive H∞ controller developed in this
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research are:
(1) A robust performance is guaranteed when the errors in the pose of the spacecraft
base and the trajectory of the arm are large. When the error is too large, the
time taken by the arm to reach the desired grasping point might increase. This is
acceptable considering that the 200s needed for the CFSR to track the trajectory,
in simulation, are well within the window of time necessary for an in-orbit safety
critical close proximity operation.
(2) Offer robustness in the presence of both external disturbances and internal para-
metric uncertainties using a small control effort. The highest disturbance it can
suppress is 0.3N,Nm when γd = 0.2 and 0.5 when γd = 0.15. Smaller values of
γd will increase the robustness of the controller but it will result in larger control
effort as seen in Table 5.1. At the same time, the proposed adaptive H∞ con-
troller is capable of producing smaller control effort when γd = 0.15 compared to
the conventional H∞ controller, as seen in Fig. 5.37. Furthermore, the proposed
controller guarantees reduction of the effect of parametric uncertainties due to
the slower motion of the space robot resulting from the small control effort.
(3) Reduction of the dynamic coupling effect due to the slow motion of the CFSR. The
dynamic coupling is a function of the acceleration and velocity of the space robot
as seen in Eq. (5.10) and hence, slower motion will result in a smaller dynamic
coupling effect. This means that the proposed adaptive H∞ controller keeps the
effect of the dynamic coupling under a safe limit, which reduces the fuel used for
pose correction.
(4) Reduced fuel consumption when compared to the conventional H∞, PID and LQR
controllers. In the case where there are no errors in the trajectory, the fuel con-
sumption when using adaptive or conventional H∞ controllers is similar because
the user-defined selection of the conventional H∞ controller’s parameters, in sim-
ulations, is as close as possible to the parameters of the adaptive H∞ controller.
However, when a small error is introduced (RMSE = 0.06m, rad), the fuel con-
sumption when using adaptive H∞ controller is reduced by 58% compared to the
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conventional H∞ controller, by 99.8% compared to PID and 99.89% compared
to LQR. Moreover, when the error is high (RMSE = 0.5), the fuel consumption
when using adaptive H∞ controller is reduced by 90.2% compared to the con-
ventional H∞ controller, by 99.95% compared to PID and 99.97% compared to
LQR.
These results prove that the performance of the adaptiveH∞ controller is better than its
predecessor the conventional H∞ controller and the linear PID and LQR controllers.
Nevertheless, it is crucial to highlight the limitations of this controller. Hence, the
performance of the adaptive H∞ controller was assessed for different values of the mass
for the arm and the spacecraft base. Figure 5.39 depicts the final state errors in the
position and attitude of the spacecraft base for tracking the designed pose trajectories,
as seen in Fig. 5.39a, and for a response to a unit step input, as seen in Fig. 5.39b.
The two tests were conducted using the same simulation conditions i.e. disturbances of
amplitude 0.1N,Nm and a fixed arm mass equal to 7.9kg. Moreover, the results shown
in Fig. 5.39a were generated in the presence of an additional error in order to replicate
the same conditions that proved the advantage of using the adaptive H∞ controller;
RMSE equal to 0.15m and 0.12rad for position and attitude errors respectively. As
per Fig. 5.39, the controller has a better performance when the spacecraft base has
the size of a micro-satellite (up to 500kg). Additionally, the adaptive H∞ controller
has a good performance for small and large robotic arms with a maximum acceptable
mass reaching 400kg subject to the corresponding mass of the base spacecraft. In other
words, the adaptive H∞ controller is suitable for large robotic arms but the mass of
the arm is limited by its spacecraft base due to the dynamic coupling. This is because
the dynamic coupling is always related to the mass ratio between the spacecraft base
and the arm. Hence, the maximum arm mass permitted, when using the adaptive H∞
controller, is limited by the maximum mass of the spacecraft base which is equal to
500kg.
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Figure 5.39: Errors in the position and attitude of the spacecraft base in the presence of ex-
ternal disturbances using the adaptive H∞ controller: (a) tracking the desired pose trajectories
whilst forcing an initial error and (b) unit step response
Remarks
The performance of the adaptive H∞ controller can be similar to the combined conven-
tional H∞ controller if and only if, (i) both controllers have similar parameters (close
to impossible due to the random choice of the matrix R), (ii) there are no errors in
the trajectory (error between real and desired trajectories) and (iii) there are no dis-
turbances affecting the system. The last two conditions are only possible in the safe
environment of simulations, as in reality errors and disturbances always occur.
Nevertheless, the adaptive H∞ controller can only reduce the dynamic coupling effect
to a certain extent depending on the designed configuration space trajectories as illus-
trated in Figs. 5.40a and 5.40b. In order to reduce the effect of the dynamic coupling
to a minimum value, a suitable path planning algorithm has to be designed. Hence,
when tracking the optimal trajectories designed in Chapter 4 using the adaptive H∞
controller, the combination of these algorithms minimises the effect of the dynamic
coupling effect as demonstrated in Fig. 5.40c.
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5.7 Chapter Summary
The CFSR introduced in this research, for precise in-orbit proximity operations, ex-
ploits the well-defined coordinated motion of space robot with the added feature that
the spacecraft base has its own dedicated trajectories for the position and attitude. As
a high DoF system, designing a suitable controller for the CFSR is a complicated task.
Hence, this chapter presented the different stages pursued to improve the performance
of the nonlinear H∞ controller for regulating the motion of the CFSR.
Two separate conventional H∞ controllers were first developed as it is a customary
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Figure 5.40: Generated dynamic coupling affecting the spacecraft base using (a) the conven-
tional combined H∞ controller to track polynomial trajectories, (b) adaptive H∞ controller to
track polynomial trajectories and (c) adaptive H∞ controller to track optimal trajectories
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practice to have two controllers for coordinated control. These two controllers are
linked through an FFC that cancels out the effect of the dynamic coupling before it
affects the motion of the CFSR. Although the two controllers demonstrated a good
performance, they had several limitations that led to the design of a combined H∞
controller.
The conventional combined H∞ controller is an augmented version of the conventional
H∞ controller that considers the space robot as one system. This combined version
is more suitable for the CFSR than the two separate controller version but still does
displays a few limitations when it comes to the choice of the tuning parameters and
robustness. In fact, the selection of the tuning parameters determines the amplitude
of the control effort which can reach remarkably high values. This represents an issue
when dealing with close-proximity manoeuvres as the motion of the space robot must
be as precise and minimal as possible.
an adaptive H∞ controller is the proposed solution to guarantee that the control effort
is always minimal. This nonlinear controller uses improved bounded functions to find
the best value for the tuning parameters depending on the desired disturbance rejection
and errors in the configuration trajectories. Albeit this new controller is well suited for
the CFSR when tracking the widely used polynomial trajectories, better trajectories
have to be designed to ensure that the CFSR reaches the grasping point in an optimal
way. The follow-on investigations showed that when using the adaptive H∞ controller
to track optimal configuration trajectories, the generated dynamic coupling effect is at
its minimum which helps save on-board fuel for pose correction.
The extensive simulation based validation presented in this chapter showed various
trade-offs in designing a robust controller for the CSFR, the limitations of linear con-
trollers like PID and LQR and the benefits of using a nonlinear adaptive H∞ controller
over the conventional H∞ controller. Moreover, the added value of using a combined
controller over two separate controllers for the coordinated motion of the arm and the
base spacecraft operating in the controlled-floating mode is also addressed.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions & Future Work
The main achievements and research outcomes are summarised in this chapter. Fur-
ther, inference is drawn on the practical limitations of these techniques and potential
solutions for addressing these limitations are proposed under future work.
6.1 Conclusions
The ultimate goal of this research was to design an in-orbit approach strategy for a
space robot to safely capture its target. This new strategy can be used for different
missions that require a space robot to manoeuvre around a target before capturing it
for maintenance and repair, refuelling, assembly and debris removal. Furthermore, the
techniques presented in this thesis can also be applied to terrestrial manipulators and
mobile robots.
The pursuit of an optimal solution to the approach problem started by reviewing the
current state-of-the-art techniques for modelling, control and path planning for space
robots. It is well known that a space robot can be operated in the free-flying or the
free-floating modes as well as other sub-categories that allow either the attitude or the
position of the spacecraft base to be controlled with internal or external forces. An
in-depth analysis of these modes of operation revealed that there is a missing mode
where the space robot can benefit from having dedicated trajectories for its spacecraft
base. The controlled spacecraft motion helps the space robot to reach the target in
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an optimal way whilst taking advantage of the redundancy, offered by the extra DoFs,
to avoid singularities and obstacles. This mode is referred to, in this research, as the
controlled-floating mode where the space robot is considered as one redundant system
with 6 degrees of redundancy originating from the controlled motion of the spacecraft
base. Furthermore, a detailed derivation of the mathematical model for the kinematics
and dynamics of the controlled-floating space robot was presented. This model was
derived with respect to a rotating frame attached to the target for precision during
close-proximity relative manoeuvres. The model presented provides a generalised solu-
tion for engineers and researchers for accurate modelling of space robots regardless of
its size, mass and number of DoFs.
The analysis of the different modes of operation and the detailed description of the
controlled-floating mode, presented in this thesis, provides a new insight into classi-
fication and choice of modes for different in-orbit missions. Table 6.1, classifies the
Table 6.1: Classification of the space robot’s modes of operation with respect to their potential
use in different in-orbit applications
M & Ra Refuelling Constb Assembly Debrisc
Spin NoSpin Spin NoSpin Spin NoSpin
Free-Floating • • •
Rot-Floatingd • • •
Rot-Flyinge • • •
Trans-Flyingf • • • • • •
Free-Flying • • • • • •
Cont-Floatingg • • • • • • • •
aMaintenance and Repair
bConstruction
cDebris Removal
dRotation-Floating
eRotation-Flying
fTranslation-Flying
gControlled-Floating
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in-orbit tasks that can be performed using the different modes of operation. During
assembly and construction, the space robot must be able to manoeuvre around the
target and obstacles in a cluttered workspace. Therefore, it is clear from the table that
the controlled-floating mode of operation prevails where other modes fail.
The literature review also uncovered an issue with planning the motion of a space
robot. Indeed, several methods have been developed, in the last few decades, that
mainly focus on limiting the impact of the dynamic coupling to reduce inaccuracies
in the end-effector’s inertial position. Nonetheless, these methods greatly limit the
workspace of the space robot by confining its motion within areas where the dynamic
coupling effect is minimal. A common solution that is widely used in terrestrial manip-
ulators is the polynomial function. This was utilised to design the first path planning
solution in this research. Thereafter, due to several limitations of the polynomial func-
tions, a novel optimal path generator was developed. The solution to the optimisation
problem is based on an evolutionary algorithm known as the Non-dominated Sorting
Genetic Algorithm II (NSGAII). This novel path generator is capable of finding opti-
mal trajectories for both the arm and its spacecraft base given only the location of the
grasping point, without a priori knowledge of any desired path or final configuration.
Moreover, the proposed path planning algorithm permits the space robot to navigate
away from singular configurations and collision areas, whilst ensuring a minimal power
consumption and dynamic coupling effect. Also, the new algorithm is capable of avoid-
ing both fixed and moving obstacles. It was proved in Chapter 4 that an obstacle,
moving at a small rate, can be avoided by automatically changing the trajectories of
the arm links as well as the spacecraft base. The results related to a moving obstacle
were preliminary results for a potential future work, as an in-depth analysis of the mo-
tion of the obstacle is required. Although the optimal path generator proved efficient in
finding the best path for the CFSR, it is based on NSGAII that can be computational
heavy and hence requires more time to generate the desired next step along the path.
This can cause issues for real-time path generation and hence, another optimiser is
necessary to reduce the computation time.
In the first chapter of this thesis, it was mentioned that the desired controller for the
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space robot operating in the controlled-floating mode is required to (i) be robust against
external disturbances and parametric uncertainties, (ii) produce a minimal control ef-
fort and (iii) operate without the need for model linearisation. In this context, the
literature review revealed that amongst the numerous state-of-the-art controllers, the
nonlinear H∞ controller, that was developed for a terrestrial robot, can satisfy the
aforementioned requirements for the space robot. Hence, a nonlinear H∞ controller
was first developed in two parts: motion control for the arm and pose control for the
spacecraft base. Several limitations arose from decoupling the controller into two parts.
Therefore, a combined nonlinear H∞ controller was developed for the motion of the
space robot; here this multi-body dynamical system was modelled as one single re-
dundant system. Although this controller demonstrated robustness against external
disturbances and parametric uncertainties, a minimal control effort was not always
guaranteed. This was dependant on the selection of the controller’s tuning parameters.
Consequently, a new adaptive combined nonlinear H∞ controller was designed to over-
come this issue. However, this new controller depicts its best performance only when
applied on small space robots (up to 500kg). In fact, the tracking error of this controller
increases with the increase in the space robot’s mass. This is because the guaranteed
small control effort produced by the adaptive H∞ controller is only compatible with
micro-satellites when using a micro-propulsion system.
6.2 Future Work
The mathematical model for the CFSR, presented in Chapter 3, is a complete model
that takes into account the variation in the CoM of the system, unlike the free-flying
and free-floating space robots. It was derived with respect to an accelerating frame
of reference attached to the target. However, the relative position vector is the result
of a subtractions between the inertial position vectors of the base of the CFSR and
the target. This can only be valid for very close proximity manoeuvres (less than
10m) that last around 100s. In order to consider longer periods of times and larger
relative distances, Hill’s equations, as described in [51], would be a better candidate.
Therefore, future improvements of the model presented in this research will be based
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on these equations to guarantee accuracy of motion for a larger range of distances and
time periods.
The optimal trajectory generator developed in Chapter 4 uses NSGAII to perform a
constrained multi-objective optimisation. This widely used optimiser can depict a slow
performance when compared to the newer techniques. However, these techniques are
often used for either non-constrained multi-objective or constrained single-objective
optimisations, at the exception of the CMOPSO. Therefore, there is a compelling need
to use the CMOPSO or any other technique, if available, to improve the performance
of the trajectory generator.
In the case where CMOPSO cannot be implemented, there is a possibility to reduce the
number of constraints imposed on the optimisation problem. This involves removing
the velocity constraints and incorporate them into the upper and lower bounds of the
optimiser. The upper and lower bounds then become as follow:
q˙max = |q˙(t)|+ ,
q˙min = |q˙(t)| − ,
(6.1)
where  constrains the configuration velocities to avoid abrupt motion. However, this
method can have limitations as there is no global allowed maximum and minimum for
the velocities throughout the execution of the trajectory.
Moreover, the proposed path generator is capable of avoiding fixed and moving obsta-
cles. In the case of a moving obstacle, only a proof on concept was provided in this
thesis using a pre-defined motion for the obstacle. However, in a real mission scenario,
obstacles can come from any direction and with different velocities. Therefore, a more
detailed analysis of the algorithm is required to account for this type of obstacles. The
remaining questions are: Is it possible to vary the space robot’s velocity in relation to
the velocity of the obstacle? Can the direction of approach be considered?
The controller developed in Chapter 5 takes into account parametric uncertainties.
These internal perturbations were modelled in this thesis as the changes in the fuel
mass when thrusting is needed for pose control and to reach the vicinity of the target.
Nonetheless, there other perturbations that can be modelled as parametric uncertain-
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ties. Some of these are related to the fuel sloshing caused by the micro-gravity envi-
ronment or can be accounted for as unknown perturbations.
Additionally, the adaptive H∞ controller presented in Chapter 5 performs better when
applied on a small space robot (up to 500kg). There is a potential area of research re-
garding the use of this controller on space robots of larger mass, which will broaden its
range of applications. Therefore, a different propulsion system is necessary to provide
the extra thrust necessary to operate a larger spacecraft base. Additionally, the tuning
functions of the adaptive H∞ controller have to be modified accordingly. Therefore, a
detailed analysis of the system and the controller is necessary in order to potentially
improve its performance.
Finally, it would be interesting to test the algorithms developed in this thesis on a real
hardware. The results of this research were validated using simulation tools, but an
extra hardware validation is required if the algorithms were to be implemented on a
real orbital mission. Indeed, some of the constraints related to hardware such as motors
limitations and risk of failure must be tested experimentally in order to validate the
overall performance of the algorithms developed in this thesis.
Appendix A
Vector Derivations
This appendix presents detailed derivations of some vectors involved in the mathemat-
ical model for the dynamics and kinematics of the CFSR.
A.1 Angular Momentum
The angular momentum of a multi-body system is defined as follows:
L =
n∑
i=0
ri ×mir˙i. (A.1)
Taking ri = rξ + riξ and r˙i = r˙ξ + r˙iξ + ωξB × riξ, Eq. (A.1) becomes:
L =
∑n
i=0 ((rξ + riξ)×mi (r˙ξ + r˙iξ + ωξB × riξ))
=
∑n
i=0 (mirξ × r˙ξ +mirξ × r˙iξ −mirξB × riξ × ωξB +
+ miriξ × r˙ξ +miriξ × r˙iξ −miriξ × riξ × ωξB)
 . (A.2)
The terms
∑n
i=0mirξB × riξ × ωξB and
∑n
i=0miriξ × r˙ξ on the right hand side of
Eq. (A.2) disappear as
∑n
i=0miriξ = 0. This is proved as follows:
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∑n
i=0miriξ =
∑n
i=0mi (ri − rξ)
=
∑n
i=0miri −
∑n
i=0mirξ
=
∑n
i=0miri −Mtrξ
= 0

. (A.3)
Similarly, the term
∑n
i=0mirξB × r˙iξ on the right hand side of Eq. (A.2) disappears
as
∑n
i=0mir˙iξ = 0, which is proved as follows:
∑n
i=0mir˙iξ =
∑n
i=0mi (r˙i − r˙ξ)
=
∑n
i=0mir˙i −
∑n
i=0mir˙ξ
=
∑n
i=0mir˙i −Mtr˙ξ
= 0

. (A.4)
Taking into account Eqs. (A.3) and (A.4), the angular momentum describe in Eq. (A.1)
becomes:
L =
∑n
i=0 (mirξ × r˙ξ +miriξ × r˙iξ −miriξ × riξ × ωξB)
= Mtrξ × r˙ξ +
∑n
i=1miriξ × r˙iξ +
∑n
i=1 IiωξB
 . (A.5)
Figure A.1: Artistic illustration depicting the vectors involved in the derivation of the
angular momentum
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Expressing the angular momentum defined by Eq. (A.5) in terms of inertia tensor and
angular velocity gives:
L =
r2ξ
r2ξ
rξ ×Mtr˙ξ +
∑n
1
r2iξ
r2iξ
riξ ×mir˙iξ +
∑n
i=1 IiωξB
= r2ξMt
(
rξ × r˙ξ
r2ξ
)
+
∑n
1 r
2
iξmi
(
riξ × r˙iξ
r2iξ
)
+
∑n
i=1 IiωξB
L = Iξωξ +
∑n
i=1 Iiωi +
∑n
i=1 IiωξB

. (A.6)
Expressing the last term on the right hand side of Eq. (A.6) in terms of inertia tensors
with respect to the
∑
B, using the parallel axis theorem, gives:
L = Iξωξ +
n∑
i=1
Iiωi +
n∑
i=1
(Ii −mi[riB]×[riB]×ωξB) . (A.7)
A.2 The CoM Position Vector and its Derivative
The position vector from the origin of
∑
B to the CoM ξ, in
∑
T , is defined as follows:
rξB =
1
Mt
∑n
i=1 riB
=
1
Mt
∑n
i=1 RLibi + RLi−1si−1
 . (A.8)
The derivative of rξB, described by Eq. (A.8), is:
r˙ξB =
1
Mt
n∑
i=1
R˙Libi + R˙Li−1si−1. (A.9)
A.3 The Derivative of the Overall Inertia Tensor
The derivative of the inertia tensor Iξ is defined as follows:
I˙ξ = Mt[r˙ξB]×[rξB]× +Mt[rξB]×[r˙ξB]× + I˙iB
I˙iB =
∑n
i=1mi[r˙iB]×[riB]× +
∑n
i=1mi[riB]×[r˙iB]×
 . (A.10)
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Appendix B
Computation of the Fictitious
Forces
In Chapter 3, the derivations of the mathematical model for the CFSR showed fictitious
forces appear due to the rotation of the reference frame
∑
T . In order to compute these
forces, the absolute angular velocity of frame
∑
T is required. This appendix presents
the method used for the computation of the fictitious forces.
B.1 Sample Scenario
A real scenario was investigated, to calculate the absolute angular velocity of the target
frame
∑
T , using Jsattrak along with the equations of orbit dynamics. The scenario
involves the ISS re-supply spacecraft PROGRESS-MS 8; its state vector was extracted
from Jsattrack at a random time. Thereafter, the initial state vector was used with the
orbit dynamics equations, seen in [51], to estimate trajectory of the spacecraft. The
absolute angular velocity and acceleration Ω and Ω˙ were then computed according to
Eqs. (7.5) and (7.6) in the ”Orbital Mechanics for Engineering Students” [51].
Substituting the resulting absolute angular velocity and acceleration vectors into Eq. (3.19)
gives the corresponding fictitious forces and torques generated from the rotation of the
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Figure B.1: Fictitious forces originating
from the rotation of the target LVLH frame
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Figure B.2: Fictitious torques originating
from the rotation of the target LVLH frame
target LVLH frame. Hence, for the motion described in Section 5.4.5 in Chapter 5,
these forces and torques are as shown in Figs. B.1 and B.2
B.2 Matlab code
Based on the Matlab code provided in [51], the Matlab functions used in Simulink
to generate Ω and Ω˙ are defined below, where R and V are the position and linear
velocity vector of the LVLH frame (
∑
T ) and R0 and V0 are their initial vectors.
B.2.1 Compute the trajectory and linear velocity of the LVLH frame
%
function [R,V] = rv_from_r0v0(t)
%
%
This function computes the state vector (R,V) from the
initial state vector (R0,V0) and the elapsed time.
mu - gravitational parameter (km^3/s^2)
R0 - initial position vector (km)
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V0 - initial velocity vector (km/s)
t - elapsed time (s)
R - final position vector (km)
V - final velocity vector (km/s)
% User M-functions required: kepler_U, f_and_g, fDot_and_gDot
%
% ----------------------------------------------
R0=[4638.87239425861, 3473.3238148010247, -3530.97317697688];
V0=[-1.1340410744241915, 6.09313235763733, 4.506407301906193];
%
mu = 398600;
%...Magnitudes of R0 and V0:
r0 = norm(R0);
v0 = norm(V0);
%...Initial radial velocity:
vr0 = dot(R0, V0)/r0;
%...Reciprocal of the semimajor axis (from the energy equation):
alpha = 2/r0 - v0^2/mu;
%...Compute the universal anomaly:
x = kepler_U(t, r0, vr0, alpha);
%...Compute the f and g functions:
[f, g] = f_and_g(x, t, r0, alpha);
%...Compute the final position vector:
R = f*R0 + g*V0;
%...Compute the magnitude of R:
r = norm(R);
%...Compute the derivatives of f and g:
[fdot, gdot] = fDot_and_gDot(x, r, r0, alpha);
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%...Compute the final velocity:
V = fdot*R0 + gdot*V0;
B.2.2 Compute the absolute velocity and acceleration of the LVLH
frame
%
function [Omega, Omega_dot]=r_rel_x(rA,vA)
%
%
This function uses the state vectors of spacecraft A and B
to find the their respective angular velocity and acceleration
rA,vA - state vector of A (km, km/s)
hA - angular momentum vector of A (km^2/s)
Omega - angular velocity of the LVLH frame (rad/s)
Omega_dot - angular acceleration of the LVLH frame (rad/s^2)
%
% -----------------------------------------------------------
%...Calculate the vector hA:
hA = cross(rA, vA);
%...Calculate Omega and Omega_dot:
Omega = hA/norm(rA)^2; % Equation 7.5 in Curtis book
Omega_dot = -2*dot(rA,vA)/norm(rA)^2*Omega;% Equation 7.6 in Curtis book
Appendix C
CFSR Model in Simulink
The model for the dynamics and kinematics of the CFSR consists of several Matlab
functions. These functions represent the matrices and sub-matrices necessary to build
the Simulink model. They are concatenated as depicted in Fig. C.1.
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Figure C.1: Matrix concatenation to build the CFSR model in Simulink
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